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Abstract
This practice-led research project, Weapon of Choice: Installation Art and the Politics of
Emotion, explores the complex set of relations between the felt, social-political and mythosacral spheres involved in migration. The project asks how installation art can be the means for
responding in Australia to the feeling encountered in moving between Poland and Australia.
Critical inquiries into this question reveal the links between feeling and politics, and show how
systems of knowledge shape human and mythical bodies as well as the borders between secular
and sacred spaces. More specifically, the research asks how the established institutions of a
place claim control over the borders between visible and invisible worlds, involving secular and
sacred spheres, as well as between inner and outer territories. The project investigates how
traditional Polish folk devotional practices and contemporary art practices, such as those of Ilya
Kabakov, Marina Abramović, Louise Bourgeois, and Magdalena Abakanowicz, resist the
politics of control over those boundaries.

This critical inquiry has brought together a variety of interconnected methodological approaches
and theoretical tools to produce a visual art installation and a thesis. With an underpinning of
practice-led research (Carter 2004; Smith & Dean 2009; Sullivan 2010), the study has further
drawn on methodological approaches for investigating the felt dimensions (affect, emotion and
sensation) of place and of artworks (Williams, R 1960, 1961, 1977; Stoller 1997, 1989; Bennett
2005). The theoretical framework focused on recent trans-disciplinary scholarship attending to
feeling, including the affective, emotional and sensory registers of the body, in relation to
migratory experiences, intercultural living and the history of installation art (Classen 1997,
2005; Massumi 2002; Howes 2003, 2005, 2007; Ahmed 2004; Thrift 2004; Law 2005; McKay
2005; Ticineto Clough 2007).
The practical component of the studio research comprised installation art works involving
cycles of multi-sensory, affective and emotional experiments arising out of theoretical,
ethnographic and historical research. Collaborative and independent art-making since 2007
(Spill 2007, Raising the Dead 2008, Contact 2009, Frenzy Episode 2010, Last Exile 2011)
resulted in a series of public installations and exhibitions of sculptural objects, paintings, and
textiles. Through Weapon of Choice a number of key principles and strategies have emerged as
significant in responding to the institutional politics of boundaries encountered in moving
between Poland and Australia. Particular strategies of installation art are the total immersive,
ritualistic and fragmented narrative modes (Onorato 1997; Kabakov, Tupitsyn & Tupitsyn 1999;
Warr 2000; Geczy & Genocchio 2001; Oliveira 2003; Bishop 2005; Heartney 2008; Franke
2010). The Weapon of Choice installation deploys these strategies to construct a critical space
for encountering the Polish mytho-sacred realm in Australia.
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Introduction
Aims and Objectives
This visual art, practice-led research project, Weapon of Choice: Installation Art and the
Politics of Emotion, comprises installation artworks and a thesis. It concerns the complex set of
relations between the felt, social-political and mytho-sacral spheres involved in migration. The
project explores how feeling encountered in moving between Poland and Australia can be
responded to in Australia through installation art. The response to this question takes place in an
Australian space of an intercultural living experience, drawing on my own experience of cycles
of migrant re-emplacement: the affective, emotional and sensory dimensions of my multiple
home arrivals and departures between Poland and Australia. I make use of these intimate
experiences to highlight the presence of a number of epistemological and ideological
boundaries. This project emphasises the importance of installation art as a means of resisting
these divisions by constructing a space for encountering and invoking reunions with Polish
folkloric, animistic and anthropomorphic presences.
This critical inquiry, Weapon of Choice, seeks to reveal the links between feeling and politics,
to understand and to critique how systems of knowledge shape human and mythical bodies as
well as the borders between secular and sacred spaces. In other words, my investigation asks
how the established institutions of a place claim control over the borders between visible and
invisible worlds, involving the boundaries between secular and sacred spheres as well as
between inner and outer territories. How do traditional Polish folk devotional practices and
contemporary installation art practices resist the politics of control over these boundaries? In
other words, what are the creative expressions, strategies and principles that resist dominant
power structures?

Background and Rationale
In my Master of Visual Arts (Research) project titled Bewitched between Borders and
Boundaries, Building Bridges, completed in 2006 at the University of South Australia, I turned
to installation practice to reconcile my experience of cultural dislocation from Poland, my birth
culture. I used installation spaces to link remnants of remembered events to the present in an
attempt to compress the distance between my childhood in Poland and my adult life in
Australia. While seemingly residing comfortably in the present, these installation spaces aimed
to evoke a process of mending of what had been disrupted and not yet repaired. The focus of
research was a particular moment in the migrant life-cycle: the experience of becoming exiled; a
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sudden, one directional movement away from my birth culture that had torn open a space of
immense emotional turmoil.

This PhD (Creative Practice) project was prompted by intimate, personal experiences of moving
between Poland and Australia as a child and an adult, cycles of re-emplacement that acted upon
the body in multiple ways. Strong feelings of unease were associated with the discrepancies I
observed between personal and official stories, the past and the present, evident in my family
conversations and recollections of Polish village life, traditional folklore and rituals, and the
sometimes contrasting official rhetoric of local ethnographic museums and the Roman Catholic
Church. For example, as part of my research into Zalipianki women’s folk art practices I
undertook field studies at Zalipie village, in Powiśle Dąbrowskie county, Małopolska province,
Poland, where I had spent time as a child. During my visit I found that aspects of these practices
were being obscured. For example, I was explicitly asked by a local ethnographer not to inquire
about the old past of the practices.

In conversations with Zalipianki, it was also revealed that the local priest had called for the
production of some objects and rituals to cease because they were “pagan”. Having grown up in
the region, I was well aware of the archaic magic qualities of the objects. When I returned to
Australia, my research into the Zalipie folk practices and the mythical Slavic female identities
of Baba Jaga and Lisica (the vixen) began to intersect with my own imaginative terrain of
installation art. It became important to use my visual art practice to unravel the deeper history
that I had been discouraged from interrogating. In particular, my practice-led research
concerned the personifications of Baba Jaga and Lisica whose presence continues to linger in
popular oral folk stories and, as I began to speculate, in Polish folk and devotional rituals.

In the light of the difficulty of confirming the roles of Baba Jaga and Lisica in Polish ritual
traditions, an uneasy feeling arose for me when I returned to Australia. The barrier between the
secular and pre-Christian sacred worlds that I encountered in Poland caused a literal impression
upon my body and travelled back with me into the intercultural space of Australian living. In
fact, this feeling persisted and intensified as the old history of Polish ritual culture began to be
revealed in Australia.

I realised that the feeling did not simply arise out of my own body. Rather, it was caused as my
body sensed a pressure when I tried to recover the pre-Christian history of the local folk
practices. Evidence collected during my field studies in Poland indicated that this feeling was
closely linked to the rhetoric surrounding women’s traditions that was deployed by local
authorities, namely the Roman Catholic Church and local ethnographic museums. My uneasy
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feeling was shared by others, especially affecting those individuals who continued to maintain
the older ritual art traditions. As a result, I experienced emotions of anger towards those wellestablished local institutions of power and their systems of knowledge. This emotion was
entangled with the politics of power, since access to the deeper past had been obscured and
denied by establishment interests. That is, the rhetoric deployed by the local institutions of
Church and museum entangled emotion and politics, or the politics of emotion, as well as the
politics of gender, to separate people (in this case primarily women) from ancestral beliefs and
mythical identities.

Consequently, I came to situate feeling as social and political, rather than as a private matter
belonging to and arising out of an individual. My re-emplacements (McKay 2005) between
Poland and Australia have fostered in me a deeper understanding of the socio-political
dimensions of feeling, as well as the felt qualities of artworks and interior spaces. I have
responded to my experiences gathered from these manoeuvrings between Poland and Australia
through installation art in order to find strategies to creatively unsettle the past and the present
concerning my cultural heritage and to communicate the presence of an ancestral Polish past in
Australia.

In particular, I resolved to recover Baba Jaga and Lisica from obscurity through my art practice.
Rather than construct a cohesive and sequential narrative about Baba Jaga’s and Lisica’s past, I
have drawn upon the fragmentary evidence of archival materials, folktales, and ritual artefacts
from Poland, to engage in a critical and speculative inquiry, informed by methodological and
theoretical concepts concerning the politics of the felt capacities of the body, art and everyday
living. The creative and imaginative space of installation would allow for encounters with the
otherworldly presences of Baba Jaga and Lisica, and with my own critical responses to the
complexities of the felt dimensions of a migrant world in an Australian space of intercultural
living.

Initially this project was conceived as an investigation of art strategies that would directly
respond to my rich cultural heritage involving Polish ritual traditions. Fieldwork from Poland
and art historical research into installation art would provide the evidence and a theoretical base
for constructing my final installation. However, I soon questioned whether the conjunction of
these sources would provide any new insights concerning migrant art practices in Australia. The
field has been well covered in, for example, the work of art historian and artist Paul Carter
(1996, 2004) and the writing of cultural and art theorist Nikos Papastergiadis (1993, 1998, 2000,
2004, 2006). Their in-depth studies are revealing about migratory issues, including experiences
of exile, belonging and cultural dislocation, in relation to the art practices of migrant artists in
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Australia. Nonetheless, there exists an unexplored terrain in theoretical and critical inquiry in
this field: the question of how migrant artists might respond to the felt dimensions (affective,
emotional and multi-sensory) of their migrant world in the face of repeated movements between
their birth and new cultures (migrant re-emplacement), an experience that reflects my own
circumstances.

The gap in scholarly inquiries that this project attempts to fill is also highlighted in papers by
several Australian based researchers published in the Journal of Intercultural Studies (2005),
which stemmed from the 2004 conference, Migration, Affect and the Senses. These studies
provide further insights into current debates around the exploration of felt dimensions involving
affect, emotion and the senses in the spaces of intercultural living. Although the authors are
from diverse scholarly disciplines, there is general agreement that, in studies concerned with
feeling and migratory encounters, feeling needs to be considered as social and political and as
connected to the power structures of a place.

In addition, these studies indicate that certain epistemological boundaries are likely to arise for
critical research inquiries into the felt dimensions of migrants’ lives. Implicit in these
discussions is the understanding that well-established, Western scholarly epistemologies that
separate inner and outer territories (notably Cartesian dualism, theories of embodiment,
scientific models involving psychoanalytical approaches and the Western hierarchy of the
senses) need to be challenged (Howes 2005). The central argument is that scholarly tendencies
that separate the senses, that separate feeling from thought, emotion from reason, rationality
from irrationality, and public from private, all stem from patriarchal systems of knowledge that
are based on a politics of exclusion, including a politics of gender (Ahmed 2004; Classen 2005).
These politics also come into play in the examination of folk oral stories concerning the status
of Baba Jaga and Lisica. That is, the question of whether Baba Jaga and Lisica were believed to
be real or imaginary at some point in the past becomes a political one.

Drawing on the insights of these studies, my project deals with what can be called the
institutional politics of boundaries: mechanisms of control in the hands of powerful institutions
used to exclude and restrict access to certain spheres. These actions have negative effects upon
particular groups that feel the exclusion in their everyday living (Offe 1985). In this research
project, I examine borders between outside and inside, secular and sacred, visible and invisible,
animate and inanimate as well as between fictional and mythical. I suggest that these boundaries
are intimately tied up with political claims to know and control them. I also propose that
particular strategies of installation art can aid in overcoming these barriers, creating new non-
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didactic, creative political forms for expressing discontent with the legacy of the politics of
emotion that lingers in the present and affects migrant lives.

Harnessing the affectivity of the fragmented past, and making use of trans-disciplinary
methodological frameworks, the creative processes of art-making enabled me to critically
examine strategies of installation art for responding to the multiplicity and complexity of the
borders faced by this project. I explore the potential of installation practice to construct an
imaginary world built on uncertain truths, tensions and struggles, and to unsettle old fears by
bringing forth animist beliefs and the anthropomorphic figures of Baba Jaga and Lisica. I utilise
the capacities of installation art to engage feeling and sensing, the multi-sensory, affective and
emotional qualities embedded in depictions, forms and the space by means of particular
strategies of immersion, ritual, and fragmented narratives, in order to invoke the feared and
strange, and to reveal the hidden.

I envisage that the Weapon of Choice installation will inspire a broader recognition of the
political dimensions and operations of affect and emotion in migrant worlds. I further hope my
research outcomes will contribute to a better understanding of the potential of installation art for
responding to the felt effects of the dominant epistemological and ideological borders.

Research Framework and Outline of Dissertation
This critical inquiry brings together a variety of interconnected methodological approaches and
theoretical tools to produce a visual art installation and a thesis. As a practice-led research
project, the study is guided by research linking the material practices of visual art and artists to
theorisations of the sensual and social body.

Chapter One of this thesis brings together scholarship concerning creative practice-led
research methodologies, including the positioning of visual art as research (Sullivan 2010) and
the iterative cyclic web model (Smith & Dean 2009). These methodologies are interlinked with
broader theoretical approaches, including structures of feeling (Williams, R 1960, 1961, 1977),
sensuous scholarship (Stoller 1989, 1997), empathic vision (Bennett 2005) and material
thinking (Carter 2004), to examine the relationships between feeling, (involving the affective,
emotional and multi-sensory capacities of the body), politics, migration and artworks. Through
these approaches I have developed an installation space for encountering the politics of feeling
pressing upon a migrant’s world.
Chapter Two surveys recent (1997-2010) studies attending to feeling in relation to migratory
experiences, intercultural living and the making of artworks. Explorations into the senses and
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sensation include the examination of the concepts of emplacement, intersensoriality and
sensography (Howes 2005, 2007), the sensory model (Classen 1997, 2005), and olfactory
politics (Law 2005). Studies concerning affect reveal the relevance of the concepts of margin of
manoeuvrability and vampiric politics (Massumi 2002), affective practices (Thrift 2004) and
affective labour (Ticineto Clough 2007). Concepts that interconnect sensation, affect and
emotion in cross-cultural and intercultural living include the politics of emotion and affective
economy (Ahmed 2004) and practices of migrant re-emplacement (McKay 2005). Weapon of
Choice makes use of these ideas to elucidate power politics in general as well as the particular
practices of resistance that can undermine the politics of control.

Chapter Three investigates certain general features of contemporary installation art, focusing
on immersive, fragmented narrative and ritualistic modes. In exploring specific artistic
strategies, evocations of animism, anthropomorphism and soul transmigration (practices
pertaining to exorcism and soul retrieval) emerge as ways in which artists have sought to link
traditional and contemporary affective, emotional and multi-sensory art practices and to
establish these art approaches as expressions of political resistance. This chapter draws upon
concepts of total installation (Ilya Kabakov), social sculpture (Joseph Beuys), animism within
(Anselm Franke), and phantomness (Jerzy Bereś). A brief discussion of fragmented narrative
modes and ritualistic performative gestures also draws attention to feminist artists such as Mary
Kelly, Judy Chicago, Anna Mendieta, Marina Abramović and others. Insights gathered from
these artists’ approaches are used to open discussions about specific references to animism and
anthropomorphism as well as about the rituals of exorcism and soul retrieval represented in the
installation art of Louise Bourgeois and Magdalena Abakanowicz. I argue that the immersive,
ritualistic and fragmented narrative modes evident in their installations function as artistic
expressions of epistemological criticism. These modes disrupt firmly set conventions by seeking
to make contact with alternative realities and otherworlds.

Chapter Four applies the theoretical perspectives established in Chapter Two to specific
narrative forms concerning the personifications of Baba Jaga and Lisica. It critiques the
scholarly politics of boundaries evident in studies of oral folk tales involving the borders
between truth, the fictional and the mythical. This chapter also scrutinises the history of power
politics deployed by the Roman Catholic Church towards Slavic pre-Christian practices,
women’s traditions and female mythical figures by exposing the injury caused by the
publication of Malleus Maleficarum (Hammer of Witches) (1487). The chapter goes on to
discuss the transmigration of the pre-Christian and folkloric female mythical identities into the
figure of the Virgin Mary and the ways in which the Polish Catholic Church has harnessed the
ancient maternal force to maintain power. The chapter situates this phenomenon in the context
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of Catholic devotional practices to locate multisensory, affective and emotional elements of art
that invoke the identities of Baba Jaga and Lisica in the present.

Chapter Five elucidates some of the Polish folk and ritual art practices that continue to
maintain connections with the pre-Christian Slavic mytho-sacred realm of Baba Jaga and Lisica.
The chapter considers the meanings embedded in the Polish and Zalipianka women’s folk ritual
art practices from my birth region. It provides insights into the aspects of ritual art practices
used to construct the Weapon of Choice installation. The chapter examines the political agency
of Polish folk rituals and devotional practices to highlight the affective, emotional and multisensory dimensions of textile, painting and sculptural practices, and spatial arrangements as
critical and political forms of resistance.

Chapter Six discusses the creative components of this project. The research has been
undertaken via cycles of affective, emotional and multi-sensory experimentations, involving
interpretations and transformations of visual, material, theoretical, ethnographic and historical
research. These studio based explorations and theorisations emerged out of collaborative and
independent art-making, and a series of public installations and exhibitions of sculptural objects,
paintings, and textiles. This chapter gives a chronological overview of five installation trials
generated over the period of my candidature from 2007 to 2011. It also includes the description
and rationale for the final installation, Weapon of Choice, held at Project Space Gallery, Hope
Theatre, Faculty of Creative Arts, University of Wollongong, December 15-23 2011.

The Conclusion reviews the main issues concerning the Weapon of Choice: Installation Art and
the Politics of Emotion project, future research directions and implications of the research
results.
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Chapter 1
Methodol ogy and Methods for Weapon of Choi ce

In this chapter I bring together the interconnected methodological and theoretical approaches
that have informed the production of the Weapon of Choice installation1 and the accompanying
thesis, and outline their relevance to this project. Underpinned by the concepts of creative
practice-led research, discussed by artist and art theorist Graeme Sullivan (2010), and the
iterative cyclic web model, established by scholars Hazel Smith and Roger Dean (2009), the
chapter describes the key approaches offered by: cultural critic and novelist Raymond
Williams’s (1960, 1961, 1977) concept of structures of feeling; anthropologist Paul Stoller’s
(1989, 1997) methodology of sensuous scholarship; the methodological propositions of art
theorist and curator Jill Bennett’s (2005) concept of empathic vision; and art historian and
theorist Paul Carter’s (2004) notion of material thinking. This methodological and theoretical
scaffold has provided a particular orientation for this research project, directing attention
towards a range of critical, cultural inquiries into the affective, emotional and sensorial
dimensions of migrant worlds (see Chapter 2).

The following sections give an overview of the theoretical orientation and philosophical
underpinnings of each of these approaches, highlighting how and why they have been adopted
in this project. These sections do not attempt to justify the significance of these approaches in
the broader scholarly field. Rather, the aim is to provide an insight into their value for this
project. Two insights are particularly crucial. Firstly, inherent in the conception of this
methodological assemblage is the idea that feeling is social and political and arises out of the
mediation between bodies and the power structures of place. Secondly, the first signs of
political resistance against the affectivity of power politics emerge in creative works and are
transacted through the affective, emotional and multi-sensory operations of artworks.

Practice-led Research
The research strategy of particular significance to my project is practice-led research, which
“enables practitioners to initiate and then pursue their research through practice” (Haseman
2007). Scholars Luke Jaaniste and Bradley Haseman explain that, in the creative arts, practiceled research:

1

The Weapon of Choice installation was exhibited at Project Space Gallery, Hope Theatre, Faculty of
Creative Arts, University of Wollongong, December 15th-23rd 2011.
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inserts practice into research by offering creative works, designs, content and
events as core research outputs, and the processes and practices involved as core
research methods. Creative production is the central research activity, rather than
something to be merely observed or assisted. (Jaaniste & Haseman 2009, p3)

The methodological assumption underpinning my own practice-led research involves two
interconnected arguments. The first is that the Weapon of Choice installation is a form of
research. The second is that its development emerged out of a critical inquiry, an integration of
critical theories with studio making and a distillation of contemporary, historical and traditional
materials including images, objects, materials and art making strategies that generated specialist
research outputs (Smith & Dean 2009). In addition to leading to the creation of studio work, the
insights emerging from this inquiry have been documented and written up as the accompanying
thesis.

Many accounts of creative arts practice-led research methodologies (Grech 2006; Petelin 2006;
Barrett & Bolt 2007; Haseman 2007; Goddard 2007; Webb 2008; Jaaniste & Haseman 2009;
Gardiner & Gere 2010) highlight the view that creative practice-led research involves social
engagements, which makes this research strategy particularly useful for conducting critical
inquiries into the politics of power. In this sense, the creative arts practice-led research strategy
helps to situate my installation as a social and political form rather than as a self-contained
artwork that directs attention exclusively towards the artist’s own experiences.

Visual Art Practice-led Research
Among the diverse assortment of literature on creative arts practice-led research, I have found
artist and scholar Graeme Sullivan’s (2010) insights into critical practice-led research
particularly valuable since his study focuses on visual arts practices. Sullivan argues that critical
visual arts inquiry “not only considers what is apparent and assumed, but it addresses that which
may be neglected, contrived and contested” (Sullivan 2010, p151). This observation informed
my decision in my own research to highlight the pre-Christian components of Polish folk
practices, rather than more recent additions, as disputed elements. In particular, I decided to
construct an installation space for addressing, exposing and witnessing my response to feelings
aroused by the politics of control that surrounds the contested history of the pre-Christian
female identities Baba Jaga and Lisica. Futhermore, Sullivan’s assertion that visual art inquiries
are used for challenging and critiquing firmly established knowledge structures also directed my
attention towards theoretical and practical approaches that enabled the disputed history of Polish
folk practices to be overcome.
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In addition to Sullivan’s concept of creative arts practice-led research, the Weapon of Choice
project also draws on two key features of the iterative cyclic web model of practice based
research established by Smith and Dean (2009). The first feature involves multiple cycles:

This model combines the cycle (alterations between practice and research), the web
(numerous points of entry, exit, cross-referencing within the practice-research
cycle), and iteration (many sub-cycles in which creative practice or research
processes are repeated with variation). (Smith & Dean 2009, p8)

Smith and Dean describe a “Deleuzian rhizome in which any point can be linked to any other
and there are ‘multiple entryways and exits’” (2009, p21). This model allowed me to articulate
the ways in which my own studio practice jumps between the different sub-cycles of theoretical
and historical research, field studies and art-making, involving imagination and criticality. For
example, as the project developed, I moved from idea generation to theorising ideas through
writing, to testing these theorisations directly through the making of artworks and then through
my research I cycled back through writing about artworks and the generation of new ideas.
Furthermore, this cyclic process involved distilling and interpreting materials gathered through
the making of artworks at various stages of the research process, all of which aided in
generating multiple alternatives, discoveries and insights.

The second feature of the iterative cyclic web model, also emphasised by Sullivan (2010), is that
the artist-researcher’s movements beyond the disciplinary boundaries of visual art aid in
arriving at critical socio-political responses through art. My own research reached into other
scholarly disciplines, including anthropology, philosophy, cultural studies and human
geography, to investigate current debates concerning the relationships between migration,
feeling, and contemporary and traditional art practices. This led to my decision to focus this
project on the relationships between the felt bodily dimensions, involving affective, emotional
and sensory capacities, migrant re-emplacement and migrant folklore and ritual art practices,
within the field of visual art.

Anthropologists Amanda Wise and Adam Chapman (2005) argue that scholarly enquiries into
embodied experience are in their infancy in relation to the explorations of the ways in which
feeling – the affective, emotional and sensory modes of the body – works in relation to
migratory experiences. Chapman (2005) also highlights the neglect in academic dialogue of
discussions of bodily capacities (involving affect, emotion and sensation) and migrant folklore
practices. Importantly for my research, human geographer Deirdre McKay (2005) illuminates
the concept of migrant re-emplacement; that is, the affective, emotional and sensory dimensions
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of the migrant’s multiple home arrivals and departures between birth and new culture (see
Chapter 2). In a similar way to cultural theorist Greg Noble (2005), Wise and Chapman position
the affective, emotional and sensory dimensions of migrant experiences as political and as
“intimately entangled with questions of power” (2005, p2). Furthermore, Wise and Chapman
(2005) and Noble (2005) assert that investigations into the sociality and the politics of bodily
registers (affect, emotion and the senses) in migratory contexts need to be detached from
cognitive methodological models to provide a more reliable account of the ways in which
migrants negotiate their worlds. Studies such as these draw on methodological frameworks
foregrounded by cultural critic and novelist Raymond Williams’s concept of structures of
feeling (1960, 1961, 1977) and by anthropologist Paul Stoller’s notion of sensuous scholarship
(1989, 1997).

While the concept of structures of feeling draws attention to the affective and emotional modes,
sensuous scholarship methodology concerns multi-sensory registers. When combined in this
critical inquiry, these theoretical approaches offer an insight into the cultural, social and
political meanings and values of affective, emotional and sensory dimensions. As well, they
provide a method of harnessing already established strategies in traditional and contemporary
art that challenge the conventions of firmly established institutional systems of knowledge by
means of the foregrounding of affectivity, emotionality and sensoriality.

Structures of Feeling and Sensuous Scholarship
In The Long Revolution (1961), Williams defines structures of feeling as “the meanings and
values which are lived in works and relationships – and clarify the processes of historical
development through which these structures form and change” (1961, p293). Williams explains
this concept further in Marxism and Literature (1977):

We are talking about characteristic elements of impulse, restraint and tone:
specifically affective elements of consciousness and relationships: not feeling
against thought, but thought as feeling and feeling as thought: practical
consciousness of a present kind, in a living and interrelating continuity. We are
then defining these elements as a structure: as a set, with specific internal relations,
at once interlocking and in tension. (Williams 1977, p132)

While the concept of structures of feeling draws attention to the affective and emotional modes
operating in a particular place at a particular time, sensuous scholarship methodology concerns
the multi-sensory registers of the scholar’s body and of ritual traditions involving magic
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practices. Stoller asserts that: “Sensuous Scholarship is an attempt to reawaken profoundly the
scholar’s body by demonstrating how the fusion of the intelligible and sensible can be applied
to scholarly practices and representations” (1997, pxv).

A sensuous scholarship approach encourages researchers to make use of the sensuous and
multisensory capacities of their own bodies, particularly when conducting cross-cultural
investigations, “in which the Eurocentric notion of text – and of textual interpretations – is not
important” (Stoller 1997, pxv). Stoller further explains that:

To accept sensuousness in scholarship is to reject the conceit of control in which
mind and body, self and other are considered separate. […] To accept sensuousness
is like the Songhay spirit medium2 or Sufi saint, to lend one’s body to the world
and accept its complexities, tastes, structures and smells. (Stoller 1997, pxvii)

To appreciate the value of Williams’s structures of feeling and Paul Stoller’s sensuous
scholarship in this research, it is worth outlining the particular features that I have found useful
in my project. The concepts of structures of feeling and sensuous scholarship methodology
facilitated the creation of a theoretical bridge between the felt (affective, emotional and multisensory) and socio-political terrains. In relation to the affective, emotional and sensory
dimensions of migratory encounters, Wise and Chapman assert that “sensuous scholarship
represents an alternative means by which we might apprehend non-verbal, non-Cartesian
epistemologies, sensorial modes of being and thinking in the world” (2005, pp1-2). Similarly,
the concept of structures of feeling positions feeling as a thinking, emergent social force that has
immeasurable power to influence individual and collective actions (Williams, R 1977; Taylor,
Evans & Fraser 1996; Filmer 2003). The theoretical platform of structures of feeling and
sensuous scholarship is important for this project since it situates feeling within socio-political
terrains. In turn, this orientation towards feeling becomes a theoretical device for challenging
common institutional epistemologies, including scientific models of feeling,3 theories of
embodiment,4 Cartesian dualism and the Western hierarchy of the senses (see Chapter 2). These
2

Stoller’s concept of sensuous scholarship arose out of his anthropological research into the religion of
the Songhay people who live in the Republics of Niger and Mali in West Africa. This work focused
primarily on magic, sorcery and spirit possession practices.
3
For example, some psychoanalytical approaches situate feeling as a psychological state contained
within the body of an individual, and in doing so, can overlook the social meanings and values imbedded
in feeling (affectivity, emotionality and sensation) (Ahmed 2004). For further discussion see Chapter 2.
4
Theories of embodiment situating a body as a site that is inscribed with feeling that can be read by a
researcher have been critiqued for their Eurocentric tendencies, since the textual approach to
interpretations of affective, emotional and sensory capacities of bodies and objects is not transferable
across cultures and can result in universalist interpretations (Wise & Chapman 2005). For further
discussion see Chapter 2.
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are epistemologies that install borders between the senses as well as between public and private,
thought and feeling, and the rational and irrational, and involve an institutional politics of
boundaries (see Chapter 2).

Structures of Feeling
The concept of structures of feeling shifts the understanding of the social from the habitual past
tense into the formative present. As Williams points out, “if the social is always past, in the
sense that is always formed, we have indeed to find other terms for the undeniable experience of
the present, not only the temporal present, the realisation of this and this instant, but the
specificity of present being” (1977, p128). This theoretical position raises questions about
scholarly assumptions that situate feeling as a fixed and stable substance of the past.5 In other
words, structures of feeling provides a theoretical framework for exploring feeling as saturating
individuals in the reality of now and in the historical past, an “experience and its real effects on
actual individuals and groups” (Filmer 2003, p200). In my own research, this perspective
reinforced my position of wanting to respond to the feeling impressing upon me, in an
Australian space of intercultural living, through installation art. As well, the concept of
structures of feeling indicated a need to investigate the past to find links between the identities
Baba Jaga and Lisica and Polish ritual traditions, to firmly situate them in the pre-Christian
Slavic sacred space. This process of salvaging was necessary because today Baba Jaga’s and
Lisica’s personifications survive mainly in fictional children’s stories. In mainstream popular
culture and in some academic fields, they are understood as fictional characters. However,
Slavic (Polish and Russian) folk oral storytelling links them to the mytho-sacral pre-Christian
history and devotional practices of worship (see Chapter 4).

The concept of structures of feeling provided a specific context and approach for investigating
this historical aspect of Weapon of Choice. For example, my investigations into the past
involved tracking down and linking the change of feeling in Poland towards the pagan past
concerning Baba Jaga and Lisica. Structures of feeling allowed me to re-trace the historical
creative practices (including written literature, oral and art practices) that signalled the

5

In sociological and geographical studies into migratory experiences, Williams’s structures of feeling
construct is often utilised jointly with what sociologist Pierre Bourdieu calls the habitus (for the definition
of habitus see Bourdieu 1990). The concept of habitus has been criticised for not allowing a space for the
changeable account of habit (the corporal dispositions and cognitive patterns of the body) and for
neglecting the creativity of action which individuals deploy in encounters with social and cultural
processes, action that contributes to bringing about social change (Massumi 2002; Filmer 2003; Lemert
2004; Elliott 2009). The overemphasis of habitus on the containment of bodily habits and the obscurity of
the capacity of individual bodies to renegotiate the power structures of the place through their creative
actions led me to focus instead on the concept of structures of feeling.
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emergence of a new feeling or change of feeling towards dominating power structures (see
Chapters 4 and 5). More specifically, I use the concept of structures of feeling to identify
artistic-imaginative expressions “of resistance and opposition to the dominant hegemonic
practices and ideologies of existing social order” (Filmer 2003, p206). Williams observes that
when prevailing power forces impress their configurations upon the locals, some individuals
resist this pressure in various ways “which, in art and literature, are often among the very first
indications that such a new structure is forming” (1977, p133).

Anthropologist William M. Reddy also points out that structures of feeling arise out of “the
resistance against this [hegemonic cultural] configuration that draws its resources from the very
hegemonic values themselves and the contradiction they give rise to” (1999, p257). These
insights into structures of feeling indicate that, while artworks that reflect new structures of
feeling or change of feeling in a place encompass forms of resistance against the dominant
political forces, they also include maintenance of some of the socio-cultural beliefs, since not all
established values and meanings are rejected in this process. Williams’s articulations suggest
that such artworks are identifiable as non-conservative forms of art, ones that re-address, rather
than supply or support, the established institutional arrangement.

The process of uncovering new structures of feeling in a place via creative work can be seen in
Williams’s autobiographical novel Border Country (1960), in which his fictional self, Matthew
Price, is presented as a character moving between two different worlds, “pressed by the
difficulty of that complicated situation to analyze the very significance of his own life” (Di
Michele 1993, p21). Like Border Country, my research project involves conjoining criticality,
history, and storytelling with aspects of my own biography and the making of creative works.
This process of integration and transformation of sources, also articulated in Sullivan’s and
Smith’s and Dean’s creative practice-led methodological propositions, is used to distill the preChristian elements of Polish folk tales and rituals concerning Baba Jaga and Lisica, including
depictions, materials, objects and making practices, from those elements that are promoted by
the local authorities.

It fact, in Border Country, Williams’s own creative work is used to capture the new structures
of feeling emerging in a place and to signal a need for change in scholarly work concerning
studies of feeling. In light of this insight, my project considers the imaginative worlds of the
artist, such as contemporary installation spaces and the home interiors of Zalipianki cottages in
Poland, as contact zones – not only with the past and with feeling, but with projections of
alternative propositions for the future. In broader terms, structures of feeling positions
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changeability as an opportunity that allows individual agency and a creative response; that is, a
space for interpretations and negotiations of what is being felt and sensed in the present.

In this context, I considered the feeling generated by my numerous movements between Poland
and Australia, and the opportunity to make and exhibit my artworks in Australia, as offering an
opening for making connections with some residue of my cultural heritage. In turn, I was able to
develop a socio-political form of epistemological criticism, via affective, emotional and multisensory channels and qualities of objects and materials, of the institutional power politics in
Poland and of Western scholarly fields that continue to claim control over the borders between
Christian and Pre-Christian and secular and sacred worlds, as well as between feeling and
thinking and the social spheres, including the separation of the senses, and rationality and
irrationality.

Sensuous Scholarship
Williams’s concept of structures of feeling locates artworks that respond to firmly established
systems of knowledge as forms that transact resistance and maintenance. Sensuous scholarship,
on the other hand, provides a method for exploring the role of the senses in social and political
contexts. It draws attention to the socio-political meanings and values embedded in the
sensations associated with art objects, materials and traditional ritual practices. The concept of
sensuous scholarship (Stoller 1989, 1997) arose out of Stoller’s long participation in the lives of
the Songhay people of Niger and his study of Songhay sorcery. It highlights sensation as central
for negotiating issues that press upon people in the community, and the senses as important
devices for maintaining connections between the past, present and future. Stoller states that, in
Songhay, “one can taste kinship, smell witches, and hear ancestors” (1989, p5).

Sensuous scholarship also provides a model for conducting research into culturally specific
ritual traditions. By emphasising the role of the researcher as a participant at an intimate level in
a community, sensuous scholarship challenges research methods that position the researcher as
an observer. Moreover, the theoretical orientation of sensuous scholarship is useful for raising
questions about universal approaches embedded in some theories of embodiment.

In this research project, hearing, touching, smelling and tasting became equal to sight as devices
for perceiving the social and political meanings embedded in the sensory qualities of folk
objects and spaces. The sensuous scholarship method was employed in this project to study
Zalipianki’s art practices involving their folk stories and ritual traditions, which retain traces of
magic practices. My role as a participant-researcher was dependent on my multi-sensorial
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engagement with these folk practices, in particular the devotional aspects of the objects
displayed in Zalipianki’s homes. These encounters encouraged me to de-emphasise vision as
my main sense for information-gathering, and to increase my sensual awareness and thinking
through touch, hearing, smell and taste. This approach required my full multi-sensory
immersion during fieldwork in order to experience the significance of sensation in oral stories
and ritual objects. This method was also used in the making of the studio work, in an attempt to
draw out the multi-sensory potential of depictions, objects and materials. Sensuous scholarship
is important for this project because of the way that multi-sensory qualities are conceived as
powerful memory triggers and socio-political mediators of feeling that enable the unfolding of
the past onto the future in the present for the spectator.

In my examination of contemporary installation art, structures of feeling and sensuous
scholarship help to highlight creative expressions of resistance towards the dominant
conventions in installation art (see Chapter 3). Stoller points out that ritualistic expressions in
some artworks are attempts to surpass the borders between the socio-political, art and mythosacral worlds, and function as “form[s] of sensual epistemological criticism” (1989, p149).
More specifically, Stoller’s study illuminates that critiques of the institutional politics of
boundaries can occur via the multi-sensory qualities of depictions, materials and objects. This
view provides a foundation for my proposition that the immersive, ritualistic and fragmented
narrative modes of installation art are relevant for addressing the politics of control related to
feelings that I encountered in moving between Poland and Australia.

Empathic Vision
In her book Empathic Vision: Affect, Trauma, and Contemporary Art (2005), art theorist and
curator Jill Bennett provides further insights into critical approaches for apprehending affective,
emotional and multi-sensorial capacities in art. Specifically, Bennett proposes empathic vision
as a methodology for grasping the felt dimensions of art concerned with the relations between
political spheres and issues of trauma and emotional turmoil. Bennett states: “this [type of] art
makes a particular kind of contribution to thought, and to politics specifically; [showing] how
certain conjunctions of affective and critical operations might constitute the basis for something
we can call empathic vision” (2005, p21).

Like the iterative cyclic web model, Bennett’s notion of empathic vision draws on the
philosophies of Gilles Deleuze, moving away from psychoanalytical formulations in order to
situate art concerning trauma “as political rather than a subjective phenomenon” (2005, p12). In
addition, empathic vision challenges art theoretical perspectives that “define art principally in
terms of its representational or signifying function” (2005, p3). Rather, Bennett argues that the
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meanings of artworks about trauma are registered by the capacities of the body (the senses,
affect and emotion) and emerge from engagements with the multi-sensory, affective and
emotional dimensions present in the artwork, including images, sculptural objects or materials.

In my research, empathic vision opens a space for exploring the history of bodily injuries and
emotional turmoil caused by the institutional politics of boundaries relevant to this project. My
textual and art-making investigations are informed by Bennett’s assertion that portrayals of
trauma are not reducible to aesthetic representations, since such experiences spill beyond visual
significations. In fact, Bennett argues that any attempts to capture trauma exclusively through
representation are “always vulnerable to appropriation, to reduction, and to mimicry” (2005,
p6).

The theoretical approach of empathic vision assumes that artistic expressions of bodily injury
are transactive rather than communicative and rely on the registration of empathy.6 Crucially,
empathy is not defined here as “a critical and self reflexive empathy” (Bennett 2005, p8), or as
“crude empathy – a feeling for another based on the assimilation of the other’s experience to the
self” (Bennett 2005, p10). Rather, empathy is imagined as “a feeling for another that entails an
encounter with something irreducible and different, often inaccessible” (2005, p10). This
concept informed the making of the Weapon of Choice installation, a contact zone for
encountering the pre-Christian mythical personifications of Baba Jaga and Lisica.

Influenced by Bennett, my research emphasises artworks that attempt to transact political
resistance towards the politics of control that bring about emotional turmoil. These resistances
occur via feeling involving the multi-sensory, affective and emotional modes of the body, rather
than simply through the cognitive recognition of aesthetic representations. Bennett argues that
art about trauma “touches us, but it does not necessarily communicate the ‘secret’ of personal
experience” (2005, p7). In this context, my project draws upon the sensory register of touch, as
well as that of sight, to trigger critical and conceptual thinking in viewers. In other words, the
multi-sensory, affective and emotional operations of art and their connections to real
experiences of loss, pain and conflict function as devices for revealing to the viewer the relation
between power politics and feeling.

Bennett suggests that the empathic vision method ought to involve investigations into both the
specific histories of local feeling and the broader implications of the political power plays.
Thus, the feelings that I encountered in my birth region and in my own migrant world of
6

In the following text and chapters I italicise the term empathy to indicate the use of Bennett’s specific
meaning of the concept.
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intercultural living in Australia should be set against the history of political practices of
boundary control that instigated fear and bodily injury. Impressions of this painful past continue
to linger in the present (see Chapters 4 & 5). More specifically, empathic vision aids in distilling
the sensory, affective and emotional dimensions of objects, depictions and spatial arrangements
that deploy political action and respond to and evoke loss, pain and conflict through empathy. In
summary, the notion of empathic vision provides alternative ways for transacting responses to
encounters with institutional politics of boundaries through my installation works.

Material Thinking
To establish specific affective, emotional and multi-sensory art strategies for transacting
political action and the effects of injury, this project also draws upon Paul Carter’s
methodological propositions in Material Thinking: The Theory and Practice of Creative
Research (2004). Material Thinking draws attention to “the intelligence of materials and […]
recognition that making art is an act of self realisation (individually and collectively) at [a
specific] place and time” (2004, pxiii). Carter focuses on collaborative art practices that involve
migrant artists.

Although my final installation Weapon of Choice is a solo exhibition, my arrival at this point
involved a number of collaborations through which I investigated critical approaches to art
making (see Chapter 6). These collaborations helped to elucidate particular approaches for
opening up a space for viewers’ engagements with the concerns of a migrant living in Australia.
Carter refers to such creative collaborations as “exist[ing] beyond nostalgia because their own
structures are non-linear” and as giving rise to new dialogues due to the back-and-forth
exchanges between bodies (2004, p5).

In Carter’s terms, the motivation for constructing these installations is “not aesthetic but social
and political” (2004, p11). Thus, material thinking is used in my project as “a technique for
making sense of gaps, interactions and unpredictable crossovers” (2004, p5). The material
thinking approach gives a socio-political agency to the installations as it provides a space for
revealing migrant stories in the local place.

The first phase of material thinking in this project involved immersion in and dismembering of
intellectual and practical approaches for constructing affective, emotional and multi-sensory
installation spaces. Carter refers to this process as building “the realm of Becoming [that…]
brings into question the natural place of ideas, images and materials” (2004, p11). Carter states
that explorations of these elements occur more intensely through collaboration due to the
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immediacy of negotiations and resistances between bodies. The second phase involved
reassembling what had been unpacked, including stories, ideas, art making and materials. From
these experimentations, new insights emerged for me around the construction of ritualisticimmersive and fragmented narrative environments for the viewer.

Conclusion
The methodological scaffold for this project involves the concepts and approaches of visual art
practice-led research (Sullivan), the iterative cyclic web model (Smith and Dean), structures of
feeling (Williams), sensuous scholarship (Stoller), empathic vision (Bennett) and material
thinking (Carter). Oriented towards an examination of the relations between art, power politics
and the affective, emotional and multi-sensory capacities of the body, this scaffold allows me to
situate my intimate encounters within the socio-political sphere and my installation art as a
socially and political orientated form of art. My personal experiences of moving between
Poland and Australia encompass a diversity of socio-political conditionings, meanings and
values. Central to this methodological assemblage is my realisation, through intimate
encounters with the subjects of the research, that women from my birth region maintain contact
with the old Polish mytho-sacral traditions, and that the female identities of Baba Jaga and
Lisica still reside in this space.

This particular methodological platform facilitates some understanding of the underlying causes
of feelings encountered in the world of my migrant re-emplacement by highlighting the
importance of re-visiting the past in order to rescue and rediscover art strategies that resist the
established power politics, and that signal a need for change in the future. Above all, this
methodological framework gives authority to my migrant responses towards the institutional
politics of boundaries, responses realised through the deployment of the affective, emotional
and multi-sensory dimensions of artworks in Australia. In elucidating and distilling the
meanings and values of affective, emotional and multi-sensory art strategies for responding to
feeling and the politics of control, the methodological approaches highlight the importance of
moving outside visual art disciplinary boundaries. In this context, the next chapter focuses on
recent trans-disciplinary scholarship attending to feeling, including the affective, emotional and
sensory registers of the body, in relation to art, migratory experiences and intercultural living.
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Chapter 2
Theore tical Concepts and Pe rspecti ves for Approa ching the
Constructi on of Weapon of Choi ce

Central to the development of the Weapon of Choice installation was the need to overcome and
resist the institutional politics of boundaries instilled by firmly established doctrines that
separate secular and sacral worlds, and inner and outer territories. This imperative arose through
my investigations, in installation art, of my responses to feelings that pressed upon my migrant
experiences and intimate encounters with pre-Christian, Polish mytho-sacral territory in
Australia. As a result, Weapon of Choice takes the stance of a political act of resistance against
the politics that control these borders. Moreover, the construction of this contact zone through
installation art attempts to draw attention to the neglect in academic dialogues of a consideration
of the ways in which the multi-dimensions of bodily capacities, the body’s affective, emotional
and sensory modes, work in relation to migration experiences, migrant folklore and
contemporary art practices as well as intercultural living.

This chapter focuses on the theoretical investigations of contemporary (1997-2010) transdisciplinary scholarship attending to issues of feeling, including the affective, emotional and
sensory registers of the body. As intimated in Chapter 1, to capture the complex set of relations
between the felt and socio-political dimensions of migrant worlds and art, recent critical
inquiries move away from psychoanalytical theorisations, and cross visual art disciplinary
borders. This chapter deliberately restricts its sources by not including primary findings from
the field of psychology. This is done to maintain a focus on the relations between feeling and
socio-political spheres rather than on cognitive processes (feelings as internal mental processes),
corporeal dispositions (feelings as external expressions or manners of the body), or feeling as a
private matter. Instead, the chapter surveys a range of theoretical concepts, drawn from
disciplines including anthropology, cultural theory, human geography and philosophy, that
challenge the politics of control that police the boundaries between the visible and invisible
worlds.

The chapter contains two main sections. The first section, titled The Felt Registers of the Body,
explores concepts and studies concerned with the senses, affect and emotion to show how these
capacities entangle with political practices. Revealing insights into how registers of the body
intersect with issues of power, and how established institutions such as the Church and
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museums shape bodies and spaces, emerge in the work of anthropologists David Howes (2003,
2005, 2007) and Constance Classen (1997, 2005), human geographers Lisa Law (2005) and
Nigel Thrift (2004), sociologist Patricia Ticineto Clough (2007), and philosopher Brian
Massumi (2002). Although the concepts presented in this section dismantle the epistemological
borders between the felt dimensions and socio-political spheres, it can be argued that the
continuing specialist focus on individual registers of the body (affect or smell, for example)
overlooks other registers or privileges some modes over others. Notably, the operations between
sensation, affect and emotion are intrinsically interconnected and difficult to separate.

As a result, the second section, titled The Multi-dimensions of Feeling, presents concepts that
manage to converge sensation, affect and emotion into socio-political bodily thinking systems
by highlighting their operations in cross-cultural and intercultural living. These include cultural
theorist Sara Ahmed’s concepts of the politics of emotion and affective economy (2004), as well
as human geographer Deirdre McKay’s concept of practices of migrant re-emplacement (2005).
I have assembled and transported the concepts discussed in this chapter into the visual art field
to form a firm theoretical platform for shaping my response in Australia, through installation
art, to the politics of control encountered in moving between Poland and Australia.

The Felt Registers of the Body

The Senses
I begin with the senses since there is general agreement that the senses instigate affect, and
emotion then follows. In Empire of the Senses (2005), anthropologist David Howes claims “the
empire of the senses is very much a political empire” (2005, p13). This assertion builds on
Stoller’s concept of sensuous scholarship (discussed in Chapter 1) and stems from Howes’s
earlier study, Sensual Relations: Engaging the Senses in Culture and Social Theory (2003), in
which he argues that sensation is:

the most fundamental domain of cultural expression, the medium through which all
the values and practices of society are enacted. To a greater or lesser extent, every
domain of sensory experience, from the sight of a work of art to the scent of
perfume to the savour of dinner, is a field of cultural elaboration. Every domain of
sensory experience is also an arena for structuring social roles and interactions. We
learn social divisions, distinctions of gender, class, and race, through our senses.
(Howes 2003, pxii)
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Howes proposes three important concepts to reveal and situate the sensorium “as dynamic,
relational and political (not the private world psychologists posit)” (Howes 2005, p400). These
are emplacement, intersensoriality and sensography. The concept of emplacement refers to:

the sensuous interrelationship of body-mind-environment. […] The counterpart to
emplacement is displacement, the feeling that one is homeless, disconnected from
one’s physical and social environment. (Howes 2005, p7)

The notion of intersensoriality concerns “the multi-directional interaction of the senses and of
sensory ideologies, whether considered in relation to a society, an individual, or a work”
(Howes 2005, p9), while Howes (2007) uses the term sensography in examining the sociopolitical dimensions of sensation in traditional ritual art practices.

These concepts are based on an assumption that all of the senses - sight, touch, taste, smell and
hearing - are intertwined and intimately interwoven with the social and political structures of the
specific place. Howes (2005) therefore proposes the form of a knot7 , rather than a linear
structure, to help think about the entanglements between the senses and belief systems of a
place, which act as culturally diverse, multi-sensory communicative systems and mediators.
Related to this understanding is anthropologist Constance Classen’s (1997) proposal that the
hierarchies of the senses are governed by the local social structures and political practices of a
place.

Howes and Classen both assert that the rankings and sequencing of the senses are used by
institutions of authority to instil particular values and to maintain power. However, both authors
suggest that no one sensory model can fully capture the complexities of sensory politics in a
given place, as a number of sensory models can operate in one place at one time (Howes 2005,
p11). The implication of this proposition, Classen argues, is that the politics transacted through
dominant sensory models can be challenged and resisted:

When we examine the meanings associated with various sensory faculties and
sensations in different cultures we find a cornucopia of potent sensory symbolism.
Sight may be linked to reason or to witchcraft, taste may be used as a metaphor for
aesthetic discrimination or for sexual experience, an odour may signify sanctity or

7

Cultural theorist Steven Connor apprehends the senses in a similar way: “each sense is in fact a nodal
cluster, a clump, confection or bouquet of all the other senses, a mingling of the modalities of mingling”
(2005, p323).
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sin, political power or social exclusion. Together, these sensory meanings and
values form the sensory model espoused by a society, according to which the
members of that society “make sense” of the world, or translate sensory
perceptions and concepts into a particular “worldview”. There will likely be
challenges to this model from within the society, persons and groups who differ on
certain sensory values, yet this model will provide the basic perceptual paradigm to
be followed or resisted. (Classen 1997, p402)

In the following sections, I discuss specific studies of the political modalities of the senses,
including sensory model (Classen 2005), olfactory politics (Law 2005) and sensography
(Howes 2007). Given the influence of the concepts of both Howes and Classen in Law’s study,
my project makes use of emplacement, intersensoriality and sensory model as well as Howes’s
later concept of sensography as vital critical devices for capturing productions of sensory
politics and the sensuous resistance of migrant sensory geography.

Sensory model
In Classen’s critical inquiry, “The Witch’s Senses: Sensory Ideologies and Transgressive
Femininities from Renaissance to Modernity” (2005), the application of the concepts
emplacement, intersensoriality and sensory model is particularly revealing about the ways in
which the politics of exclusion and resistance against divisive ideologies entangles with the
senses and sensations. In this study, Classen tracks down the hierarchy of the senses operating
in Western Europe between the fifteenth and eighteenth centuries to illuminate the effects of
patriarchal systems of knowledge, including Christian dogma, in promoting sight as the primary
sense of rationality and knowing.

Classen claims that elevating vision above other sensory registers contributed to the artificial
separation between sight and the other senses. In turn, the epistemological boundaries between
the senses gave rise to Western principles that divided the senses between the sexes, positioning
the supposedly female senses of touch, taste and smell as lower and weaker than the male
sensorium, headed by vision (Classen 2005, p70). The theoretical borders between the senses
had profound effects on women’s lives. Given that the labours of stitching, cooking and nursing
were associated with the senses of touch, taste and smell, I conclude that the sensory division
lay embedded within a politics of control and exclusion that restricted women to the domestic
realm and excluded their participation in public discourse (Classen 2005, p78).

Although the female sensorium was positioned as inferior and subservient to sight, and in
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opposition to rationality, its irrational and primal nature still created concerns for patriarchal
institutions such as the Church. The publication Malleus Maleficarum (Hammer of the
Witches), for example, first published in 1487 by the Roman Catholic Church, spread fear about
the power of the female senses. This text is linked to the brutal politics of gender evident in the
persecution of women during the three hundred years of the witch-hunt era (between the
fifteenth and eighteenth centuries). Classen emphasises the particular role of Malleus
Maleficarum in linking the female senses with animal sensualities, supernatural forces and
witches’ powers (2005, p71). These attributions gave rise to the notion of a female diabolic
sensorium, at the head of which was the witch’s most dangerous tool, the sense of touch.
Subsequently, the Church directed its malevolent politics towards the female touch, reshaping
the healing and ritual traditions of wise women into practices of witchcraft. Classen’s study
concludes that these distortions, which transmuted women’s aptitude for curing into evilintentioned actions, diminished women’s status in their communities, and nearly eradicated the
long-established curative and remedial traditions belonging to the female domain (Classen
2005, pp79-80).

However, Classen’s study also exposes a paradox in the horrifying history of the war against
women during the witch-hunt era. The female senses were revealed as powerful forces with
supernatural qualities that the patriarchal systems of domination could not restrain or halt.
Rather, the otherworldly powers of the female sensorium were forceful enough to penetrate the
politics of control. It was believed, for example, that a witch’s touch acted across space and
time. Likewise, the witch transgressed natural laws by her ability to shape-shift into animals and
to traverse the borders between visible and invisible worlds, including the forbidden, sacred,
pre-Christian sphere. Thus, Classen positions the sense of touch as a form of resistance,
involving sensuous epistemological criticism, to the border that separates the pre-Christian past
and its traditions from both the secular sphere and from the sacred Christian world.

In brief, Classen’s study illuminates the importance of retracing the history of the intersections
between the senses and sensory ideologies of a place. In the context of this insight, it becomes
evident that feeling encountered in the contemporary present is intimately bound up in the
history of sensory politics. It follows that there is a strong argument for critical inquiries
concerning European women’s ritual traditions to reexamine the history of the relationships
between the institutional politics of boundaries which Christian dogma installed. As shown by
Classen, the strength of this approach is that it provides a fuller picture of the meanings and
values of sensation operating in a specific place and upon particular bodies. For the purposes of
my research, Classen’s study highlights the possibility that foregrounding the power of the
female touch through critical inquiry in visual art might also function to draw attention to the
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current power politics of the Roman Catholic Church directed towards Polish women’s
traditions and ritual art practices in the present (a residue of the brutal tactics employed in the
past).

Olfactory Politics
Human geographer Lisa Law also makes use of the concepts that Howes and Classen propose in
her study “Home Cooking: Filipino Women and Geographies of the Senses in Hong Kong”
(2005) to capture migrant sensuous resistance towards firmly established institutional
boundaries. Law recounts her intimate encounters with the migrant ritual phenomenon of
Filipino Sunday gatherings in Central Hong Kong, referred to as Little Manila, where “more
than 100,000 Filipino women cast off the cultural conventions of their Chinese employers for
one day a week” (2005, p225).

Central to this public ritual is the smell of Filipino cooking. Law situates this sensation as an
expression of olfactory politics. More specifically, Law points out that the smell acts as a
political force, powerful enough to dismantle the hierarchical boundaries between employer and
employee. The aroma causes cultural displacement in the domestic spaces of Hong Kong
homes, since Chinese families perceive the smells of Filipino cooking as unpleasantly odorous.
Moreover, the scent “disrupt[s] the colonial space of Hong Kong architecture by dislocating its
dominant visual meaning” (Law 2005, p232). For this reason, Law argues, “the senses are far
from innocent; they are a situated practice that can shed light on the way bodies experience
different spaces of culture” (2005, p225). The argument that the sense of smell challenges the
politics of domestic labour in that place highlights the idea that the registration of sensation can
act as a form of resistance against firmly established belief systems.

Sensography
In “Sensory Basket Weaving 101” (2007), a study of the basketry of the Tukano-speaking
Desana Indians of the Colombian Northwest Amazon, Howes uses the term sensography to
refer to the socio-political dimensions of sensations embedded in traditional ritual art objects
and the institutional politics of boundaries found in ethnographic museums. Howes argues that
“artefacts embody specific ‘ways of sensing’, and they must be approached through the senses,
rather than as ‘texts’ to be read or mere visual ‘signs’ to be catalogued” (2007, p218). Indeed,
“visual appearance usually forms only a part of an artefact’s sensory significance” (2007, p219).
From that perspective, the meanings of objects do not reside exclusively in the aesthetics of the
artefacts, but also in the socio-political and spiritual meanings and values of sensations captured
in the objects.
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Consideration of the sensory layers demonstrates that the sensory cosmology of a particular
group is applied to the task of object making. Based on this insight, it can be argued that the
colour, scent, taste, and texture of certain materials, or the sound and pattern of traditional ritual
objects, not only transact local belief systems that manage social values but also mediate
magical meanings of local mythology and rites. This suggestion casts light on the multiple
functions of traditional artefacts, including their practical use in everyday living and in rituals as
well as in mediating between the human, animal and spirit worlds. Thus, the concept of
sensography encourages an understanding of objects as active mediators rather than as
containers (Howes 2007, p222). Howes argues that museums often omit the mediating capacity
of traditional ritual objects. Particularly, they leave out the multi-sensory mix of the objects and
their ability to communicate the histories, socio-political meanings and spiritual values of a
place and its people (2007, pp218-219).

The concept of sensography addresses not only the political dimensions of sensations used in
the making of objects but also the politics of “the museum’s empire of sight” (Howes 2007,
p219). In this respect, sensography warns of the dangers inherent in using universal approaches
to research involving cultural and traditional objects. Thus, there is a strong argument for
including the local history so that cultural difference is not overlooked and that one cultural
sensory model is not transposed onto another culture’s art and ritual practices. For visual arts
critical inquiries concerned with the felt dimensions and ritualistic aspects of traditional and
contemporary art, a consideration of the specific cultural history and politics surrounding the
multi-sensory meanings and values of ritual objects is particularly essential.

Consequently, sensography is a useful theoretical mechanism for this critical inquiry, which
deals with and attempts to infiltrate the biases embedded in conventional museological models
of classifying material culture. Notably, the concept of sensography resists the museum’s claim
over the boundaries between aesthetic/sensory, sacred/practical, art/craft, and visual/manual.
The strength of the sensography approach is that it encourages the exposure of the museum’s
power over the relations between the felt, socio-political, and sacred meanings with which
traditional ritual art practices and objects are imbued. Howes’s study shows that the institutional
politics of boundaries found in museums cause disruptions to the understanding of sensation in
ritual artefacts as a form of mediation between the secular and sacred worlds. These divisions
occur when the objects are removed from their cultural settings into museum collections or are
placed under museums’ patronage (as in Zalipie village, located in my birth region).

On the whole, the concepts of emplacement, intersensoriality, sensory model, and sensography
have allowed me to overcome the particular divisive tendencies of those science and
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psychology-based models that tend to position sensory modes as “private, internal, ahistorical
and apolitical” (Howes 2005, p4). These concepts challenge models of detached observation,
theorisations that draw on Cartesian dualism to emphasise a distinction between public and
private, body and mind, and between the senses as well as between the senses and thought.
Further, the application of these concepts in critical inquiries is useful for highlighting cultural
difference, and exposing the artificial border between the rational and irrational as steeped in the
politics of exclusion and the politics of gender.

Although the concepts of emplacement, intersensoriality, sensory model, and sensography
illuminate the porousness and instability of political practices that manipulate the senses for
political ends, the theorists discussed so far give little attention to the interconnections of
sensation with the affective and emotional modes of the body. Anthropologists Wise and
Chapman (2005), however, make it clear in relation to migration that affective, emotional and
sensory dimensions are interlinked, political and entwined with issues of power (2005, p2).
Similarly, anthropologist Martin Manalansan IV (2006) asserts that sensation is a political
practice and a cultural process “that should be seen in terms of the visceral or the emotional. [...]
This process not only affects immigrant life […but] field work and everyday life are always
enmeshed in some kind of power struggle” (2006, p50). The following section therefore focuses
on concepts concerning the operations of affect and its role in political practices.

Affect
In this section I focus on the bodily capacity of affect. I give particular attention to the concepts
of margin of manoeuvrability, vampiric politics, affective practices and affective labour, which
emphasise the concept of affect as a powerful thinking-feeling force in the socio-political
sphere and in art.

Philosopher Brian Massumi (2002) builds on the work of philosophers such as Baruch Spinoza,
Gilles Deleuze, and Felix Guattari, showing how affect interconnects with the senses and
emotion. In an interview with writer and philosopher Mary Zournazi, Massumi states that
“sensation is the registering of affect – the passing awareness of being at a threshold” (Zournazi
2002, p217). This assertion highlights that “visceral sensibilities immediately register
excitations gathered by the five ‘exteroceptive’ senses even before they are fully processed by
the brain” (Massumi 2002, p60). In other words, the senses enlist the various contacts of
everyday living and affect captures all of the sensations. It is worth noting that this
phenomenon occurs at the surface of the skin and that the senses register an experience more
quickly than the body is able to form an expression of the encounter.
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Massumi describes affect as “an ability to affect and a susceptibility to be affected” (2002,
p61). Similarly, scholars Gregory Seigworth and Melissa Gregg note that “affect arises in the
midst of in-between-ness: in the capacity to act and to be acted upon” (2010, p1). Affect is
regarded by such scholars as an unformed bodily thinking-feeling movement of potential that is
asocial, but not pre-social. It is a convergence of both preconscious and social elements
(Massumi 2002, p30). It encompasses the body’s action (the power to affect) and the body’s
reaction (the feeling of being affected).

More precisely, affect is an emergent bodily intensity or potential generated by an interaction
between two bodies or a body and an object. This encounter involves a two-way transmission
and connectibility (Massumi 2002, p20). In fact, Massumi suggests that affecting and being
affected unfold onto each other again and again through an experience of another experience
(Zournazi 2002). Through this multiple doubling, affect intensifies. Massumi (2002) explains
that, depending on a given encounter, affect can pick up, flatten or fall. Intensification of affect
or affectivity is tied to the meanings of previous encounters, an understanding of which is
stored in the body. Since affect captures all that the senses have registered over a person’s
lifetime, it is not fixed but is a changeable thinking-feeling.

Margin of Manoeuvrability
Massumi sets up affect as a “margin of manoeuvrability” (Zournazi 2002, p212), a moment of
uncertainty, of what to do next?, which involves transitions between past and future in the
present. In order to decide how to move forward or how to respond to an encounter, affect
sieves through the past, the relevant habits, reflexes, desires and tendencies that have
accumulated in memory (Zournazi 2002, p213). This process of verifying the past brings about
tension and the body’s attempts to move forward, or to make the next step towards the future
give rise to anticipation.

Anticipation has received special attention from scholars Vincanne Adams, Michelle Murphy
and Adele E. Clarke, who state: “anticipation […] has multiple valences, epistemic value and is
a virtue. Its politics are temporal and affective” (2009, p247). Furthermore, like tension,
anticipation is “a common, lived affect-state of daily life, shaping regimes of self, health and
spirituality” (2009, p247). More importantly, anticipation is an intensity or force of speculative
forecasting that depends on the instability of preparedness and prediction. However, the authors
stress that this affective state is not just a bodily reaction towards contingency of future, but also
a bodily action as the body orients itself temporally (Adams, Murphy & Clarke 2009, p247).
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Tension and anticipation make affect a powerful force for opening pastness onto futurity in the
present. For this reason, Massumi equates affect with the notion of hope in that the margin of
manoeuvrability, understood as the body’s focus “on the next experimental step rather than the
big utopian picture[,] isn’t really settling for less. It’s not going for more, either. It’s more like
being right where you are – more intensely” (Zournazi 2002, p212). This notion resonates with
the concept of structures of feeling - the idea that the desire for change of feeling in a particular
place arises via the multi-sensory, affective and emotional modes of the body - and raises the
possibility that this hope can be registrable in art works. Moreover, from the above discussions
of the senses and affect, it can be concluded that political resistance to the dominant systems of
knowledge through art involves hope, an awareness of forming an experimental action directed
towards the future. This adds to the proposition that political resistance to dominating
institutions that cause turmoil and injuries is transactable in art via the multi-sensory, affective
and emotional dimensions of empathy - an affinity for another, a feeling that is irreducible
(Bennett 2005, p10).

Vampiric Politics
The capacity of affect for keeping channels open between the past and the future in the present,
and its links to hope, make the prospect of hijacking the affectivity of established cultural events
and symbols to intensify political actions and power an enticing one. Massumi called this type
of abduction vampiric politics (Zournazi 2002, p235). Ensuring that proposals or statements are
affective involves manipulating feeling in the place through the affective dimensions of tension
and anticipation. For example, to establish authority in specific localities, or to express political
action, institutions and individuals can abduct the feeling of security to make people feel
threatened, or can reshape feelings of fear into empathy.

Peter Adey (2008) builds on Massumi’s ideas to examine techniques deployed by contemporary
forms of power for engineering affect in public spaces. Adey argues that power politics make
use of affect to enforce control “by planning and designing the situational affective context one
inhabits – throwing up structures of ethological possibility that shape capacities for the
corporeal body to move and be moved” (2008, p438). Adey claims that the construction of
affective spaces involves sensing the contingency of futurity by forecasting an uncertain
outcome of encounters (2008, p441). However, there are limits to the foretelling of possible
affective responses. Something always escapes notice or remains un-actualised by the body.
This means that at any time the margin of manoeuvrability may surface and move the body in
an unexpected direction. As a result, affective engineering is unpredictable. The accumulative,
variable and protean nature of affect leaves room for oppositional reactions to affective politics
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of control in everyday living and in art. In the context of the exhibition viewer, the
capriciousness of affect enables diverse interpretations of the content of artworks, since each
viewer is affected or re-shaped differently due to his or her cultural background, socio-political
conditioning and personal experiences.

Affective Practices
For human geographer Nigel Thrift (2004) such transformations make use of affective practices,
the histories of which span different cultures and occur in socio-cultural contexts. Focusing his
2004 study on the spatial politics of affect, Thrift excludes socio-psychology and cognitive
science models, while noting concerns about the potential risk of ethnocentrism (2004, p59).
Although Thrift’s enquiry is not anchored in the specific power relations of a particular place, it
nevertheless highlights two important issues.

Firstly, manufacturing affectivity is not a random, accidental process but a situated political
practice, which is constantly evolving into new forms of power and new means of practising
affect in spaces. Thrift suggests that affective practices are central to everyday living as well as
to visual art, and further explains that “affective response can be designed into spaces, often out
of very little at all. Though affective response can clearly never be guaranteed” (2004, p68).
Secondly, productions of new forms of affective power in spaces involve the knotting of
political attitudes and statements with key affective sites, such as voice, images of bodies
(particularly faces and hands) and cultural signs, and building on the history of local affective
practices.

Thrift claims that in order to affect or be affective, contemporary affective practices, including
installation art, draw “on a set of historically formed stock repertoires for manipulating space
and time” (2004, p72) as well as on “a series of depictions which knowingly engage the
unconscious history of affect, pulling on heart-strings developed over many centuries” (2004,
p73). The history of European art that holds such affective power and emotional weight
includes Christian imagery from the Middle Ages and the Renaissance because ideologies of
passion, suffering and salvation are knotted with depictions of such things as injured bodies,
weeping faces and blood, among others. Thrift claims that this combination shapes “an intimate
geography [underpinned by] a set of affective practices which are too often neglected: seeing
visions, praying, crying, each of which has its own cultural history” (2004, p74). These
culturally specific affective practices encompass devotional ritual practices and traditions of
passion and of copying. In the context of the Christian faith, the affective intensification of
Christian icons reveals itself in the weeping or lamentation of the followers. In other words,
affect is stirred by the icon’s “mix of unnatural naturalism and magical realism” (2004, p72).
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Bennett adds to this perspective by suggesting that “the operative element in the medieval
devotional image is not the narrative framework but the affective detail (the wound). Bodily
response thus precedes the inscription of narrative, of moral emotion or empathy” (2005, p36).
Such images were developed to trigger affective responses as a means of inciting devotion;
rather than merely conveying Bible stories, they expressed Christ’s bodily injury or Mary’s
emotional trauma. Arguably, the devotee feels rather than reads these literal images of suffering,
since representations of injury operate via empathy, the affection for the hurt and grieving
bodies in relation to the value accorded to Christ’s sacrifice, which offers hope for coming into
contact with the otherworldly figure. The concept of affective practices suggests that it is
important for visual art critical inquiries to consider the histories of culturally relevant affective
practices as predecessors to contemporary installation art and as sources for constructing
affective spaces for viewers (see Chapters 4 and 5).

Affective Labour
Productions of affective practices involve affective labour. Feminist sociologist Patricia
Ticineto Clough argues that “while affective labour is not the primary form of labour worldwide
(agriculture still is), there is nonetheless a worldwide meshing of biopolitics with affective
economy” (2007, p25). The concept of affective labour draws attention to the techniques of
engineering affect, the affectual qualities of labour in products, and the affective impact on
bodies involved in productions of affectivity.

For critical inquiries concerned with political dimensions of feeling, the concept of affective
labour provides a space for exploring the ways in which dominant institutions use affectivity to
shape some bodies as valuable by devaluing other bodies. In other words, it enables criticality
of the political practices that drain affectivity, sensuality and emotionality out of some bodies
while others collect the worth. Consequently, the concept of affective labour intersects with the
notion of vampiric politics as it illuminates affect as a political force that can victimise and
injure bodies. The focus of affective labour is more specific, however, as it stems from feminist
studies of waged and unwaged gendered forms of labour ranging from kin work and health care
through to sex work (Hardt 2007, pxii).

In my project, I utilise the theoretical orientation of affective labour towards affect and female
labour to capture the political aspects of Polish traditional ritual practices that local women have
maintained and the affectivity of women’s contemporary art practices, including feminist art,
that raise questions concerning the effects of power politics upon women’s bodies. Like
Classen’s concept of the sensory model, affective labour is particularly useful for this critical
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inquiry, which involves investigations into the institutional politics of boundaries that have
demonised female bodies (real and mythical). Indeed, in drawing on the concept of affective
labour, it is possible to make a contribution to the scholarly visual art field by highlighting the
current power politics of the Church as constituting an established political practice that drains
the matriarchal influence out of the socio-political arena.

Emotion
The affectivity of power politics shows up in emotion, in bodily gestures and in language. This
section highlights the operations of emotion and reviews a number of the debates that emerge in
studies of emotion to show the entanglements of emotion in politics and its role in art and
everyday living.

Massumi’s (2002) inquiry into affect shows that affect is not simply a personal feeling or an
emotion. Emotion is the body’s recognition and projection of affective intensity. In other words,
emotion arises when affective intensity rises and spills into the emotional modes of the body.
Evidence of this spilling can be seen in the body’s gestures or language, emotional expressions
and reactions. However, emotion is formed with the use of selected memories that are relevant
to a specific encounter. It is against this limited selection of past knowledge that affect checks
the possible meanings of current experience. As a result, what has been established in the past
influences emotional responses, and emotional reactions convey only a fraction of the
affectivity of an event. Massumi argues that affect is irreducible to emotion and that “an
emotion is […] the sociolinguistic fixing of the quality of an experience” (2002, p28). In other
words, emotional displays are codified in line with local socio-cultural conventions (Parkinson,
Fischer & Manstead 2005, p211).

It follows from this line of argument that artists will not be able to capture the affective intensity
of an emotional encounter exclusively through depictions of emotion. However, the work of
Massumi (2002), Thrift (2004) and Bennett (2005) suggests that portrayals of emotional
expressions can move viewers affectively and emotionally, even though such depictions can
only evoke only partial expression of an affective encounter. For example, one reason why
images of devotional, fearful or fearless faces are affective in particular cultures is due to the
history of affective practices in those places.

It is difficult, however, to overlook the fact that depictions of emotion also signal an emotional
disturbance, the effect of an affective encounter (the peak of affective intensity) upon a certain
body or bodies. As a result, I speculate that depictions of emotion or wounds in paintings or
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sculptures can be useful devices for orientating the viewer towards the circumstances of the
event that generated the emotional expression. This may be seen, for example, in the reception
of the Polish Matka Boska Częstochowska (Mother of God Częstochowska) icon (see Chapter
4). It is with this possibility in mind that the Weapon of Choice installation makes use of diverse
emotional expressions in paintings and sculptures.

It seems that the use of emotional expressions in artworks can open spaces for raising questions
about the circumstances surrounding the artist’s portrayals of emotion. Although limitations
typically restrict access to broader understanding and perspectives, it can be argued that the
limitations of emotion in expressing the breadth and depth of affect are useful for drawing the
viewer into the artwork to unravel the content, since the entire story is not available. Uncovering
the meanings of an artwork involves affect tension and anticipation as viewers draw on their
own memories to interpret the artist’s intentions.

Although it can be assumed that the affectivity of artworks will show up in spectators’ facial
expressions, language, body movement and gestures, checking the affectivity of artworks
against the observation of viewer emotional responses is tenuous for two reasons. The first is
that affect is accumulative in that it relies on the viewer’s recollections and familiarity with the
meanings of past experiences. Even though an artwork might seem non-affective at a particular
time, the viewer registers the experience and stores it in the memory. Affect will intensify as
gradual additions are made to the experience. Thus, emotional responses to the initial artwork
are likely to emerge somewhere in the future, triggered by a different encounter with art, since
affect constantly unfolds pastness onto the future in the present, the intensity of which gives rise
to emotion.

The second reason is that emotion is shaped according to local socio-cultural conventions;
hence viewers are likely to control their emotional reactions in public spaces. Human
geographer Deirdre McKay (2005) states that “emotions are strategically concealed and
revealed with status and power accruing to those who can manage their emotions in conformity
with collective, cultural norms” (2005, p77). In other words, displays of emotion can be genuine
or feigned responses (Shouse 2005). Although emotional expression can signal the sincere
feeling of an individual (for example feeling angry or feeling cold), it can also be used to
exaggerate or underplay emotion in order to influence other people’s perceptions. For these
reasons, emotion plays an important role in power politics and political resistance (Ahmed
2004).
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Extending McKay’s (2005, p77) argument, it can be argued that the influence of socio-political
conditioning upon emotion suggests that observers can misread emotional reactions that do not
fit the established rules of local behaviour and can consider them irrational and disruptive. This
means that those in the mainstream can marginalise individuals whose emotional gestures cross
the established institutional boundaries of emotional conventions, seeing them as incapable of
managing their emotions. The fact that some emotional expressions do not fit conventions does
not mean that they cannot act as forms of resistance and protest against established sociopolitical systems. Consequently, I suggest that expressions of emotion in art, whether
representational or expressive, as in use of medium or materials, can act as forms of political
resistance.

Although Massumi’s (2002) theoretical propositions about the felt dimensions of the body are
revealing, feminist cultural theorist Sara Ahmed (2004) raises questions about Massumi’s
tendency to isolate the senses, affect and emotion. Ahmed asserts that such boundaries “can
only be analytic” (2004, p6). Similarly, human geographer Tolia-Kelly (2006) is critical of the
generalist approaches to the theorisations of affect by Deleuze and Thrift, since their studies do
not engage with the specific power geometries and differences operating in a particular place.

Tolia-Kelly points to these theorisations as arising out of a “Eurocentic literary and sensory
palette” (2006, p214) and calls for post-Deleuzian approaches and for strategies inclusive of a
cosmopolitan turn (Tolia-Kelly 2008). To avoid cultural biases and stereotypes and the
institutional politics of boundaries that separate sensation, affect and emotion from issues of
power, Tolia-Kelly suggests that studies of feeling need to take into account longstanding
theoretical critiques of the scholarly politics of borders propelled by feminist scholars (2006,
p214).

As Tolia-Kelly notes, the relationship between the institutional politics of boundaries and the
affective, emotional and sensory dimensions of the body are firmly apprehended in feminist
studies of emotion. For example, feminist anthropologists Lila Abu-Lughod and Catherine Lutz
(1990, p4) point to Michelle Rosaldo’s 1980s cross-cultural anthropological studies of emotion
as spearheading the critique of the psychological paradigm. The psychological approach to
emotion has been criticised for situating feeling as dwelling within an individual and as
inscribed on the body, implying that others can be read it and interpret it.8 Abu-Lughod and
Lutz (1990) argue that this process of reading emotions draws on universal models of
8

Psychologist K. T. Strongman, for example, illustrates this stance with the following statements:
“Above all, emotion is centred internally, in subjective feelings” (2003, p3); and “Emotion is
multifaceted, ubiquitous provider of personal information” (2003, p7).
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understanding emotion that claim to produce predictable results for entire communities and an
individual, without acknowledging cultural difference. As a result, they suggest that
psychological approaches to understanding emotion deflect the effects of socio-political
conditioning on a body.9 These debates about how to approach emotion in critical scholarly
inquiries echo the concerns of anthropologists Howes (2005, 2007) and Classen (1997, 2005) in
relation to the role of the senses and the meanings and value of sensation in everyday life and in
the making of ritual objects.

Similarly, and in line with feminist human geographers Kay Anderson and Susan Smith (2001),
human geographers Liz Bondi and Joyce Davidson and philosopher Mick Smith (2005) situate
emotion as part of a much broader perceptual system, in which emotion intermingles with affect
and the senses. For example, they assert: “clearly our emotions matter. They affect the way we
sense the substance of our past, present and future. […] [E]motion has the power to transform
the shape of our lives” (Bondi, Davidson & Smith 2005, p1).

Anderson and Smith (2001) point to the effects upon current studies of emotion of the
institutional politics of boundaries that emerged during the Enlightenment era. They assert that
emotion has been marginalized and “has been part of a gender politics of research in which
detachment, objectivity and rationality have been valued, and implicitly masculinized, while
engagement, subjectivity, passion and desire have been devalued, and frequently feminized”
(2001, p7). Similarly, Bondi implicates scientific paradigms in Western epistemologies that
encompass the politics of gender and insist on differentiating “scientific from non-scientific
knowledge, logic from intuition and rationality from emotional life” (2005, pp234-5).

These power politics concerning the borders between feeling and thought, rationality and
irrationality, have also created a gulf between researchers’ own emotions and the emotionality
of their subjects, such as migrants. Anderson and Smith, for example, are concerned that critical
approaches to emotion in studies of migrants are not “‘senses’itive” (2001, p9). They call for a
re-thinking of the detached observation approach or the cool interpreter, which emphasises the
barrier between the private (migrants’ feeling) and the public (academic field). Similarly, ToliaKelly warns researchers “that affective capacities of any body are signified unequally within
9

William M. Reddy’s (2001) anthropological-historical study of the emotions is another attempt to
redress some of these concerns by fusing biological and social approaches together into a psycho-social
model of emotion. However, historian Jeremy D. Popkin describes Reddy’s theory as proposing “grounds
for a new universalist ‘defence of human liberty’”, one that “still seems closely wedded […] to the
assumptions of western individualism” (2002, p473). Approaches to integrating the biological basis of
emotion with social aspects thus illustrate a recurrent problem: that the shift towards cognition returns
emotion to the body at the expense of attention to the sociality and politics of emotion (Ahmed 2004).
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social spaces of being and feeling; any engagement with affective economies and capacities of
being thus requires a sensitive touch” (2006, p214).

The issue raised by feminist scholars regarding the lack of “sensitivity” in research in this field
also relates to researchers’ denial of their own emotions in their scholarly writing on emotion
(Bondi, Davison & Smith 2005; Tolia-Kelly 2006). To avoid this, studies of emotion and
sensation need to recognise that emotion is a bodily thinking, knowing and doing in order to
move “beyond the more usual visual, textual and linguistic domains” (Anderson & Smith 2001,
p8). Feminist cultural theorist Elspeth Probyn, in her recent study of affect and emotion, reveals
that although “the pretence of academic writing as purely objective may be fading, there’s little
thought about what will replace the dominant mode of writing up” (2010, pp73-74). While
asserting that abstract and general gestures towards affect are contradictory, since affects
produce explicit emotional effects, Probyn (2010) suggests that studies of the felt dimensions
must be grounded in a specific emotion. In this context, Tolia-Kelly (2006) suggests that
feminist cultural theorist Sara Ahmed’s study The Cultural Politics of Emotion (2004) offers an
alternative critical non-universalist approach for explorations of the multi-sensory, affective and
emotional dimensions of intercultural living.

Multi-dimensions of Feeling
This section therefore examines the value of Sara Ahmed’s (2004) concepts of politics of
emotion and affective economies in exposing the entanglement between power, affect, emotion
and the senses as it appears in narratives involving written and oral forms. Her study deals with
the emotions of fear and hate, and with intercultural contexts including international terrorism,
asylum-seeking and migration as well as reconciliation and reparation. This section gives a brief
overview of Ahmed’s model, which is then unfolded in greater detail and applied to stories
relevant to this project in Chapter 4. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the concept of
practices of migrant re-emplacement proposed by human geographer Deirdre McKay (2005).
This concept brings together sensation, affect and emotion and migratory encounters to show
how migrants negotiate their re-emplacement into their heritage culture.

Politics of Emotion and Affective Economy
Ahmed’s (2004) study is concerned with deployments of the politics of emotion through written
and oral rhetoric and narratives. Like other feminist scholars, Ahmed (2004) asserts the
difficulty of detaching emotion from affect and sensation and from the socio-political arena. She
reminds us of how early Western doctrines, including the Darwinian model, positioned
emotions as “not only ‘beneath’ but ‘behind’ the man/human, as a sign of an earlier and more
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primitive time” (2004, p3). Ahmed argues that such principles reinforce the binaries between
rational and irrational, as well as between masculine and feminine attributes, by transferring
irrationality and emotionality into the female domain. This in turn implicates women as “ruled
by appetite, and less able to transcend the body through thought, will and judgement” (Ahmed
2004, p3).

Extending feminist post-structuralist and constructivist perspectives on emotion as social and
cultural practice (see, for example: Rosaldo 1984; Abu-Lughod & Lutz 1990; Butler 1990,
1993, 1997; Brown 1995; Jagger 1996; Boler 1999; Berlant 2000; Probyn 2000 & 2001),
Ahmed critiques both the inside out bio-psychological model’s presumption of interiority as a
means of understanding emotion, and the outside in constructivist models which assume that
emotion moves from the public sphere to impose itself upon an individual. Although the outside
in model sets up a theory of emotion as social rather than as individual self–expression, Ahmed
finds it problematic. The notion of public emotion penetrating an individual body “assumes that
emotions are something that ‘we have’ [similar feelings]” (Ahmed 2004, p10). Ahmed positions
her model as “distinct from this [constructivist] literature, as well as informed by it” (2004, p9).
In fact, Ahmed avoids situating her research in the debate between biological determinism and
cultural-social constructions, as these are based on “false oppositions” (2004, p17).
Consequently, Ahmed asserts: “my model refuses the abbreviation of the ‘and’” (2004, p10)
and collapses the epistemological barriers between feeling and social, individual and collective,
private and public. It is evident that Ahmed shifts Deleuze’s and Massumi’s theorisations of
affect by interlinking them with a Marxian critique of the logic of capital in order to offer a
model which is “social and material as well as psychic” (2004, p46). In doing so, she sets out
three key arguments.

Firstly, Ahmed argues “feelings do not reside in subjects or objects but are produced as effects
of circulation” (2004, p8). Emotion is on the move and in circulation rather than being
contained in a body. Ahmed utilises this idea of nonresidence to suggest that through the
repetitive circulation of narratives invested with the politics of emotion, “emotions accumulate
over time, as a form of affective value” (2004, p11). Here, sensation, affect and emotion are
interconnected and positioned as economic, and as part of social and cultural practices that are
motivated by local politics. Thus, Ahmed situates sensation-affect-emotion as an investment in
relationships of power that is strategically produced and deployed through diverse narrative
forms.

Secondly, Ahmed argues, “it is the objects of emotion that circulate, rather than emotion as
such” (2004, p11). That is, emotion forms as an effect of the portrayals of bodies circulated in
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narratives. For example, depictions of asylum-seeking bodies or female bodies as witches,
circulated in narratives, take shape as objects of emotion due to political investments and
capacity of emotion for mobility “across a social as well as psychic field” (2004, p45).
Furthermore, Ahmed states that “the circulation of objects of emotion involves the
transformation of others into objects of feeling” (2004, p11). The attributions of feeling (for
example, love and hate) towards objects of emotion have much to do with the angle of political
rhetoric, whether it is an emotion of fear or compassion that is being deposited into the
narratives.

Thirdly, Ahmed asserts that the politics of emotion do not affect or emotionally move
individuals in the same way; the emotional power affects each body differently due to
diversities of cultural experiences and groups in the place. In spite of this, the politics of
emotion are dependent on movement and generate attachments or bonds between particular
groups. As a result, the politics of emotion have the power to loosen ties and disrupt connections
between bodies and spaces. In other words, the politics of emotion are forceful enough to divide
people and bind some bodies together. Consequently, deployments of the politics of emotion
through narrative forms can transform and re-shape worlds within worlds, whether real or
imagined.

Ahmed’s (2004) study is particularly useful for visual art inquiries involving the felt dimensions
of migrant worlds, as she suggests that transactions of the politics of emotion do not necessarily
involve direct emotional expressions or the use of emotion-laden words. This assertion indicates
that entanglements between politics and feeling are expressible through the narrative qualities of
ritual objects or contemporary artworks such as painting, sculptures and installations. I would
argue that responses to the politics of emotion circling in a place can also manifest through these
forms.

From my viewpoint, Ahmed’s model focuses on the ways in which the politics of emotion shape
bodies and spaces and cause injuries, rather than on how such politics can be resisted or
negotiated. However, it does seem that Ahmed’s establishment of this model signals a form of
resistance against the force of political practices that use narratives for securing power. The
ways in which migrants resist and negotiate the political dimension of feeling of their reemplacements has been captured by human geographer Deirdre McKay (2005) and is discussed
in the following section.
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Migrant Re-emplacement Practices
In her study of Filipina migrant homecomings from overseas contact work, McKay (2005) sets
up the concept of practices of migrant re-emplacement to aid her investigations into how these
migrants resist and renegotiate the feeling (affective, emotional and sensory dimensions)
instigated by the politics operating in their birthplace. The notion of migrant re-emplacement
emphasises the affective, emotional and sensory dimensions of the migrants’ multiple home
arrivals and departures between their birth and their new culture. It is significant that McKay is
not a local, which is perhaps why she is interested in the transformation of her own and
migrants’ habitus, since it is easier to observe habits than the emergence of the changing feeling
in the place.

Consequently, McKay frames Bourdieu’s concept of habitus with Williams’s structures of
feeling. She also draws on feminist studies (Rosaldo 1984; Abu-Lughod & Lutz 1990; Butler
1997; Anderson & Smith 2001; Probyn 2004), as well as on Reddy’s (1999) studies of emotion
and Thrift’s (2004) research on affect. Initially her research treads a fine line between universal
and non-universal approaches. For example, she states “I use affect to denote a universal bodily
thinking that occurs through proprioception of deep-seated physiological change” and
“emotions – are simultaneously indices of both the universal experience of bodily affects and
particular social and cultural interpretations of these affects” (2005, p78).

At the outset she uses an inside out model to track the ways in which migrants negotiate and
resist emotions of shame. However, a shift follows towards the outside in model, to show how
narratives circulating in the place have effects on the returning migrant bodies. McKay asserts
that “there is no single model for a migrant’s return” (2005, p79) and explains that, by situating
her study within structures of feeling, “I have shown how relationships between affect and
emotions are not universal, but structured” (2005, p89). Subsequently, there is another
theoretical turn that firmly positions the concept of practices of migrant re-emplacement.
McKay concludes that, due to her emplacement in the Philippines, her intimate interactions with
the migrants and the place, and the situation of her study within the framework of structures of
feeling, “I have shown how relationships between affect and emotions are not universal, but
structured” (2005, p89).

McKay’s study reveals that re-emplacement encompasses multi-sensory, affective, and
emotional labour for migrants to negotiate and resist the politics of feeling involving sensory,
affective and emotional dimensions or local structures of feeling. The need for this labour arises
because migrants feel the effects of another culture. In other words, upon their return to their
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home country, migrants make use of their knowledge from both heritage and new cultures to reexamine and re-emplace themselves into their birthplace. On the basis of her intimate
engagements with the migrants, McKay concludes that migrants resist and negotiate the politics
of feeling through sensual re-emplacement (2005, p76). This occurs via the multi-sensory
registers of the body and dimensions of the place. It is ultimately apparent that the practice of
sensual re-emplacement involves “an entire sensual register” or “a multi-sensorial whole”
(2005, p86).

Through her study, McKay (2005) seems to engage the concept of a sensory model as she
stacks a sensory order, or a hierarchy of the senses, through which migrants resist and renegotiate some of the feeling in the place. The sense of sound seems to lead with the tones of
the local language, the reverberation of local rituals and the noise of local nature. Following
these various sounds, McKay next emphasises scent, an aromatic combination of wood smoke,
manure, pine forest and local cooking, which is spread by the touch of the wind. Next in the
hierarchy is the sense of taste, stirred by the local produce and cooking, and then finally the
sights of local life and people going about their daily tasks.

Similarly to Howes’s and Classen’s studies of the senses, McKay’s research emphasises the
socio-political and cultural specificity of sensation and the notion that multiple sensory models
operate in one place. However, McKay’s study illuminates sensation as a key aspect of migrant
re-emplacement through which migrants address the political dimension of feeling that
impresses upon their bodies when they re-engage in their local cultures. In addition, the
resistance against the politics that provoke feeling is interlinked with the multi-sensory qualities
of local rituals, traditions and practices.

Of course, sensory models differ from place to place and from person to person. The importance
of McKay’s research, however, is that it hints at the possibility of migrants’ use of what might
be called intercultural sensory models that emerge out of migrants’ experiences of living in both
cultures. Arguably, the power of the intercultural sensory models is their capacity for resisting
the feeling provoked by local politics invested into narratives or political rhetoric occurring in
either of the home cultures.

Conclusion
In this chapter I have discussed theoretical propositions with the aim of highlighting the
concepts of emplacement, intersensoriality and sensography (Howes), sensory models
(Classen), olfactory politics (Law), margin of manoeuvrability and vampiric politics (Massumi),
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affective practices (Thift), affective labour (Ticineto Clough), politics of emotion and affective
economies (Ahmed) and practices of migrant re-emplacement (McKay) as valuable theoretical
mechanisms for overcoming the institutional politics of boundaries relevant to this project. The
conjunction of these concepts offers a firm theoretical ground for penetrating the divisive
doctrines instilled by patriarchal systems of knowledge and upheld by institutions including the
Roman Catholic Church and ethnographic museums in my birth region of Poland.

Although different scholars place different emphases on the role of the felt modes of the body,
they tend to be in agreement that the senses, affect and emotion are central to political practices.
Significant to the productions of authority and political resistance are the histories of sensory
ideologies and affective practices, the multi-sensory qualities of ritual objects and the force of
affective practices involving devotional depictions in unfolding the past onto the future in the
present and enabling contacts with otherworlds. Equally important is the power of the
relationships between narrative forms and the politics of emotion to shape bodies and spaces.
More specifically, I have captured the notion of sensation as a key player in negotiating and
resisting the knotting that migrants experience between feeling and politics during their reemplacements. Moreover, in this chapter I have highlighted the sense of touch as an important
device for transacting political resistance towards dominant doctrines that suppress the preChristian female traditions and contact with mytho-sacred past.

Indeed, the concepts presented in this chapter illuminate the potential of multi-sensory, affective
and emotional channels for transacting responses towards power politics that cause emotional
turmoil and injury. As a result, these concepts have been transported into, and assembled in, the
visual art field in order to develop alternative forms of resistance through installation art. The
theoretical framework of these concepts enabled the construction of Weapon of Choice as the
culmination of an installation space for encountering the mythical identities from the preChristian past in Australia. The issues raised in this chapter establish the importance of
unpacking practices that instigate sensation, intensify affect, and move bodies affectively and
emotionally. The following chapter explores some features of installation art. To understand
how installation art has managed to cross the epistemological boundaries that separate bodies
from bodies and spaces from spaces, it explores the immersive, ritualistic and fragmented
narrative modes of contemporary installation art.
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Chapter 3
Installation

Art:

Immersive,

Ritualistic

and

F ragmented

Narratives Modes
Throughout the twentieth century and particularly for the past fifty years artists have attempted
to disturb firmly established systems of knowledge. To understand the role of installation art in
forming critical spaces to express such political actions, this chapter provides an overview of
the features of installation art that contribute to its socio-political orientation. Approaches for
constructing installation spaces are wide ranging, but this chapter focuses explicitly on
strategies of ritualistic, immersive and narrative modes within installation art. In particular, this
chapter emphasises the approaches of internationally renowned European born artists, including
Ilya Kabakov, Marina Abramović, Louise Bourgeois, and Magdalena Abakanowicz. In the
context of the global use of contemporary installation art by artists from varying cultural
backgrounds, discussion of these particular artists focuses on their creative responses to
migratory encounters and their specific installation strategies for deploying non-didactic forms
of political resistance, through installation art, against authoritative institutions that generate
emotional turmoil and bodily injury.

The chapter begins with a general introduction to the key influences, features and strategies of
contemporary installation art. Highlighted in this section are installation art’s orientation
towards the spectator, and the viewer’s active role in the interpretation, and hence the
authorship, of the work. This section also shows that installation art draws attention to the
reciprocal relationship between the installation space, the viewer and the artist, to the
decentering of the viewer and the immersion of the spectator, and to the process of bricolage, in
order to reveal the capacity of installation art to blur and disturb a number of epistemological
boundaries central to this project. The next three sections explore the particular approaches and
strategies embedded in installation art that concern this project, including, firstly, a discussion
of installation art’s immersive qualities and Ilya Kabakov’s concept of total installation.
Secondly, there is a brief overview of the emergence of fragmented narrative modes in the
1970s in the installation work of Mary Kelly and Judy Chicago. Thirdly, discussion of the
emergence of ritualistic modes of installation art in the 1960s and 1970s highlights the work of
Hermann Nitsch and feminist artists Carolee Schneemann, Mary Beth Edelson and Anna
Mendieta. This section also explores ritualistic engagements with animism in the work of
Joseph Beuys, Jerzy Bereś and Marina Abramović in relation to the concept of animism within
(Franke 2010).
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The discussion of these artists opens up my exploration of Louise Bourgeois’s and Magdalena
Abakanowicz’s use of ritualistic, immersive and fragmented narrative modes. In particular, their
uses of animism, anthropomorphism and rituals of soul retrieval and clearing in their objectbased installation art are discussed in terms of devices of epistemological criticism. This chapter
stresses that the conjunction of ritualistic, immersive and fragmented narrative modes within my
own installation art practice plays a pivotal role in responding to the feeling provoked by the
institutional politics of boundaries encountered in this project and in the world of my migrant
re-emplacement.

Installation Art: General Influences, Features and Strategies
Artist and art theorist Adam Geczy and writer Benjamin Genocchio state that installation art is a
critical strategy, “an activity that activates a space” (2001, p2), and “by activating a space, an
installation may be registering a form of resistance” (2001, p7). One explanation for the myriad
approaches seen in current installation art is evident in the multiple predecessors claimed for
installation practice, including early twentieth century avant-garde art movements Dada and
Surrealism, as well as later precursors such as happenings, performance art and feminist art.
Due to these diverse influences, contemporary installation practices are situated as a protean
form of art (Rosenthal 2003).

The conceptions of installation art that I discuss in this chapter are largely shaped by artists’
critical approaches to art in the 1960s and 1970s. During this time, re-examinations of art’s
interconnections with the socio-political sphere were broadly influenced by the aftermath of
World War II, the conflict in Vietnam, the Cold War, and the second wave of feminism. These
social circumstances and events drew Western artists’ attention to “the link between museum
institutions and social inequity” (Bishop 2005, p32). Artists began to question and challenge
museums’ authority and categorisation systems by avoiding “the production of discrete,
portable objects on which the market depended” (Bishop 2005, p32). This political move,
known as institutional critique, asserted that there are multiple ways of experiencing and
representing the world.

In the 1980s new strategies for constructing installations emerged, which challenged hegemonic
perspectives and stressed the importance of introspection, the need for artists to communicate
experiences that arose out of their own encounters, in order to break away from universalist and
objective approaches to world and identity politics (Crary 2003). Art theorist Nicolas de
Oliveira (2003) asserts that this new approach to installation art included a shift away from
generating content focused on locational or institutional critiques, and towards practices that
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exclusively alerted viewers to the gallery space by heightening their perception. Such concerns
were not discarded; rather, they became embedded in new installation practices that
demonstrated a turn towards the viewer and towards the artist’s introspection (Oliveira 2003).

Orientation Towards the Spectator: Viewers’ Active Role in Interpretation and
Production of Artwork
As a genre of art, installation art structures an actual experience for the viewer in real time. As
art theorist Claire Bishop points out: “installation art therefore differs from traditional media
(sculpture, painting, photography, video) in that it addresses the viewer directly as a literal
presence in the space” (2005, p6). Triggering engagements with the content of installation art,
and hence activating spectatorship in an installation space, depends on “the active role (as mind
and mobile body) of audience for its completion” (Parr 2001, p19). Viewers activate the space
by moving through it and by drawing upon their understandings of and encounters with the
world to arrive at the meanings of the work (Geczy & Genocchio 2001; Bishop 2005). By
demanding the presence and participation of the viewer, installation art situates the viewers as
integral to the completion of the work. As a result, installation art is underwritten by the
perceived absence of the artist’s complete control over the content of the artwork. The
understanding is that both artist and viewer generate meanings about the subject matter and, in
doing so, become co-authors (Oliveira 2003).

Further, to activate an installation space, both artist and viewer make use of their prior
experience of public, communal and intimate spaces, as well as of past and even future worlds.
Understandings of prior experiences and spaces are shaped by socio-cultural meanings and
political values. As these meanings and values differ from person to person and place to place,
installation art is open to multiple interpretations and socio-political conditions of viewing. By
directly addressing the presence of the viewer, installation art keeps the channels open between
art and the social sphere. Consequently, installation art is a particularly valuable mechanism for
blurring and challenging the boundaries between public and private as well as between the
intimate and political spheres.

Decentering the Subject
According to Bishop (2005), the capacity of installation art to disturb established boundaries is
tied to the idea of decentering10 the subject. Theorist and scholar of communication and theatre
arts, James Jasinski, further explains the concept:

10

In keeping with the theorists, I use American English spelling.
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For some scholars, decentering the subject means a complete rejection of the idea
of intentions, with the concept of intentions being linked to the discredited
modernist sense of subjectivity. But the works of Giddens [1979] and others
illustrate a different and a narrower sense of decentering. Giddens indicated that it
is possible to retain the idea of intentions, and include them as a factor in various
forms of social or critical analysis, but refuse to grant them absolute priority or a
privileged position. (Jasinski 2001, p563)

In installation art, the concept of decentering the viewer acknowledges the felt dimensions of
the body, the conjunction of multiple viewing positions, and an awareness of viewers’ diverse
socio-cultural backgrounds (Bishop 2005, p11). That the final conclusions about the meanings
of the work are left to the viewer means that installation art instigates multiple dialogues and
perspectives. These features of installation art challenge established Western patriarchal
systems, including the Renaissance idea of single point perspective, as well as “the rational and
self-reflexive Cartesian subject” (Bishop, 2005, p11).

Bishop (2005) argues that traditional perspectives are saturated with dominant doctrines that are
conservative, and biased in terms of culture and gender, because they propose that a judgment
can pass from one privileged position. Hence, decentering the viewer acts a political device for
penetrating Western epistemologies that split the body from the mind, rationality from
irrationality, and the private from the social, and that deny the diversity of voices. Instead,
installation art emphasises the reciprocal relationship between the artist, the space and
spectators’ many varied engagements with the world, without hegemonic perspectives.
Consequently, activating spectatorship is “never innocent, the place is never neutral and the
object never hermetic” (Geczy & Genocchio 2001, p2).

Bricolage and Fragmented Narratives
Geczy and Genocchio (2001) claim there is general agreement that bricolage, the art of
gathering, assembling and conjoining found, hand-made and manufactured objects and
materials in one space, in which the Dadaists and Surrealists pioneered, is a core feature of
installation art. In fact, according to art and cultural theorist Nicholas Zurbrugg (2001), these
movements qualify as proto-installation art. Dadaists and Surrealists used found objects and
assemblage as a strategy for undermining the European institutional politics of boundaries that
separated art from the everyday world, as well as inner from outer territories (Gale 1997).
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Today, placing, arranging and installing disparate elements within a space are key concerns in
installation art because the relationship between the environment and the arrangement of objects
“lends meaning to the space, [while] the space lends meaning to the object” (Geczy &
Genocchio 2001, p2). Art scholar Edward Colless (2001) suggests that the use of bricolage
explicitly allows the generation of multiple, often unanticipated, meanings by the relationships
between objects and space. Similarly, artist Susan Kneebone explains that bricolage allows
“new associations to be made by tinkering with the fragmented clues and mnemonic triggers
from […] found artifacts [to] creat[e] new connections between the materials” (2010, p21).
While Kneebone suggests that bricolage aids in linking “together other narrative connections
between memory and history” (2010, p21), she also claims that “the inherent instability of
bricolage with its juxtaposition of incongruous materials may lead to assembled forms that
challenge the narratives and conventions of history and its inculcated memories” (2010, pp2122).

Kneebone’s insights highlight the process of bricolage as a useful strategy for critiquing
dominant epistemologies, and one that involves fragmented narrative modes. It is important to
note that, due to bricolage, unlike conventional scripts, there is disrupted sequencing of
narratives in installation spaces, and there is no detailed recounting of the story or the sequence
of events (Onorato 1997; Oliveira 2003). Disruption and fragmentation are useful devices for
mobilising viewers to take action to fill in the gaps and to link the fragmented content. The
incoherent and inconclusive nature of the fragmented narrative mode in installation art further
undermines the notion of authorship (Heartney 2008, p134). Art historian Eleanor Heartney
suggests that artists utilising fragmented narrative forms have “become self conscious, subtly
signaling the viewer that the stories they tell may be biased, incomplete, or completely
fictional” (2008, p122).

As indicated above, the use of bricolage in installation art is useful for blurring and disturbing a
number of epistemological borders, including those between the intimate and collective or
inside and outside worlds. Moreover, assembling diverse elements also acts as a bridging device
to overcome the barriers between places, spaces and time, since bricolage within an installation
space creates a singular work of art, a site into which the viewer enters. Geczy and Genocchio
state:

the tension so frequent in installations: in the evocations, material talismans, and
spatial suggestions, installations seem to want nostalgically to be somewhere else
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while simultaneously wanting to bring that somewhere else to its present station,
usually the gallery or the museum. (Geczy & Genocchio 2001, p6)

In other words, an installation space forces together the present and the outside; other places and
times come together within the bounds of the gallery space in real time. Art curator and
academic Ronald Onorato (1997) comments that installation art’s capacity to reach into the
socio-political realm provides artists with a means of offering social commentary and a space
for exposing real issues of everyday living. Installation art activates spaces for critiquing sociopolitical conventions, charging installation spaces with political activism, which is likely to
involve resistance to dominant systems and efforts to disrupt well-established hierarchies and
doctrines in order to provoke change. For this reason, installation art is considered a sociopolitical form rather than a purely subjective phenomenon and is emancipatory in its implication
since it aims to offer a release from authoritative pressure (Bishop 2005). As a result, stepping
into an installation space enables the audience to come into contact with and encounter other
bodies (real, imagined or mythical), which may have different ideological and political
orientations and might be separated by geography and time. I discuss this immersive aspect of
installation art further below, with a particular reference to the work of Ilya Kabakov.

Immersion
Central to installation art is its immersive quality, which is dependent on the spectator’s body,
and specifically on heightening the viewer’s senses of perception. Unlike two-dimensional
work, where the viewer observes painting or sculpture from a distance, engagements with
installation art take place as spectators enter the work of art or move inside the artwork. Bishop
states that, rather than depending exclusively upon the sight of the viewer as in traditional
disciplines, “installation presupposes and embodies viewers whose senses of touch, smell and
sound are as heightened as their sense of vision” (2005, p6). As a result, the theoretical
assumption is that installation art does not represent a scenario or a scene, but rather immerses
the viewer into the world set up by the artist.

Broadly speaking, the concept of immersive installations is intimately bound to a recognition of
the importance of the felt dimensions of the body, involving the senses, the doubling of affect
and emotion, and the multi-sensory, affective and emotional value of materials and objects.
Recalling the argument that the senses operate in a complex thinking-feeling system
encompassing affect and emotion, and that the senses provide initial points of contact with the
world, a central tenet of my research is that engagements with installation art begin with and
permeate through the body’s whole sensorium. The concept of immersion further highlights the
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political dimension of installation art. As I showed in Chapter 2, the senses are entangled with
the diverse socio-cultural and political ideologies, values and meanings of a particular place. As
a result, in my own installations I used the immersive modes of viewing to develop alternative
ways of expressing hidden truths from different times and places via sensing and feeling.

On the basis of my findings discussed in Chapter 2, I suggest that activating the immersive
mode of installation art relies not only on the senses but also on the doubling of affect, which
encompasses tension and anticipation. That is, an artist affected by an encounter attempts to
affect the viewer via material, objects, making processes and spatial arrangements. The
assumption is that these elements trigger the sensory registers; the senses instigate affect, and
intensification of affect gives rise to bodily movements including physical mobility and
emotional reactions. In order to do this, the affectivity of installation art relies on some
familiarity on the part of viewers or, as art critic and curator Anthony Bond (2006) puts it, on
the trace of things. This is a well-established mode of expression in art for “involv[ing] viewers
more directly in the making and completing of a work of art” (Bond 2006, p333).

As indicated in the above statement, when viewers sense the artwork, they tap into their own
past (knowledge, experiences and memory) in an attempt to move towards the future (to arrive
at a meaning). Tension arises as the body recalls previous encounters with the felt sensation,
provoked by associations, meanings, values, ideologies and histories attached to materials,
objects, depictions and spatial arrangements. During this verification of the past, anticipation
also surfaces as the body prepares for the contingent future. For the artist, anticipation emerges
as he or she foreshadows the features of the installation space, forecasting spectators’
movements, and awaiting audiences’ reactions. In turn, spectators entering an installation
anticipate their next move, how to manoeuvre through the space and how to engage with the
work; in other words, viewers attempt to foretell the artist’s intentions. Viewers recognise the
margin of manoeuvrability (see Chapter 2) since they cannot rely on the artist for the delivery of
fixed meanings or storylines. I suggest that tension and anticipation of affect lie embedded in
installation art and that this thinking-feeling provides artists with alternative ways to acquaint
the spectator with the unexpected connections that the installation spaces can make with worlds
outside the gallery walls.

Bond claims that “the affective dimension of objects that trigger memories or associations has a
strong subjective element; the viewer will, to a degree, have a different experience as their
memories are personal” (2006, p333). As Bond (2006) points out, generating affective intensity
depends upon the viewers’ individual experiences. The affectivity of an installation may or may
not produce positive or negative emotional reactions at that particular time. However, the
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encounter will register and, since affect is accumulative, some response will be likely to arise in
the future. Since there is no guarantee for affective engineering, I suggest that, taking into
account all of these perspectives, imprinting familiarity, anchoring content into real events, and
an awareness of the viewers’ diverse socio-political conditioning are important elements for
assisting the audience to unfold the meanings of the work.

Particular Approaches and Strategies of Installation Art
In this section I explore the particular approaches and strategies of installation art that concern
this project. I discuss Ilya Kabakov’s concept of total installation, and the emergence of
fragmented narrative modes in the installation work of Mary Kelly and Judy Chicago.
Subsequently I highlight the deployments of ritualistic modes in the 1960s and 1970s in the
work of Hermann Nitsch and feminist artists Carolee Schneemann, Mary Beth Edelson and
Anna Mendieta. In the context of the concept of animism within (Franke 2010), I highlight the
installation work of Joseph Beuys, Jerzy Bereś and Marina Abramović as establishing strategies
for unsettling the institutional politics of boundaries and for reuniting the secular and mythosacral regions, a concern which is at the centre of this project.

Ilya Kabakov’s Concept of Total Installation
Ilya Kabakov’s11 installations and writing have been fundamental to theorisations of installation
art. In this section, I discuss the concept of total installation that Kabakov developed after his
migration from Russia to the U.S. in 1992. The concept of total installation emphasises total
immersion, both physical and psychic (multi-sensorial, affective and emotional) absorption of
the viewer into the space. In addition, Oliveira (2003) claims that Kabakov’s total installations
mark the tightening of the complex triangular relationship between installation space, spectator
and artist. Although, as I have discussed, many contemporary installations are immersive,
Kabakov’s concept of total installation describes a total engulfing, submerging or engrossing of
the audience into another world, formed as a space of refuge.

The enormous installation titled The Palace of Projects (1998), developed by Kabakov and his
wife Emilia Kabakov from 1995 to 1998, exemplifies the theory of total installation (see Figure
1). This total installation played an important part in my own decision to engage in
collaborative projects and to shape Weapon of Choice as a world and a space of refuge for the
identities of Baba Jaga and Lisica. The Palace of Projects is a spiral structure reminiscent of a
snail shell that consists of sixty-five project rooms. Each of the rooms includes incomplete
mock-ups of projects to indicate the artists’ creative propositions. These rooms signal the
11

Kabakov (b. 1933 Russia, based in the U.S.).
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artists’ intimate engagements with the past, the future and feeling, as well as with mytho-sacred
territories (Kabakov & Kabakov 1998a).

Figure 1 Kabakov, I & E, 1998, The Palace of Projects, mixed media installation.

For example, Kabakov and Kabakov use household items such as furniture and pieces of
clothing to highlight the past life of objects and materials (see Figure 2). This is a strategy for
triggering recollections and feelings of presences from the past in the present for the viewers.
Furthermore, the artists make use of bricolage including sketches and sculptural mock-ups to
signal propositions for overcoming emotional turmoil experienced by the Russian people by
directing viewer’s attention towards the mythical and sacred regions (see Figure 3).12

Kabakov explains, “the total installation […] affects with all its objects taken as a whole – and
not just by the objects themselves” (Groys 2006, p16). That is, installation’s totality
presupposes constructing a world within worlds (gallery and real world). Art curator and writer
Mark Rosenthal states that Kabakov wants “to create for the spectator the sense of entering a
12

In relation to Project 16 Kabakov explains “an encounter with an angel or with angels is always an
extreme incident, it always occurs at times of crises and at turning points in a person's life, and the person
himself, in need of such help, summons the angel. Our project for such an encounter artificially creates
such a situation of ‘a call for help.’ On a large empty space near a city or better in a remote agricultural
region, tall ladders are erected running vertically upward which could reach the indicated height of 1200
meters. Today's materials (light alloys) allow the construction of necessary durability, and wires running
downward every 50 meters allow the ladders to have anti-storm stability. The person, having decided on
an ascent to the top of a ladder, must be prepared that it might take 2 days to realize his plan. But, being
near the top, winding up high above the clouds, left alone to his own resources in windy and inclement
weather conditions, he creates - it will arise - that crisis moment when an encounter with his angel will
become inevitable” (Kabakov, I & Kabakov E 1998b).
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world apart from the external world” (2003, p41). It is important to note that this implied
separation is used to generate a place of refuge, rather than a space that is isolated from the
socio-political and spiritual dimensions of everyday living (see Figure 4).

Figure 2 Kabakov, I & E, 1998, Project 4: Encounters with the Past
(detail), wood, furniture, clothing, utensils.

Figure 3 Kabakov, I & E, 1998, Project 16: Encounter with an Angel
(detail), wood, ceramic figures, paint and plexiglass.

Figure 4 Kabakov, I & E, 1998, Project 1: How Can One Change
oneself? (detail), wood, leather, gauze, paper.
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The idea of constructing spaces of refuge as sites for salvaging and mining the past and for
indicating propositions for the future is intimately tied to several important ideas embedded in
the concept of total installation. These relate to the presence of the viewer, ritualistic and
fragmented narrative modes, and sacred and theatrical spaces. For example, Kabakov explains:

The main actor in the total installation, the main centre toward which everything is
addressed, for which everything is intended, is the viewer … the whole installation
is oriented only towards his perception, and at any point of the installation, any of
its structures is oriented only toward the impression it should make on the viewer,
only his reaction is anticipated. (Bishop 2005, p14)

Further, the concept of totality, as explained by Kabakov, “rest[s] in sacred functions: religious
traditions, shamanistic rituals” (Groys 2006, p14). This statement highlights that total
installations are “form[s] of precisely such return to the sacred experience” (Groys 2006, p15).
In other words, total installations act as mechanisms for overcoming the borders between the
secular and sacred realms, so that aspects of the past, including lost identities, meanings and
values, can be rejuvenated and revived. An important dimension of this theory from my
viewpoint is the assertion that total installations invoke aspects of the past in the present and
offer a safe haven in the present, rather than using the present to invade the past (Podoroga
2003).

Kabakov’s art shows that constructing total installation spaces for recalling elements from the
past in the present draws heavily on the idea of sacred sites and on generating rituals. Kabakov
explains that, when a gallery space becomes aligned with a sacred terrain, “the ritual is doubled
because installation, placed inside the museum, contains within itself its own ritual spaces and
magical sites” (Kabakov, Tupitsyn & Tupitsyn 1999, p67). It seems that The Palace of Projects
deploys rituals of protection, rejuvenation and retrieval as devices for unfolding the past onto
the future in order to dispel anxieties and fears lingering in the present and to project desires
into the future. In brief, such ritual manifestations involve foretelling, forecasting and
prognostication. Exploring this ritualistic aspect of total installation in my own installations
provides a way of making imaginative propositions about the future and fabricating spaces for
viewers to sense the contingency of future.

Due to Kabakov’s theatrical background, the process of keeping channels open between the past
and the future is further influenced by theatre spaces: vacated stages and auditoriums during
intermission. Although total installations utilise theatrical strategies such as lighting and
arrangements of objects that evoke incomplete theatre sets, Kabakov’s theatricality operates as a
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physical and psychic immersive environment through which viewers can move and unfold
stories about another space.

As a result, unlike theatre, total installation spaces dissolve the boundaries between artist and
audience as well as between stage and auditorium. On the whole, the key feature of total
installation art is the lack of boundaries between artist and audience, which enables contacts
between places and bodies and between inner and outer worlds separated by geography,
political ideologies and time. Notably, the theatricality of total installations is not about
entertaining the audience; rather, it is a space for producing strategic effects that provoke and
challenge.

Arguably, like theatre, total installations can enable the audience to enter otherworlds and make
contact with identities, protagonists and characters via narrative forms. Bishop states that
Kabakov “stages a narrative scene for the viewers to unravel” (2005, p14). In total installations,
moving the viewer’s imagination beyond the physical boundaries of the gallery relies on the
fragmentation of narrative forms, encompassing the multi-sensory, affective, emotional
operations of bricolage. The diversity of objects and materials in The Palace of Projects also
illuminates Kabakov’s use of the spatial features of the gallery space such as walls, ceiling and
floor.

Kabakov’s responses are underscored by empathy towards the Russian people. He directs the
viewer’s attention towards the worries and desires of oppressed people by creating total
installations as functional sites for collected debris encompassing culturally familiar and
unfamiliar objects. Kabakov mixes the familiar traces of domestic trash, everyday objects
including furniture, clothing, kitchen utensils, old books, and religious figures with culturally
specific depictions of Soviet symbols, text and emblems, with unfamiliar proposals for change.
Oliveira argues that the accumulative energy of the disparate objects and materials instils
“familiarity in the viewer, directing them to their own everyday experience” (2003, p15).

This strategy casts light on the way in which combinations of culturally diverse elements in one
space can act as a mechanism for encouraging viewers to probe beneath what is known in order
to unravel the story. In this sense, Kabakov’s total installations reveal the capacity of
installation art to transform feelings of hopelessness into ones of hope as an action of political
resistance. Crucial to these projections of hope is the process of forcing the past and the future
into the present so that viewers can sense and feel presences from other places. I have found that
the concept of total installation is particularly relevant for migrant artists responding to
authoritative political practices that cause heightened feeling both in the emigrant world of the
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artist and in the migrant artist’s birth culture. Consequently, I suggest that the concept of total
installation is particularly useful for constructing spaces in the migrant’s new culture for
responding to oppressive systems that operate in the migrant’s birthplace.

Fragmented Narrative Mode
It is notable that in the 1970s, when feminist artists began to address the relationships between
the personal and the political, narrative re-emerged as a key strategy of art practice. A mode of
unfolding stories that formalists and non-objective art in early twentieth century had attempted
to strip away “came rushing back in to art and has remained viable ever since” (Heartney 2008,
p122). Examples of this turn in installation art appear in the works of American feminist artist
Mary Kelly (b.1941), who considers “installation art’s multi-perspectivalism as emancipatory”
(Bishop 2005, p35).

Kelly’s installation, Post-Partum Document (1973-79) (see Figures 5 & 6), utilises a
fragmented narrative mode and her own subjectivity to immerse viewers into the physicality of
the space (Iversen, 1997). She politicises domestic content that breaks taboos surrounding issues
of maternity. Presenting her son’s dirty nappies and scribbled drawings in one hundred and
thirty-five framed images, Kelly exposes emotional content and uses the installation space to
challenge the single point of view of patriarchal doctrines by involving “the viewer in a
multiple-perspectival space” (Bishop 2005, p36). As Kelly notes, “there is no position from
which you can actually see everything at once” (Bishop 2005, p35).

Figure 5 Kelly, M 1977 & 1978, Post-Partum Document Documentation V & VI, installation
view.
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Figure 6 Kelly, M 1973, Post-Partum Document Introduction
(detail), perspex unit, white card, wool vest, pencil, ink.

Another immersive installation that marked the shift of installation art towards narrative with
echoes of ritualistic evocations is Judy Chicago’s (b. 1939) The Dinner Party (1974-79)
(Heartney 2008) (see Figure 7). It comprises a large fourteen-metre equilateral triangle table
that recalls the iconic images of the Last Supper. The table has settings for thirty-nine notable
women from Western history, and is inscribed with the names of nine hundred and ninety-nine
others. The place settings are lush and elaborate, with exquisitely hand-stitched runners setting
off hand-painted china plates. The settings emphasise the accomplishments of women’s art
practices in textile arts and ceramics. Representing each of the thirty-nine notable women is a
three-dimensional image of a vagina (see Figure 8). The unfolding deployment of stories about
women’s accomplishments through The Dinner Party is a political strategy to expose and to fill
in the historical gaps that omit women from the historical record, by reviving their presences in
the present.

Figure 7 Chicago, J 1974-79, The Dinner Party,
wood, ceramic, fabric, needlework, metal, paint.
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Figure 8 Chicago, J 1974-79, The
Dinner Party (detail Susan B. Anthony
place setting), mixed media.

Art historian Whitney Chadwick points out: “Chicago’s desire to promote social change by
creating respect for women’s history and productions, to articulate a new language with which
to express women’s experience, and to address such a work to the widest possible audience was
controversial” (2007, p376). However, unlike Kelly’s work, Chicago’s lack of attention to the
subjective dimension was criticised for adopting a universalist approach to female experience
that actually only reflected the dominant voices of white, middle-class women (Chadwick
2007). Such criticisms instigated new investigations into specific forms of oppression and
experience within the feminist art movement.

Ritualistic Mode
Performing ritualistic acts in order to salvage aspects of the past and to generate change in art
and society became an important strategy for artists in the 1960s and 1970s. The orientation
towards ritualistic modes and the socio-political sphere emerged out of the re-examination of
modernist approaches that:

suppresse[d] social context in its fixation on individual genius or experimentation
[… and refused …] to acknowledge that all cultural practices and objects are
embedded in society, since it is the body that inexorably links the subject to her or
his social environment. (Jones 2000, p20)

Art historian Amelia Jones argues: “Modernism is ideologically and practically linked to the
structures of patriarchy, with all of the colonialist, classist and heterosexist pretentions it

produces and sustains” (2000, p20). In the context of such critiques, from the early 1960s, a
number of artists began to confront various instances of power politics related to issues of war,
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body, gender, ethnicity and migration by drawing on ritual traditions and by deploying
ritualistic actions.

For example, during the early 1960s, the Viennese Actionists deployed ritualistic modes in an
attempt to instigate states of atonement and catharsis for artists, viewers and the broader society.
These ritualistic acts for healing social discontent contributed to reinforcing the relationships
between artist and viewer (Warr 2000). A notable example was Hermann Nitsch’s (b. 1938) 1st
Action (1962) performance (see Figure 9), in which he linked the act of sacrifice in the Christian
faith with ecstatic practices and pagan rites “in order to provoke a direct visceral sensory
experience that would allow emotional experiences to surface and be realised” (Warr 2000,
p92).

Figure 9 Nitsch, H 1962, 1st Action (detail), performance.

In the 1970s a number of U.S. based feminist performance artists, including Carolee
Schneemann (b. 1939), Mary Beth Edelson (b. 1933) and Anna Mendieta (b.1948 Cuba d.1985
U.S.), also took up ritualistic modes. Feminist use of rituals and ritualistic actions in art was a
strategy for raising questions about patriarchal systems of knowledge that impressed upon
women’s bodies, lives and art practices. The ritualistic modes in Schneemann’s performance
Interior Scroll (1975) (see Figure 10), Edelson’s object-based installation Proposals for:
Memorials to 9,000,000 Women Burned as Witches in the Christian Era (1977) (see Figure 11)
and Mendieta’s earth-body series entitled Silueta (1976-81) (see Figure 12) also facilitated
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encounters with the mytho-sacred region of the female past (Orenstein, 1978). Whereas
Schneemann and Edelson tapped into the myth of the Old European Goddess, Mendieta
reshaped her into Mother Earth by drawing on her non-European heritage. In relation to
Mendieta’s Silueta series art theorist Susan Best suggests:

the key ways in which she [Mendieta] thought about her earth-body sculptures: that
is as communication, or even merger, with the landscape; as putting her stamp
upon it; and finally animating or anthropomorphizing the earth. [… ] [T]hese
conjoined relations are at the heart of the affective dimension of this work. (Best
2011, p94)

However, the felt dimensions of Mendieta’s work were also tied to her Cuban mytho-sacred
heritage operating beyond the European belief systems and the feminist framework of the time
(Kwon 1996; Blocker 1999). Through her Silueta series Mendieta drew attention to the
differences among women and critiqued the universalism of feminist essentialist philosophy.

Broadly speaking, Schneemann’s, Edelson’s and Mendieta’s ritualistic invocations were
political actions that challenged the epistemologies, ideological systems and doctrines that
suppressed reunions or contact with ancient female figures and transformed them into symbols
of evil. These actions of resistance via ritualistic modes made use of all the senses, affect and
emotion to unbolt access to the archaic female identity and sacred region. I would argue that, in
order to empathically engage viewers in the content of the work about the long and brutal
history of women’s repression and its relevance in the present, these works used multi-sensory
qualities of depictions, objects and materials.

Figure 10 Schneemann, C 1975, Interior Scroll, performance.
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Figure 11 Edelson, M E 1977, Proposals for:
Memorials to 9,000,000 Women Burned as
Witches in the Christian Era, photographs,
wood, table, ladder, fire, books.

Figure 12 Mendieta, A 1976, Untitled (from the
Silueta series), colour photograph.
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Rituals, Animism and Animism Within
Bishop argues, “any discussion of society and politics in relation to installation art ought to
begin with the German artist Joseph Beuys (1921-1986)” (Bishop 2005, p102), since she
considers Beuys’s proposals “as a seminal forerunner of much socially engaged contemporary
art” (Bishop 2005, p105). Beuys linked shamanistic performances, drawing, sculpture, objects
and spatial environments with political activism through his concept of social sculpture:

Thinking Forms – how we mould our thoughts or Spoken Forms – how we shape
our thoughts into words or Social Sculpture – how we mould and shape the world
in which we live: Sculpture as an evolutionary process; everyone is an artist.
(Beuys cited in Bishop 2005, p104)

Bishop suggests, “‘social sculpture’ may therefore be understood as a precursor of
contemporary installation art that presupposes a politicized viewing subject” (Bishop 2005,
p106). More precisely, the concept of social sculpture relies on the understanding that through
the transformative power of creativity, including the multisensory, affective and emotional
qualities of materials, the epistemological boundaries that divide the social, political,
psychological and spiritual spheres could be overcome and the unity once enjoyed between
people, animals and the various spaces, including secular and sacred, could be recovered
(Taylor 2006, p107). For Beuys, the materials of felt13 and fat were central to his practical
conception, and he also frequently incorporated materials including wax, honey, gold, copper
and minerals (Rosenthal 2004).

Beuys’s application of social sculpture is evident in the performance The Chief (1964) (see
Figure 13). In this performance, Beuys crosses the boundaries between the secular and the
sacred by tapping into traditions from his heritage that maintained connections with ancient
animal identities including the hare and the stag.14 Evident in this performance was Beuys’s
engagement not only in ritualistic acts but also in concepts of anthropomorphism, since he
signalled his intimate relationship with the ancient animal figures as well as in beliefs of
animism by asserting “I am the hare” (Levy 1993, p240).
13

Beuys explains: “Felt as an INSULATOR, as a protective covering against other influences conversely
as a material which permits INFILTRATION from outside influences. Then there is its WARMTH
character, the greyness which serves to emphasise the colours that exist in the world by a psychological
after-image effect, and the SILENCE as every sound is absorbed and muffled” (Beuys cited in Tisdall
1998, p372).
14
It is important to note the role of the stag and the hare in German and European folklore and magical
beliefs. As explained by Beuys: “The stag appears in times of distress and danger. It brings a special
element: the warm positive element of life. At the same time it is endowed with spiritual power and
insight and is the accompanier of the soul” (Levy 1993, p239). The hare on the other hand is a symbol of
incarnation and renewal (Levy 1993, p240).
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Figure 13 Beuys, J 1964, The Chief, action performance. Beuys lay for nine
hours wrapped in felt with two dead hares, one at his head, the other at his
feet, the only sound permeating the space was an occasional intense cry
invoking the call of a stag.

In fact, Beuys’s approach to making art exemplifies the concept of animism within,
foregrounded by art curator and critic Anselm Franke (2010). In brief, animism within is the
artist’s desire to blur the boundaries of Western epistemologies that make rigid distinctions
between the visible and invisible, real and unreal, secular and mytho-sacred, immaterial and
material, human and non-human and rational and irrational, exemplified by the concepts and
practices of animism. The theoretical assumption of animism within does not make a distinction
between these aspects; in fact, it conceives them as inextricably linked and knotted. Franke’s
strategy highlights the implied hope for reunions with otherworlds, the motivation to return to
and to reclaim concepts of animism within contemporary art.

Animism within is a term that Franke coined to provide a new critical form of animism, as a
theory on the origins of religion (2010, p12). The notion of animism refers to the many nonChristian spiritual beliefs that attribute human and social characteristics to elements of the
environment and to inanimate objects (Winkelman 2004). This anthropomorphism also
commonly applies to animals; for example, human and social attributes are appointed to
animals, and are closely connected with shamanic and ritualistic traditions. In fact, a number of
cultures incorporate animals and other anthropomorphic identities into rituals involving healing
and divination (Hogarth & Butler 2004; Winkelman 2004).

Historically, however, the use of the term animism by Western scholars has contributed to
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situating societies that believe in the living power of objects and elements of nature as primitive
and in opposition to those espousing civilized European beliefs and values (Franke 2010, p12).
As a result, the old animism is saturated with the history of divisive scholarly politics, brutal
colonial pasts, and the insinuations of Christian dogma into indigenous and non-Christian
European communities. As Franke explains:

It is against this background of (often vulgar) materialism that one must understand
the characterization of animist relations to matter and “objects” as a “belief” and an
epistemological “mistake” that had no objective claim to reality, disregarding the
experiential dimensions of those relations and the questions they may pose.
(Franke 2010, p25)

For these reasons, Franke explicitly seeks to consider and reflect upon animism in contemporary
art, explaining that to entirely abandon the term only adds to the injuries of the past by
dismissing the value and meanings of those beliefs that have prevailed and continue to be
central to many ritual traditions. Furthermore, overlooking animist beliefs would continue to
emphasise the gap between traditional and contemporary worlds and between Christian and
non-Christian sacred worlds. For Franke, “animism must be ‘brought back home’” (2010, p31)
and revived as animism within in the contemporary art field.

As a concept, animism within provides a space for artists to signal their desire to return to
animistic convictions and to disempower the institutional politics of boundaries that uphold the
imaginary borders implied by the original meanings of the term. Since installation art is about
blurring boundaries, animism within is particularly relevant precisely because of its concern
with overcoming and penetrating the barriers between human and animal, animate and
inanimate, as well as the borders between sacred and profane regions. Consequently, in my
installation art, I draw on the concept of animism within to allow animistic and
anthropomorphic forms to emerge in order to undermine the political legacy of the fear tactics
deployed towards old Polish folk traditions. I suggest that the practical implications of animism
within are present in Beuys’s installations such as The Pack (1969) and Stripes from the House
of the Shaman (1964–72), and in the installation works of Jerzy Bereś, Marina Abramović,
Louise Bourgeois and Magdalena Abakanowicz (discussed further below).

In Beuys’s The Pack installation, for instance, wooden sleds, each equipped with a rolled-up
felt, leather belt, fat, rope and flashlight sleds, move out of a Volkswagen bus and across the
gallery floor as though permeated with life (see Figure 14). In Stripes from the House of the
Shaman, materials including felt and mineral powders functioned as substances charged with
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magic energy (see Figure 15). While these works were an encouragement for transformation or
redemption, they were also a forewarning of superficial engagements in implementing change
(Desmond 1996). They warned of the dangers of isolating the internal and spiritual world from
the external world.

Figure 14 Beuys, J 1969, The Pack, wooden sleds, felt, leather belts, fat, rope,
flashlights, Volkswagen bus.

Figure 15 Beuys, J 1964-72, Stripes from the House of the Shaman, felt, wood, coats,
animal skin, rubber tube, pamphlets, copper, quartz and ground minerals, pigments.

During the 1960s and 1970s, behind the iron curtain and in the midst of the Cold War, Polish
performance and conceptual artist Jerzy Bereś (b. 1930) was well aware of Beuys’s
propositions. In his provocative ritual performances, Bereś made use of his own body and
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assemblage sculptures to explore the notion of phantomness. The concept of phantom relates to
an art object used to summon otherwordly powers; for Bereś, phantomness “reveals itself at the
moment when the sculptures confront reality” (Hanusek 1995, p14). Bereś also links the
concept to ideas of “alienation, the incompatibility of the appearing object with what we usually
see around and consider as normal products of nature, culture” (Hanusek 1995, p14).
In this context, the appearing object concerns political systems that emerge and disrupt liberty.
In otherwords, from Bereś’s perspective, some phantoms like the Communist government and
Roman Catholic Church disrupt the reality of the present but others, including animist
sculptures, are useful for stimulating imagination and for transmitting messages about the need
for resistance against repressive systems. Bereś’s strategy for countering the phantomness of
Communist and Catholic ideologies is to revive his own phantoms of resistance through art (see
Figures 16 & 17). By drawing on shamanistic rituals and animist beliefs including soul
transmigration and retrieval, Bereś summons identities from the Slavic archaic past and Polish
folk myths into his crudely carved sculptures. The function of these sculptural phantoms is to
provoke imagination and creativity in the audience. Bereś believes this to be a necessary
precursor for questioning repressive socio-political structures and as a result he regards his
phantoms as mediators and as “pars proto magic” 15 (Kostolowski 1995, p31).

Figure 16 Bereś, J 1960, Phantom I, wood, phloem.

15

The art object or sculpture evokes a complete set of ritualistic actions and magic practices.
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Figure 17 Bereś, J 1965, Windmill Phantom, wood, cloth.

Marina Abramović (b. 1946 former Yugoslavia, 1975 migrated to Amsterdam, based in New
York) is another well-recognised migrant artist of Mendieta’s generation. Her object-based
installations Transitory Objects for Non-Human Use (1991-on going) (see Figure 18 & 19),
Power Objects (1996-work in progress) (see Figure 20) and Spirit Cooking (1995–work in
progress) (see Figure 21) are notable for their emphasis on the power of the object to open up
spaces for encountering invisible identities. Abramović explains “the purpose of Transitory
Objects for Non-Human Use was to try to make something invisible visible” (Celant 2001,
p342). Works such as Bed for the Dead Spirits (1996), made from lead and rose quartz, or Chair
for Animal Spirit (1998), made from iron and deer horns, highlight the use of animist beliefs
since the objects act as places of the residence for animal spirits as well as spirits from the realm
of the dead.

Figure 18 Abramović, M 1996, Bed for Dead Spirits (from
Transitory Objects for Non-Human Use), lead, rose quarts.
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Figure 19 Abramović, M 1998, Chair
for Animal Spirit (from Transitory
Objects for Non-Human Use), iron, deer
horns.

Figure 20 Abramović, A 1996, Power
Object, beeswax, bandages, pig’s blood,
black tourmaline, iron.
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Figure 21 Abramović, A 1998, Spirit Cooking with Power
Objects, beeswax, bandages, pig’s blood, black tourmaline, iron.

Abramović’s invocations of rituals are evident in the installation Balkan Erotic Epic (2005) (see
Figure 22). I discuss this work here in more depth because it interconnects with my own inquiry
into migrant re-emplacement and Slavic ritual traditions. In 2003, after twenty-eight years of
living abroad, Abramović returned to her birthplace and directed her attention to the politics of
control deployed by the Christian Church towards local Serbian folk rituals. The local power
politics are active in the suppression of pre-Christian Slavic rituals of fertility that acted as
protective measures for the community (Furstenberg 2006). Abramović expresses her concerns
about this repression through a multi-screen video installation, which she calls Balkan Erotic
Epic (Pejic 2006; Madoff 2006). By illuminating the magical use of nudity in these rituals,
Abramović brings into question the shame associated with nudity in some contemporary
contexts. In doing so she challenges the Judeo-Christian ideology of the original sin, attributed
to Eve through her relationship with the devil (Salvadori 2006).

Figure 22 Abramović, M 2005, Balkan Erotic Epic (Women
Massaging Breasts), video still.
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In this work, Abramović captures local folk rituals of offering and protection energies that link
to archaic images of the Prehistoric Great Mother and maternal aspects of the earth. Central to
Balkan Erotic Epic are female and male bodies dressed in local folk costumes engaged in
intimate acts of exposing their genitals and copulating with the earth. These depictions of preChristian Slavic fertility rituals for expelling evil highlight the affectivity of touch for
maintaining contact with the mytho-sacred territory that has become obscured by Christian
doctrine. Showing these rituals through art expresses a form of resistance and a far-reaching
epistemological criticism of the politics of control between Christian and non Christian Slavic
territory. Balkan Erotic Epic enables contact with the forbidden past and provides a space for an
encounter with this otherworld for viewers from different cultures.

In the above sections, I have given examples of artists whose creative expressions draw on or
touch on the sacred, invisible and mythological spaces to express epistemological criticism of
conservative power systems. In my view, the conjunction of immersive, ritualistic and
fragmented narratives in sculptural and object-based installation art has the potential to
challenge and unsettle the divisive convictions underscoring theorisations of feeling and
invisible forces by giving emphasis to the felt dimensions of art, the gaps and fragments of
narratives and expressions of empathy towards identities from otherworlds. In the following
section I discuss the sculptural installations of Louise Bourgeois and Magdalena Abakanowicz,
whose strategies for constructing installation spaces highlight the entanglement of immersive,
ritualistic and fragmented narrative modes. These works also demonstrate profound engagement
with animism within and anthropomorphism as well as with rituals of soul retrieval and clearing
as critical strategies for responding to feeling and for countering power politics.

Louise Bourgeois
The recent death of Louise Bourgeois (b. 1911, France – d. 2010, US) marks an end to her
immensely diverse art practice involving drawing, painting, sculpture, textiles and installations.
In this section, I focus primarily on Bourgeois’s installations Personage (1948) and Cells
installations; Cells I-VI (1991), Spider (1997) and Cell VII (1998), to highlight Bourgeois’s
deployment of the immersive, ritualistic and fragmented narrative modes as well as her
engagement with the concept of animist within, including anthropomorphism, as devices for
negotiating the feeling stirring in her migrant world. The conjunction of these approaches for
constructing installation spaces proved vital for shaping my Weapon of Choice installation as a
site of refuge and a space for reunions with the mythical anthropomorphic Slavic figures Baba
Jaga and Lisica in Australia, a place that is geographically distant from my birth region.
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In 1982, when Bourgeois was in her seventies, she revealed several traumatic personal events as
the key influences in her art practice.16 Authors Jan Greenberg and Sandra Jordan (2003) claim
that Bourgeois’s encounters with the brutalities of World War I traumatised her and provoked
fear of power and domination. Another profound trauma that provoked Bourgeois to make use
of magic ritual to dispel emotional turmoil at an early age occurred when she discovered that
her nanny was her father’s mistress (Greenberg & Jordan 2003). This triangular arrangement,
which was tolerated by her mother, brought about enormous emotional disturbance.17 On one
occasion, Bourgeois channeled the powerful emotions of betrayal, mistrust and anger into a doll
of pain. Using bread and her spit, Bourgeois modeled the doll in her father’s image and
proceeded with her own ritualistic magic act of dismembering the doll by cutting off its limbs
(Greenberg & Jordan 2003, pp16-17).

Then, on the brink of World War II in 1938, Bourgeois and her husband Robert Goldwater, a
respected scholar of indigenous cultures, migrated to the United States (Bernadac 2006). Art
historians Rainer Crone and Petrus Graf Schaesberg suggest that this move across the continents
provided “the opportunity to distance herself mentally from her past” (2008 p32). However,
Bourgeois’s feelings of guilt for leaving her friends and family behind at a time of war brought
on intense loneliness, isolation and anxiety. As in her doll of pain, Bourgeois constructed threedimensional ritualised magic forms out of humble materials “as a way of warding off the
solitude and distress she experienced at the time” (Bernadac 2006, p85). Art curator MarieLaure Bernadac emphasises:

Right from the start, then, sculpting meant exorcism. Bourgeois thereby managed
to transfer a feeling of pain and impotence on to a material thing, giving shape to
her Angst in order to control it, to shift it from her body onto another body.
(Bernadac 2006, p85)

This approach to making art was particularly evident in her first immersive installation
Personages (1949) (see Figure 23). In this installation Bourgeois makes use of bricolage,
placing found vertical wooden planks directly on the floor and arranging them in groups across
the gallery space so that “the viewer becomes an active participant, surrounded by art, instead of
a mere observer” (Greenberg & Jordan 2003, p38).

16

This confession occurred when she became the first woman sculptor to hold a retrospective in the fiftythree year history of the Museum of Modern Art in New York (Greenberg & Jordan 2003, p53).
17
Bourgeois could not understand “how is it that in a middle-class family this mistress is a standard piece
of furniture” (Greenberg & Jordan 2003, p24).
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Figure 23 Bourgeois, L 1950, Personages (second showing).

While through this installation Bourgeois exorcised her own feelings of guilt, the totemic
qualities of Personages suggest engagements in animist beliefs since the pieces of wood act as
places of refuge for the loved ones Bourgeois had left behind in France. Most likely, the use of
the beliefs of animism in her art was influenced by her contact with Surrealists living in exile
and by her husband’s interests in Oceanic, African and pre-Columbian art (Bernadac 2006;
Crone & Schaesberg 2008; Celant 2010). Bourgeois describes Personages in the following way:

It was a re-creation of people I missed. They were presences, and they occupied the
whole room. They represented the people I had left behind – that is to say, my
father, brother and their family, my cousins, all the people I had left in France. I
had to come to this country alone. I was a kind of memorial, you might say. I must
have felt guilty to have abandoned my family in France. (Crone & Schaesberg
2008, p62)

This installation interconnects rituals of exorcisms with rites of soul retrieval by assigning each
invisible identity to a particular wooden object in another environment and time. The process of
linking disparate worlds through these ritual acts in real-time is underscored by empathy and by
narratives of loss and the desire to maintain contact with figures from another place, a contact
disrupted by war and migration. Personages is an early form of installation art, which activates
a critical space for the viewer, showing how personal encounters interlink the felt dimensions of
migratory experiences with politics of war (Greenberg & Jordan 2003).

Here it is worth mentioning Bourgeois’s engagements in politics. During the World War II
years, Bourgeois actively participated in numerous war projects.18 Moreover, as Bernadac points

18

In 1943 Bourgeois contributed The Arts Therapy exhibition to promote creative activities and as
rehabilitation for the war wounded (Crone & Schaesberg 2008, p33). Crone and Schaesberg assert that
Bourgeois “was involved in a number of war related projects of this kind […] engaging beyond the daily
round in the politics of this time of war and at the same time continuing to follow her vocation as an
artist” (2008, pp33, 34).
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out, “Bourgeois’s special status also stems from her feminist stance” (2006, p51). Bourgeois
directly engaged in the politics of gender by participating in feminist demonstrations.

Subsequently, the feminist art movement embraced Bourgeois’s art because her art practice was
preoccupied with narratives that emphasised female nurturing during a time when the art world
in the US promoted abstract expressionism, a territory mostly occupied by the heroic gestures of
male painters (Greenberg & Jordan 2003). In opposition to this approach, Bourgeois’s work
depicted small soft sculptural objects that exposed taboos relating to the female experience of
sexual relations and motherhood (Bernadac 2006).

In the late 1960s Bourgeois moved into the rich territory of marble sculpture, which in
European art is mostly the territory of male artists, including for example Auguste Rodin (18401917), Henry Moore (1898–1986) and Isamu Noguchi (1904–1988). In doing so, Bourgeois
nudged at the barrier of the male-dominated art world by providing distinctive and intimate
insights into female experience through art.19

Figure 24 Bourgeois, L 1985, She-Fox, black marble.

19

In the context of the feminist notion that the personal is political, Bourgeois bore witness to the
emotional dimensions of specific women of the time. For example, she stated “in France, the woman is
always a mother. Most men remain children and marry mother figures. For eroticism they have
mistresses” (Bernadac 2006, p177). This interconnection between gender relations and sex impressed
upon her again when in 1948 her father visited her in New York. In the early hours of morning at a night
club, her father began to select prostitutes “I witnessed the scene. With a flick of his wrist, he dismissed
#1, #2, #3, looked a little longer at #4, and got a glint in his eye at #5. […] I became interested in failure. I
identified with those that failed. […] My identification was with the fallen ones” (Bernadac 2006, p178).
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Bourgeois’s hand-carved black marble sculpture The She-Fox (1985) is compelling because it
draws on anthropomorphism, a specific form of animism (see Figure 24). It presents the female
anthropomorphic creature as a nurturing, yet frightening, headless sphinx-like identity with
multiple breasts that shelters a smiling figure with its paw. The affectivity of The She-Fox is in
its human scale, the abundant form of its bosom and the sensory qualities of the cool pitted
surface of the marble, which in places is also highly polished.

Bourgeois also makes use of the colour black to invoke mourning, regret, guilt and retreat
(Bernadac 2006; Celant 2010). Consequently, the black marble acts as a substance charged with
diverse histories of affective practices. Particularly evident is the influence of the bosomy forms
of the marble statue of Artemis as the Lady of Ephesus (1st century AD), an object of devotion
and a place of residence for otherworldly forces (see Figure 25).

Figure 25 The Beautiful Artemis,
1st century AD, marble.

Further energising the affectivity of The She-Fox is Bourgeois’s empathy towards her mother,
whose death had an immense effect on the artist. Bourgeois herself states: “The She-Fox is
simply my mother” (Greenberg and Jordan 2003, p25). Through the making of The She-Fox
Bourgeois reaches into the realm of the dead in search of her mother and into the mytho-sacral
territory belonging to her gender. Art historian, critic and curator Germano Celant explains:

She went in search of the intensity of her origins and, naturally, once again found
the image of the Great Mother, the primordial deity with her generative power, as
the possible leader of a matriarchal political system. (Celant 2010, p16)
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In other words, Bourgeois attempts to reclaim the reservoir of female myths and power through
her art. While she makes contact with female personifications of the past, she also overcomes
the epistemological barrier “between conscious and unconscious, mental and emotional, thought
and life” established by patriarchal systems of knowledge (Celant 2010, p16). The conjunction
of the rituals of soul retrieval and exorcism through art highlight these acts as important art
strategies for reviving presences into the reality of the present. Furthermore, these rituals evoke
reparation and mourning for “the loss of mythical and mystical meaning that the woman
conveyed” (Celant 2010, p16) and for the lack of matriarchal presence in Western European
political systems. In the end, sculpting is a ritualistic act useful for negotiating conflicting
emotions, and for repairing the damage done in the past. As a result, this anthropomorphic
creature, frightening, fearless and protective, inevitably sends hopeful signals into the future.

In the early 1990s Bourgeois began to construct a new series of installations called Cells, which
have been called magic rooms (Bernadac 2006, p52). Broadly speaking, the Cells installations
set up fragmented narrative scenes for encountering and overcoming fear and pain. The
viewer’s immersion in the narrative scapes is dependent on the multi-sensory qualities of
bricolage, an assemblage of found, reworked and handmade objects. For instance, in the first
series of Cells I –VI (1991), an alchemical aroma of perfume is juxtaposed with a sculptural
female figure arched backwards, and fragments of human body parts. There is a bed with
embroidered texts, a guillotine, and a paper-cutter with its blade raised above a small figure
ready to cut off its limbs (see Figures 26, 27, 28 & 29).

Figure 26 Bourgeois, L 1991, Cell I, mixed media.
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Figure 27 Bourgeois, L 1991, Cell II (detail), mixed media.

Figure 28 Bourgeois, L 1991, Cell III (detail), mixed media.

Figure 29 Bourgeois, L 1991, Cell IV (detail), mixed media.
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These scenes of conflicting forces of pleasure and pain are framed with wooden doors. The
conjunction of total immersion, ritualistic and fragmented narrative modes in this work
highlights sensation as a device for opening up “memory, […] allowing the past to intrude on
the present” (Bernadac 2006, p134). Additionally, Bourgeois’s use of objects such as the doors
exposes not only the artist’s own emotional terrain underpinned by her migration, but also other
migratory experiences. For instance, Crone and Schaesberg observe:

One [door] tells of a family of immigrants that had found refuge behind it in a new
world; the trepidation of a mother, anxious about whether she could still protect her
children in a new country; the burden a father had to bear – poorly paid work, a
difficult language, exile. (Crone & Schaesberg 2008, p92)

This world within worlds triggers feeling and sensing that provoke affectivity in the viewers.
Crone and Schaesberg write, “tense and with anticipation we approach a mysterious, spiral
shaped space bounded by old used doors and called Cell” (2008, p92). To construct the Cells
installations Bourgeois moves “closer to her earliest childhood memories” (Bernadac 2006,
p133) than in previous works. In that world, Bourgeois’s family worked in the family tradition
of restoring damaged tapestries. The weavings depicted otherworlds, scenes from Biblical,
Roman and Greek mythology. However, due to the damage, the scenes actually portrayed
figures with missing feet, which reminded Bourgeois of the limbless post-war victims
(Greenberg & Jordan 2003).20

At the age of ten Bourgeois began to draw and mend the missing parts of tapestries, a process
which alerted her to the usefulness of art in fixing or curing damage and for confronting her
own fears about issues of power and war (Greenberg & Jordan 2003). Furthermore, while
repairing the tapestries Bourgeois also nursed her ill mother.21 Thus, for Bourgeois, the process
of repairing damaged cloth intersects with actions of healing and recovery. Consequently, the
childhood spaces, including the garden, tapestry studio and the attic, are important reference
points for Bourgeois’s Cell installations.

20

Furthermore, her childhood garden was full of statues of animals whose crumbling limbs needed
constant repair (Greenberg & Jordan 2003, p10). While these images entangled with ideas of loss, pain
and injury, they also knotted her into the notion of restoration, which enveloped Bourgeois’s daily life
(Greenberg & Jordan 2003, p10) and imbued the spaces of the garden, the studio and the attic, which
housed antique furniture (Greenberg & Jordan 2003, p13).
21
By administering curing methods including cupping.
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Figure 30 Bourgeois, L 1997, Spider, mixed media.

In Spider (1997), a cell made of steel mesh containing, tapestry, furniture, glass, rubber, silver,
gold, and bone, Bourgeois returns to the ancient sacred female realm and captures her mother as
a spider made out of steel (Bernadac 2006) (see Figure 30). Like The She–Fox (1985) sculpture,
this installation evokes an assertive female force. Bourgeois states: “My best friend was my
mother. She was deliberate, clever, patient, soothing, reasonable and dainty, subtle,
indispensable, neat and useful as a spider. She could also defend herself” (Greenberg & Jordan
2003, p22; Bernadac 2006, p147). Greenberg & Jordan further suggest, “the spider may be her
mother, but it is also the artist, spinning her web, pulling the art out of her” (2003, p65).

As in The She–Fox, this installation also exposes Bourgeois’s intimate relationships with
mythical animals and female identities. Like her mother and the spider, Bourgeois was also a
weaver. The history of this textile practice reaches deep into the mythical and sacred female
past including the Old European Goddess and the Roman Goddesses, the Three Fates who had
the power to weave the thread of life or cut it, “holding a person’s predestined lifespan in their
hand” (Crone & Schaesberg 2008, p104). In this installation, the personification of the spider
and the textile weaving practice act as a device for interconnecting these histories with intimate
recollections.

Furthermore, Spider is a world within worlds (a cell within the gallery space and the real
world), constructed to invoke a space of refuge. The enormous mother-spider guards a small
meshed room with scraps of old tapestries and an armchair, which invites the viewer to take
respite. I assume that affect, tension and anticipation would emerge as the viewer senses that the
feelings of sheltering and confinement are played against each other.
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Figure 31 Bourgeois, L 1998, Cell VII, mixed media.

The affective operation encompassing tension and anticipation is also evident in the Cell VII
(1998) installation, in which Bourgeois suspends clothing collected from her childhood attic and
uses doors from a sewing factory to mark out the edges of the installation (see Figure 31).
Greenberg and Jordan comment: “even if we don’t know her story, the piece calls forth
emotional response from us” (2003, p59). The affectivity of the space connects intimately with
the ritualistic act and the narrative of rejuvenation, which permeates the installation. For
instance, it seems as though the hanging ghostly garments to which bones are attached are
waiting to be filled with some otherworldly energies. The female spider is also present, although
reduced in its form; it lingers in the corner guarding the space.

This attic-like space functions as a depository of the gathered past and as a site in which rituals
of soul retrieval and revival are in progress. For example, a small wax doll placed on top of a
spiral staircase appears as though on an altar (see Figure 32). Numerous threaded needles
protrude from its body and the ends of the threads are attached to the clothing. The threads seem
to function as conductors for passing on the energy from the doll to the bones in order to restore
presences into the empty garments.
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Figure 32 Bourgeois, L 1998, Cell VII (detail), mixed media

This installation highlights the needle as Bourgeois’s ritualistic tool for linking the past and the
future in the present, as noted by the artist:

all the women in my house were using needles. I’ve always had a fascination with
the needle, the magic power of the needle. The needle is used to repair the damage.
It’s a claim to forgiveness. It is never aggressive, it’s not a pin. (Bernadac 2006,
p147; Greenberg & Jordan 2003, p10)

The use of bricolage functions in a similar way; Bourgeois explains: “I worked with found
objects, and I found a magic overtone in them” (Crone & Schaesberg 2008, p105). In fact,
Bourgeois aligns the processes of assemblage and stitching as strategies for narrating stories
about mending, reparation and healing. However, with the use of fragmented narrative mode:

viewers are thrown back on their own resources, left to their own personal
experiences and memories […] to initiate their own discourse with the work. No
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longer presented with a fine story, vouched for by history, theology, or mythology,
the audience itself is being forced into an individual response to the work. (Crone
& Schaesberg 2008, p68)

As a result, the activation of total immersion for viewers relies on the familiarity of the objects,
making processes and materials to “encourage […spectators’] imagination to take flight” (Crone
& Schaesberg 2008, p98). Although Bourgeois exposes her personal experiences as the driving
force behind her artworks, she is quite clear about the role of her personal experiences as
sources in her art: “for me the strategy is always a move, not towards the self but towards
someone else” (Crone & Schaesberg 2008, p13). Bourgeois cautions viewers not to confuse her
tales with the broader operations of her art; that is, her “art is about making connections, [and]
communicating” (Greenberg and Jordan 2003, p62). In the end, what Bourgeois wants to narrate
back to the audience is that an installation space is “a place to go, a place you need to go, a
transitory protection” (Crone & Schaesberg 2008, p13). Consequently, Bourgeois positions her
installations as not dependent on an understanding of the intimate details of artist’s experiences;
rather, the viewers’ encounters with the objects within an installation are central to generating
the content of the work.

It is important to note that Bourgeois states, “exorcism is healthy. Cauterization, to burn in order
to heal. […] That’s my art. I’m good at it” (Bernadac 2006, p178). Consequently, Bernadac
suggests that Bourgeois’s immersive, ritualistic and narrative art strategies function as “an
exorcism with curative and magical effects” (2006, p53). Moreover, Bourgeois argues: “perhaps
you wouldn’t know it from my work, but I have an optimistic view of the world, that things get
better” (Greenberg & Jordan 2003, p65).

In this discussion of Bourgeois’s installations, I have highlighted her use of bricolage, the
multi-sensory use of found and hand-made objects and materials, as well as the linking of
intimate histories of textiles practices, anthropomorphism and the mythical female past with
magic rites as powerful mechanisms for unfolding the past onto the future and for overcoming
the boundaries between feeling and thought, the senses and the secular and sacred worlds.
Bourgeois’s artworks, discussed in this section, provided a firm platform for my project and
strategies for negotiating and resisting the feeling caused by institutional politics of boundaries.
In the following section, I examine installation works by Magdalena Abakanowicz as these, like
Bourgeois’s installations, offer a world and an active experience for the viewer; not a
representation of reality but a real experience whereby audiences come into contact with
otherworldly identities.
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Magdalena Abakanowicz
The widely recognized artist Magdalena Abakanowicz was born in Poland in 1930. This section
examines how her ritualistic, immersive and fragmented narrative installations arise out of
emotional trauma and migration. Abakanowicz’s migratory experience occurred within the
shifting borders of Poland itself after World War II. Like thousands of Polish people, her family
was forced by the Soviet regime to flee her childhood place, located in the Eastern side of
Poland, and to resettle on German lands assigned to Poland as a remedy for the loss of lands in
the East. This move, and the events of World War II involving Nazi and Soviet invasions,
disrupted Abakanowicz’s intimate contact with her childhood place and the mythical identities
she had encountered there.
Abakanowicz’s art practice spans over fifty years and includes diverse bodies of work such as
enormous off-loom three-dimensional woven forms often combined into installations called
Abakans (after her name) as well as figurative burlap, wood, stone and bronze sculptures. My
explorations of these works highlight Abakanowicz’s use of her childhood encounters with
otherworlds and Polish folk ritual practices to re-address a number of deeply felt socio-political
issues associated with the Nazi and Soviet invasions and the communist regime. Art historian
Joanna Inglot recounts that Abakanowicz’s initial loss of contact with this magical landscape
was instigated by the Nazi invasion in 1939: “her beloved forest became dangerous, and she
could no longer talk to it as before” (2004, p14). Additionally, Abakanowicz’s recollections also
point to the loss of contact with the mythical figures belonging to the pre-Christian Slavic
mytho-sacral territory (Rose 1994; Abakanowicz 1998).

Figure 33 Abakanowicz, M 1992/4, Standing Mutants, burlap, resin.
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From Abakanowicz’s widely diverse art practice, this section focuses on her installations
produced between 1992-2002, including Standing Mutants (1992/94), Seated Mutants (1996)
and Coexistence (2002) (see Figures 33, 34, 35 & 36). I have selected these works because their
production coincided with the time when the Eastern Bloc countries finally broke away from
communist regimes and became sovereign entities. This new political phase of liberty in Eastern
Europe marked a dramatic shift in Abakanowicz’s installation works. There is a distinct turn
away from the concerns about World War II atrocities evident in earlier works such as Backs
(1976-82) (see Figures 37 & 38) and towards the Polish mytho-sacral realm.

Figure 34 Abakanowicz, M 1996, Seated Mutants, burlap, resin.

Figures 35 & 36 Abakanowicz, M 2002, Coexistence, burlap, resin.
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Figure 37 Abakanowicz, M 1976-80, 80 Backs.

Figure 38 Abakanowicz, M 1976-80,
Warsaw Backs (detail) burlap, resin.

In 1992, at the end of communist rule in Eastern Europe, Abakanowicz oriented herself towards
the ancient animal and spirit forces (Jedlinski 1998). Her explorations of the mythical and the
sacred had already been evident in the large installations of woven Abakans produced in the
1960s and 1970s including the Black Environment (1970-78) (see Figure 39), through which
Abakanowicz “wanted to draw attention to the ancient or archaic spirit residing in the works”
(Inglot 2004, p49). Inglot further explains that the “empty interiors […] lure the viewer to
explore their dark mysterious centers” (2004, p57).

Figure 39 Abakanowicz, M 1970-78, Black Environment, sisal weaving.
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Like these early works, the hollow centres of the sculptures in Standing Mutants (1992/94),
Seated Mutants (1996) and Coexistence (2002) are also spaces for emitting a source of life and
for projecting the need for rejuvenation into the future. More specifically, the hollowness of the
sculptures acts as an offering of a place of residence and refuge to otherworldly energies in the
sculptures, in the installations spaces and in the reality of the present (Karwowska & Wrabec
1995). The concept of otherworldly powers residing in or being attached to objects is shaped by
Abakanowicz’s intimate encounters with the Polish folk traditions that maintain connections
with the mythical worlds of the ancient Slavic past. These works perform aspects of preChristian rituals that draw on beliefs in animism and the cyclic nature of life and death (Inglot
2004). For example, the Polish hollow-patterned Easter egg (pisanka) originates from preChristian rituals of offerings to the spirits and for honouring the dead.22 Inglot explains:

Abakanowicz sketches a number of images that closely correspond to the formal
vocabulary of her adult artistic expression: an open tree with magical interior,
trunks with unknown contents, […] attraction to various textures found in nature
and how as a little girl she created performances and rituals with twigs and small
tree branches. (Inglot 2004, p14)

For instance, Abakanowicz emphasises her childhood contacts with the pre-Christian female
spirit figures as key influences in her artworks: “The countryside was full of strange powers.
Apparition and inexplicable forces had their own laws and spaces. I remember Poludnice and
Zytnie Baby” (Abakanowicz 1998, p20). These recollections also show Abakanowicz’s
understanding of how such identities shape the multi-sensory, affective and emotional landscape
of everyday living:
you could think and imagine her you didn’t need to look at her. The entire body
could feel it, you didn’t need to be in the fields, because something had to happen
over the earth, which shouldn’t be contributed to or interrupted. (Abakanowicz
1998, p22)

Abakanowicz also mentions another presence inhabiting the local hollow tree. This powerful
identity frightened Abakanowicz to the point that as an adult she preferred not mention the

22

The pisanka is a sign of rebirth and new life. Although hollow and fragile, the egg harbours powerful
ancient energy that has the power to push away evil and to promote protection and healing. In addition,
Polish folk puppets display animist beliefs as spirits are attached to such objects. This is particularly
evident in the pre-Christian Marzanna doll that embodies the identity of death and winter and is used in
the Spring welcoming ritual. Such objects and rituals are still used in current times to instigate a process
of regeneration for the benefit of loved ones and the local community (Ogrodowska 2009).
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name. The scary figure was likely to have been Baba Jaga (the main protagonist of my project),
who in Polish folklore resides in the gap of an old tree. Such trees are scattered across Polish
forests (as seen in the image below see Figure 40) and received particular attention from
Abakanowicz in her site installations titled Hand-like Trees (1992–1997) (see Figure 41).

Figure 40 White Poplar Tree, Leszno, Poland.

Figure 41 Abakanowicz, M 1992-97, Hand-like
Trees, bronze.

Abakanowicz’s empathy towards the identities of the mythical world of Polish folklore is
further highlighted in her candid recollection of what she calls an encounter,23 her meeting with
a magical creature that inhabited the local grasses and reeds. Abakanowicz’s stories expose her
early engagement with animist beliefs 24 and show her profound belief in spirits inhabiting
specific elements of the environment. The Polish Catholic Church is critical of these beliefs as
they stem from the pagan pre-Christian past. Consequently, it is apparent that Abakanowicz’s
installations Standing Mutants, Seated Mutants and Coexistence dismiss the Catholic
ideological boundaries between the Christian and pre-Christian sacred territories.

These installations immerse viewers in a world occupied by almost familiar anthropomorphic
creatures. Although authoritative in their scale and stance, the figures are not threatening. They
are calm, self-assured and alert. Even though these installation spaces are for generating
23

“No one interfered in that place. It was known that change was not needed. They live in the grass, they
said. Only once I saw them. When I touched the grass, it ran out. Tiny being, a little bigger than an acorn”
(Abakanowicz 1998, p21).
24
“I brought my objects, collected from grasses and woodlands. They wanted me to. Slowly they came
alive. Slowly they began to talk to each other and to me. They moved on their own, moved towards me
and away from me, faster and faster movements that turned into a dance. I was on the inside of this dance.
Taken over by the rhythm, I fused with them. I surrounded to anticipation of what the live stones and
branches can do” (Abakanowicz 1998, pp21-22).
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exchanges between the viewer and archaic forces, when entering these scenes the spectator is in
the position of an intruder. In this way, Abakanowicz unfolds a narrative about the presence of
these anthropomorphic creatures as preceding humans and their disruptive actions.

It quickly became apparent to me that these installations make use of total immersion, ritualistic
and fragmented narrative modes. The total immersion is activated by the presence of the
anthropomorphic forms, their multiplicity and the multi-sensory qualities of the material that
give form to their bodies. The use of burlap (hessian) is central for provoking affectivity and
emotionality in the audience. The common status of burlap, its humble quality and utilitarian
function tie together the politics of communist ideology and the economic status of Communist
Poland with the safety of Abakanowicz’s childhood place, her memories of hessian sacks filled
with potatoes scattered across the rural landscape. Moreover, the crumpled surface of the burlap
recalls the hardness of tree bark from Abakanowicz’s childhood forest, which she still considers
as a magical place (Rose 2002).
Additionally, the coarse texture, toughness and durable nature of burlap also transact a feeling
of protection and reliability, as it is a common material used for protective measures: for
example, as camouflage scrim during combat in World War II. The open weave creates a
breathable structure enabling survival and the preservation of content for long periods of time.
Abakanowicz’s use of burlap strongly emphasises materials as substances charged with real
meanings, rather than metaphoric interpretations. In other words, the affectivity of burlap is a
mechanism for unfolding stories simultaneously about fragility and toughness and for providing
a space for ideas of hope, a possibility of breaking away from the emotional turmoil caused by
constant injustice.

The use of burlap also highlights the significance of touch rather than sight. The sense of touch
is used for enveloping viewers in narratives about the endurance and protective capacity of the
archaic creatures because from the distance the creatures’ skin looks soft, but touch reveals its
toughness, since it has been soaked in resin. Implicit to the significance of touch in these
installations is the understanding that burlap and the spaces bear the ritualistic traces of the
artist’s touch. Abakanowicz has impressed the affective and emotional labour of her ritual acts
into the moulded burlap forms (Abakanowicz 2002, p153). She explains: “My work comes from
the experience of crowds, injustice, and aggression. […] I feel an affinity for art when it was
made as a form of existence, like when shamans worked in the territory between men and
unknown powers” (Abakanowicz 2005, p1). This statement illuminates how Abakanowicz
crosses over into the mytho-sacred realm to re-establish contact with the identities residing
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there. By making use of rituals such as soul retrieval and exorcism, she attempts to clear the
epistemological barriers that still permeate the social sphere in Poland (Rose 2002).

Abakanowicz activates a critical space that gives rise to a mixture of feelings, a fusion of
surprise, regret and awe underscored by empathy towards both the archaic forces and people
traumatised by the past. To counter these emotional disturbances the installations Standing
Mutants, Seated Mutants and Coexistence offer spaces that act simultaneously as sites of refuge
and healing. Although based on autobiographical elements, these installations are turned
towards the spectators and offer a world for viewers from diverse cultural backgrounds to
encounter forces of the Polish ancient past that provide comfort and protection.

The installations from this specific period of 1992-2002 stand as evidence of the way an artist
could use immersive, ritualistic and fragmented narrative modes and the concepts of animism
and anthropomorphism to retrieve souls from the past in order to revive them through
installation art. Furthermore, the engagements in rituals from the ancient pre-Christian past
emphasise the ritualistic actions of soul retrieval, transmigration and clearing or exorcism as
political actions to overcome the power politics that separate human bodies from mythical and
sacred identities. For me the sense of presence in the installations directly challenges the
institutional politics of boundaries that concern my project. For these reasons, these installations
opened up an important space for my project and for the construction of Weapon of Choice
installation.

Conclusion
In this chapter I have attempted, through an overview of some histories of installation art, to
show already established strategies for situating installation art as a socio-political form. I have
suggested that the conjunction of the concept of total installation with ritualistic and fragmented
narrative modes is appropriate and vital for addressing my research questions through my
installation practice. Since disparate fragments of Baba Jaga’s and Lisica’s mythical and sacred
past and their roles in Polish ritual traditions underscored my research, the idea of immersing
and engulfing the viewer in a fragmented narrative scene, a space of refuge and a site of ritual
evocations in installation art signalled the possibility of establishing a space that allowed for
creative and imaginative responses to the felt dimensions of my migrant world, rather than
communicating a linear and seamless story about Baba Jaga’s and Lisica’s origins to the viewer.

My examination of the work of Kabakov, Bereś, Abramović, Bourgeois and Abakanowicz
illuminates installation spaces as important sites for intervening, exposing and resisting
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epistemologies and ideologies that cause emotional turmoil in migrant worlds. However, there
is no universal approach for constructing spaces to bear witness to the emotional impact of
political injustice and injury on specific individuals, communities and cultural spaces. The next
chapter therefore begins a new cycle of critical investigations into the history of the institutional
politics of boundaries that concern the main protagonists of this project, Baba Jaga and Lisica.
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Chapter 4
Feeling the Power Politi cs of Narratives

As I showed in the previous chapter, narrative modes can be used to construct an installation
space, a world within a world for encounters between viewers and otherworldly figures via
sensing and feeling. The construction of such contact zones highlights the dual function of
narratives: that is, they are intended for some bodies whilst simultaneously being about other
bodies. Having explored installation art strategies for unfolding the narrative content onto the
audience, this chapter then focuses on stories about the main protagonists of this project, Baba
Jaga and Lisica, on their presence in folktales, in ritual practices and in the identity of the Virgin
Mary.

The aim of this chapter is firstly to provide some evidence for my claim that Baba Jaga and
Lisica belong to the mytho-sacral pre-Christian Slavic realm rather than being merely fictional
characters developed for entertaining or for teaching social behaviour. I base these claims on my
intimate understanding of Polish culture and the folkloric traditions practised in my birth region.
I claim that institutional politics of boundaries have obscured the mythical and sacred aspects of
Baba Jaga and Lisica, causing an anxious feeling both in the world of my re-emplacement and
in the world of those Polish women who still perform ritual practices, aspects of which maintain
connections with the pre-Christian sacred sphere.

Secondly, as indicated in Chapters 1 and 2, my attempt to construct Weapon of Choice as an
installation space for feeling and sensing the presence of these identities involved overcoming a
number of firmly established epistemological boundaries. However, penetrating these borders
was only one part of the story. The other part concerned the deployment of resistance in
Weapon of Choice, an action directly linked to the narratives about the threatening nature of
both Baba Jaga and Lisica. So far, I have not articulated these narratives. In brief, I have found
that the dilemma concerning the mythical and sacred standing of Baba Jaga and Lisica is
intimately connected to another set of politics of control, arising out of scholarly fields that
specialise in folkloric inquiry and authoritative institutions of the Roman Catholic Church that
continue to suppress the value of Baba Jaga’s and Lisica’s identities in everyday living.

In this chapter, my investigations into Baba Jaga’s and Lisica’s historical past are interlinked
with Ahmed’s concepts of politics of emotion and affective economy (see Chapter 2) to highlight
the scholarly politics of boundaries evident in studies of oral folktales and to scrutinise the
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politics deployed by the Roman Catholic Church, via the publication of Malleus Maleficarum
(Hammer of Witches) in 1487, against Slavic pre-Christian practices, women’s traditions and
female mythical figures. Further, the chapter also draws on the concepts of affective practices
(see Chapter 2), animism within (see Chapter 3) and vampiric politics (see Chapter 2) in relation
to Catholic devotional practices in order to illuminate the transmigration of pre-Christian and
folkloric female mythical identities into the Virgin Mary, and the ways in which the Polish
Catholic Church has harnessed the affectivity of ancient maternal forces to maintain power.
Broadly speaking, this tracking back in time involves narrating stories about the power politics
that claim control over the secular/profane and sacred border and also over the margin between
the Slavic pre-Christian and the Polish Catholic sacred realms.

Narrating stories about these creatures works to expose injustices and aid recovery, not so much
for healing to occur, but rather to reveal what others have covered up. As seen in the artworks of
Magdalena Abakanowicz discussed in the previous chapter, narrative modes are crucial
mechanisms for instigating exposure by bearing witness to injustice that continues to impress
and persist in the present. I used insights from this chapter to develop the imagery in my
Weapon of Choice installation, and also as a basis in the next chapter for discussing current
Polish folk ritual art forms that demonstrate resistance against power politics by maintaining
contact with the pre-Christian sacred realm.

Folktales and Scholarly Politics of Boundaries
This section provides a general discussion of the epistemological boundaries of politics that
arise in critical inquiries concerned with oral folktales. It argues that oral folktales about Baba
Jaga and Lisica are reliable testimonies that contain and maintain aspects of their mythical and
sacred past. The last part of the section highlights studies by Polish historian Kazimierz
Władysław Wóycicki and Polish-Jewish migrant creative writer Eva Hoffman as examples of
overcoming the politics of borders that separate tales about Slavic mythical figures into secular
and sacred areas.
Today, Baba Jaga survives mainly in Slavic25 folktales as well as in Slavic and internationally
popular children’s stories and animation films (see Figures 42, 43 & 44). Folktales tend to
situate her as a figure believed at some point in time to be real, but popular productions frame
her as a fictional character. For academic inquiries exploring the history, meanings and value of
Baba Jaga’s character in Slavic cultures, such as this project, the issue of whether the oral folk
25

The Slavic people are of Indo-European pan-ethnicity and include East Slavs (Russians, Ukrainians,
and Belarusians), West Slavs (Poles, Czechs, and Slovaks), and South Slavs (Bulgarians, Macedonians,
Slovenes, Croats, Bosniaks, Serbs and Montenegrins).
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stories about Baba Jaga are factual or fictional poses a dilemma. In folkloric scholarship
concerned with Slavic oral folktales, scholars still consider the textual record to be a more
accurate source for preserving knowledge. As a result, a predicament arises about Baba Jaga’s
and Lisica’s mythical and sacred status because folktales about them have been documented
only since the eighteenth century (Johns 2004).

Figure 42 Mayer, M 1994, Baba Yaga and Vasilisa the Brave.

Figure 43 Lurie, A 1999, Baba Yaga and the Stolen Baby.

Figure 44 Miyazaki, H 2010, Baba Yaga in Mr. Dough and the Egg Princess, anime still.
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For example, scholar of Slavic linguistics and folktales, Jack V. Haney, asserts that “no one
contends that folktales are a modern phenomenon in human society. On the other hand, it is
extremely difficult to prove that a given tale is of any great antiquity unless, of course, there is a
written record of it” (2001, pxxvii). Similarly, scholar of Slavic linguistics and Baba Jaga,
Andreas Johns, suggests that “certainly Baba Yaga has an origin and a history, but in the
absence of documentary evidence, these must remain a matter of speculation” (2004, p5).
However, through his research into over four hundred recorded stories about Baba Jaga, Johns
does conclude that oral folktales about Baba Jaga are reliable historical testimonies because the
oral stories, as they have been transcribed from recordings, are consistent with each other and
with her portrayals in the written record.

These assertions regarding the issue of the absence of an historical record reveal research
methods that privilege and elevate the written system of recording knowledge over oral
evidence, methods that stem from “the patriarchal and nationalist biases […] founded in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries” (Newlon Randner 1993, pix). Such approaches for
investigating oral folktales encompass scholarly politics that implicate oral sources as
unreliable, tainted by the subjective memories of an individual, and reveal a politics of gender,
particularly the “lack of concern for women’s perspectives and activities […] and suppression
of women’s voices in the practice of folklore” (Young & Turner 1993, p10).

Furthermore, the authoritative standing of a male scholar conventionally received favour over
the illiterate (peasant) female narrator, and preferred the distant-observer research approach to
the intimate understanding of the folktales by the teller. As a result, oral evidence has been
“treated with disdain by academic researchers” (Thomson 1998, p24). The feminist movement
helped to overcome these well-established barriers by positioning oral testimonies as significant
historical and political sources for uncovering “the hidden history” (Thomson 1998, p25).
Consequently, to provide evidence of Baba Jaga’s and Lisica’s sacred past, I follow the
approach of feminist folklorist Jennifer Fox who suggests that “by reviewing our models
through a gender–sensitive lens we may discover latent sexual politics at work and cracks in
discourses that give us the leverage to change the existing patriarchal order” (1993, p38).

In addition to this distinction between the written and the oral, scholarly studies concerned with
the narrative analysis of oral folktales face classification systems that draw a distinct
epistemological margin between the sacred and secular testimonies. Haney explains: “to be a
folktale, a text must be transmitted orally [… and …] it must be a profane, not sacred, narrative
or story” (Haney 1999a, p4). This separation further emphasises the distinctions between
folktale and myth and ritual and locates folktales as fiction and untrue. For instance, Haney
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argues that “myth is the narrative of ritual, just as ritual is the enactment of myth and both are
regarded as sacred [… and…] the folktale is certainly not regarded as sacred” (1999a, p6).
Folklorist Dan Ben-Amos suggests that these distinctions, now readily employed by scholars,
are based on European generic classification systems and perceptions of truth and reality in
which: “Myth (from Greek mythos) is believed to be true […], and folktale is inherently untrue
– only fiction and fantasy” (1992, p102). Since scholarly accounts equate the fictive qualities of
folktales with the profane, by extension the sacred is aligned with the real.

Arguably, though, these divisions are not universal and vary across cultures and places (BenAmos 1992). As pointed out by Haney, it “is not to say that it [the folktale] is not regarded as
true” (Haney 1999a, p6). In fact, Haney asserts that for Slavic folk narrators the “tales were
believed to be true or to have been true in times past” (1999a, p5). Linguist of Slavic languages
Linda J. Ivanits, argues that

present-day folklorists, striving for greater precision in classification, separate oral
prose narratives into stories that are mostly entertainments and those genres that
reflect the belief system of a traditional community. […] There is of course, some
fluctuation between the two. (Ivanits 1999, px)

As Ivanits points out, these classifications do not seem to account for all oral folktales. For
example, there is little space for oral folktales that contain elements of the pre-Christian Slavic
mythical past that are repeatedly recalled and performed during the time of a sacred Christian
ritual such as Christmas Eve. An example of this very ancient past is a Polish oral folktale about
the anthropomorphic qualities of animals (wild and domestic), specifically their ability to
communicate in the Polish language. This story is told on the sacred night of Christmas Eve.
Furthermore, this tale is not merely oral; it is enacted through a ritual that involves offering food
to animals after the Christmas feast in the hope that they will communicate with humans.

My father practises this ritual every year, one of his responsibilities in taking care of over eighty
horses. In the past, Polish people made specific objects called światy as food offerings to the
animals. Slavic animal folktales tell that these intimate exchanges between humans and animals
originated in ancient times when humans spoke the language of the animals (Haney 1999b). The
story’s present link with the Polish sacred realm arises in the context of those Catholic stories
about the troubling circumstances surrounding Jesus’s birth. My grandmother explained to me
that the archaic beliefs in animals’ human qualities and the custom of offering food to them
survived because locals transferred the old stories into compassion for the animals that kept
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Jesus warm as a newborn. Hence, this story invokes the pre-Christian and Christian myths in the
sacred realm.

Another issue that classifications of oral folktales seem to overlook is that the oral folktale can
be a kind of ritual, as scholar of fairy tales Sheldon Cashdan suggests (1999). That is, the tale
may act as a rite of purification that cleanses listeners of feelings of guilt and shame by
engaging them in a journey of trials and tribulations towards renewal and hope. The disciplinary
disputes as to whether some folktales belong to the sacred and the real or the profane and the
fictional terrain are likely to continue for some time. To assist in overcoming these
epistemological barriers, this project draws on the insights of the widely recognised scholar of
Russian folktales, Vladimir Propp, who situates folktales about Baba Jaga and Lisica as relics or
powerful sites that have sprung out of sacred myths and contain archaic materials and deep
associations with pre-Christian initiation rituals, rites of puberty and harvest (Propp 1984).
Further, I follow Johns’s suggestion that, in order to overcome the borders of these systems that
separate fact from fiction and sacred from profane, critical inquiry needs to unfold the
matriarchal relations and the socio-political and historical events concerning the past of Baba
Jaga and Lisica. In opening up a space for the suppressed histories of Baba Jaga’s and Lisica’s
roles, I rely on emphasising the links between magic, myth and rituals.

In researching Polish oral folktales, I found that, in 1837, Polish historian Kazimierz Władysław
Wóycicki had already created such a space for releasing the repressed voices of Slavic mythical
and sacred figures embedded in folktales in the literary arena. Wóycicki calls this space klechdy
- the ancient testimonies and tellings of Polish and Russian people. In the third volume of
klechdy, Baba Jaga moves across the pages under the names of Jenzibaba or Jedza-baba.
Wóycicki explains: “these tales are full of strangeness and wonder that frightens, amazes and
brings about emotion: these miracles exist and are believed in most fervently” (1837, p8).
Wójcicki’s intimate engagement with the locals, their stories and beliefs is evident in his
emotional testimony: “So I release them to you; […] Let them be useful in illuminating an
image, and my joy will be everlasting, when I am able to say: that releasing my klechdy into the
world was not in vain” (1837, p10). One hundred and seventy three years later, I received a
copy of the klechdy, via the United States. Throughout this project, I have made use of klechdy
as a bridging device for overcoming the barriers that have separated Baba Jaga and Lisica from
the sacred sphere.

Another example of crossing over such epistemological borders and of Baba Jaga’s mobility
across cultures (between Poland, Canada and the US), as well as her significance for Polish
migrants, is captured in Eva Hoffman’s scholarly study Lost in Translation: A Life in a New
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Language (1989). Like me, Hoffman migrated from Poland at the age of twelve, and in her new
culture she recalled and gave a voice to Baba Jaga to address feelings arising out of her own
migratory experiences.

Each night, I dream of a tiny old woman - a wizened Baba Yaga half grandmother,
half witch, wearing a black kerchief and sitting shrivelled and hunched on a tiny
bench at the bottom of our courtyard, way, way down. She is immeasurably old
and immeasurably small, and from the bottom of the courtyard, which has become
immeasurably deep, she looks up at me through narrow slits of wise, malicious
eyes.

Perhaps, though, I am her. Perhaps I have been on the earth a long time and that’s
why I understand the look in her eyes. Perhaps this childish disguise is just a
dream. Perhaps I am being dreamt by a Baba Yaga who has been here since the
beginning of time and I am seeing from inside her ancient frame and I know that
everything is changeless and knowable. (Hoffman 1989, p6)

Hoffman’s empathy for the antiquity of Baba Jaga is evident. Through her creative writing,
Hoffman establishes a contact zone for reconnecting with Baba Jaga as a transforming or shapeshifting process that signals both the recovery of the ancient force of Baba Jaga and Hoffman’s
own recovery from the turmoil that her own migration generated.

Baba Jaga’s and Lisica’s Features

Figure 45 Craft, K Y 1994, Baba Yaga, illustration.
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As Hoffman indicates, Baba Jaga’s external features are frightening, and even monstrous (see
Figure 45). She is old, tall and thin. She has one bony leg, large breasts, a very long nose,
disheveled hair and her long teeth protrude from her mouth (see Figure 46). Feminist
archaeologist Marija Gimbutas suggests that the power of this ugly old hag “lingers in her teeth
and hair” (1989, p319).

Figure 46 Mitrokhin, D 1916, Baba Yaga the Witch, illustration.

Most stories have Baba Jaga living in depths of an old forest, in a hut that spins on a chicken’s
foot, which can only be entered with the use of a magic spell. A fence of human bones capped
with human skulls surrounds the hut (see Figures 47 & 48). It has been suggested that these
depictions of her dwelling point to her guardianship over the Underworld, the Realm of the
Dead, and to her roles as a Goddess of Death and Winter as well as the Mistress of Funeral
Ceremony (Franz 1995; Johns 2004). However, as I wrote in Chapter 3, in Polish folktales Baba
Jaga also resides in the gap of an old tree, a place of residence also assigned to nature spirits.
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Figure 47 Vitaliyv, 2012, Vasilisa the
Fair: Baba Yaga's Hut, illustration.

Figure 48 Iver, A 2008, Baba Jaga, etching.

The stories of Baba Jaga tell that she can stretch out her body in a crescent shape from one
corner of the hut to the other. Although she is blind, she has a third golden eye and an acute
sense of smell. She also has supernatural powers that she uses to create magic objects and to fly
around in her mortar and pestle, erasing her tracks with a broom. The term baba indicates that
she is an old woman and a grandmother. The word baba can also refer to a midwife, a fortuneteller or sorceress, and a pelican (Johns 2004). In the Polish language baba also denotes the last
sheaf of grain, as well as to a particular hollowed-out Easter sponge cake (see Figure 49), and to
the mysterious Prussian stone sculpture in Olsztyn, Poland (see Figure 50).
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Figure 49 Baba Wielkanocna (Easter Baba cake).

Figure 50 Prussian Baba, Olsztyn.

Although Baba Jaga most commonly aligns with the identity of a witch, Johns asserts that “the
word ‘witch’ does not describe Baba Yaga in her complexity and richness” (Johns 2004, p2).
The narratives about Baba Jaga expose her dual nature as an antagonist and a donor (one that
gives magic gifts), distinguishing her from other witches found in western European fairytales
(Johns 2004).

As the Mistress of the Forest, Baba Jaga is intimately connected to the forest and its inhabitants,
including birds and the female fox (Lisica). Baba Jaga is frequently mentioned in Russian
wondertales (tales of magic and the supernatural) and in Russian animal folktales; in these
contexts, the anthropomorphic vixen is the most popular figure (Haney 1999b) (see Figures 51,
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52, 53, 54 & 55). It is likely that Baba Jaga and Lisica are one and the same character, since in a
number of stories they occupy the same role (Johns 2004, p19; Gerber 1891, p3).

Figure 51 Raczowa, J 1980, Jak Lisica Uczyła się Latać, illustration.

Figure 52 Rachev, E 1954, The Fox and the Wolf, illustration.

Figure 53 Rachev, E 1951, Lisica in The Magic Glove, illustration.
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Figures 54 & 55 Rachev, E 1984, The Fox and the Thrush, illustrations.

For instance, like Baba Jaga, Lisica fulfils the roles of midwife, wife, sister, mother and
godmother (Haney 1999b; Johns 2004). In the story titled The Hare and the Fox, the vixen says:
“[…] cousin. Wake me up in the morning, I’m going to be called out to be a midwife” (Haney
1999b, p37). In another folktale, The Bear and the Fox, “the fox was sitting on the towel rail
spinning. […] She took the thread up on her spindle, stuck it in the spinning wheel and shouted,
[…] Oh, they’re calling me to be a godmother at a christening” (Haney 1999b, p12). Similarly,
folk stories capture Baba Jaga spinning; for example, “great Baba Yaga poking the fire with her
nose, combing silk strands with her fingers” (from The Maiden Czar, in Franz 1995, p203) (see
Figure 56).

Figure 56 Zier, E 19th-20th c, The Girl and the Baba Yaga, illustration.
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Historian Joanna Hubbs’s (1993) study of Baba Jaga’s mythology suggests that the depictions
of Baba Jaga’s and Lisica’s spinning points to their roles as fates, guardians of mortality and
death. In fact, Johns has noted that in one of the earliest studies26 into Baba Jaga “the general
interpretation of all these tales is that the fox and Baba Yaga (who are identical) represent the
goddess Yaga-Marena-Holda [winter/death]” (2004, p19). The deeply ingrained beliefs in
animals’ supernatural powers evident in Slavic folktales and the understanding that Baba Jaga is
the Slavic goddess of death reveal that “at some time an ancient powerful spirit was concealed
behind Baba Yaga” (Johns 2004, p26). This archaic force encompassing cycles of birth, death
and regeneration is the great Mother Earth or Goddess of Nature (Hubbs 1993; Franz 1995;
Johns 2004).

Folktales about Baba Jaga and Lisica reveal concepts of animism and anthropomorphism as
well as practices of totemism and shamanism and engagements in matriarchal systems of
knowledge (Haney 2001; Ferlat 2004; Johns 2004). The conjunction of motifs gathered from
Slavic folktales, woodcuts and embroideries, as well as from archaeological findings such as
Neolithic vessels from Slavic regions (including findings in Poland from 3500 BC), suggests
that locals conceived the ancient generative maternal force as a theriomorphic identity (an
animal form assigned to a divine identity), which took on a number of animal forms including a
bird and the vixen (Hubbs 1993; Gimbutas 1989). It is clear that Baba Jaga’s associations with
birds - owl, hen and pelican - as well as with the vixen, gave Baba Jaga and Lisica an intimate
connection to an archaic Mother Earth or Goddess of Nature. As Hubbs explains:

in folktales Baba Yaga is found in all these forms [goddess of earth and sky,
guardian of the hearth, goddess and mistress of the herds, herders and farmers]. But
her oldest is that of the shamanic Mistress of Animals, the ancient bird goddess
whose abode on hens’ feet is one with her body. (Hubbs 1993, pp41-42)

Similarly, Gimbutas suggests that “her [Baba Yaga’s] primary theriomorphic image is a bird
[…] and she can turn instantly into [… a] vixen” (1989, p210). It seems that of the
theriomorphic images, the anthropomorphic features of a bird-woman and the identity of Lisica
(a vixen with human qualities) emerged first, followed by female forms including Baba Jaga
(Shapiro 1983; Gimbutas 1989; Johns 2004). It is likely that the anthropomorphic images of the
vixen preceded the female identity of Baba Jaga.

26

Aleksander A Potebnia’s On the Mythical Meanings of Certain Rituals and Beliefs (1865).
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In line with my inquiry, Johns argues that “the different aspects of Baba Yaga’s image are
attributed to different historical periods, reflecting archaic features and later additions” (2004,
p5). On the basis of archaeological findings in Slavic regions, Slavic oral lore and material
culture, Patricia Monaghan (2010) links the historical period that gave rise to Baba Jaga’s
identity with the influx of Indo-European migrants into the region (approximately 3500 – 1000
BC). Like Gimbutas (1989), Monaghan suggests that a fusion between local and new belief
systems occurred: “Slavic mythology absorbed figures, narratives and themes from non-Slavic
religions. Goddesses of the new arrivals were accorded a high status denied to indigenous
goddesses, who were demoted to ‘spirits’ or even ‘demons’” (2010, p509).

The evidence suggests that, in Slavic mythology, the realms of Death and Regeneration belong
to Baba Jaga and to Lisica as well. Baba Jaga’s territories also include the winter season. It is
likely that the encounter between Slavs and non-Slavic Indo-Europeans is still evident in the
Polish Spring greeting ritual, which involves the drowning of the Marzanna puppet, an
embodiment of Goddess of Death and Winter (Lawecki, Sypek & Turowska–Rawicz 2007) (see
Figures 57 & 58).

Figure 57 Marzanna, 1928, Poland.

Figure 58 Marzanna, 2009.

Baba Jaga’s and Lisica’s dual roles as life givers and takers also render them demons. For all
these reasons Lisica and Baba Jaga occupy a place within Polish folk demonology (Podgorscy
2005). In this folklore, unlike Christian mythology, demon characters are aligned with nature
spirits (see Figures 59 & 60). Baba Jaga’s horns, for example, unlike those of the Devil, indicate
her status as the Slavic moon goddess, since the crescent moon resembles a pair of horns
(Hubbs 1993).
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Figure 59 Kaminski, I 1966, Demons, painted wood.

Figure 60 Female Demon (detail), 1920s, painted wood.

I have shown that Baba Jaga’s and Lisica’s mytho-sacral histories bind them together. However,
their identities also align with the personifications of the witch and the Devil, identities arising
from Christian dogma. To unravel this relationship that has shaped them as frightening and
threatening creatures, in the following section I make use of Ahmed’s concepts of the politics of
emotion and affective economies, which I previously discussed in Chapter 2. Firstly, I briefly
give an overview of these concepts, which I then apply to the folktale Vasilisa the Beautiful and
Polish folk rituals, as well as to the Roman Catholic narrative Malleus Maleficarum. I use
Ahmed’s thinking to illuminate the relationships between narrative, power politics and the
capacities of the body for sensation, affect and emotion. This approach to folktales, rituals and
political rhetoric reveals the emotional attachments to, and political investments in, the
identities of Baba Jaga, Lisica and the witch, which have shaped them as sources of feeling and
objects of emotion.

Politics of Emotion and Affective Economy of Narratives
Feminist cultural theorist Sara Ahmed states of narratives generally: “the stories hit me, hurtle
towards me: unbelievable, too believable, unliveable and yet lived” (2004, p36). Ahmed argues
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that the mobility of narratives positions them as important sites for depositing and knotting
political ideologies with emotion, and then deploying them into a space via oral, written or
visual forms, so that the force of the politics of emotion gravitates towards bodies, and presses
against the bodily space. This pressure has the power to transform bodies and the spaces that
those bodies occupy.

As I discussed in Chapter 2, affect intensifies due to the repetitive circulation of the politics of
emotion vested in narratives. When the specific politics of emotion become attached to an
imaginary body portrayed in narrative, that imaginary body becomes saturated with that
emotion and transforms from a source of feeling into an object of emotion. For example, when
Baba Jaga and Lisica become the objects of a specific emotion such as fear, they become stuck
in the depths of dark forests, moist caverns, tops of mountains and underground. In other words,
the stickiness of fear prevents their contact with the locals as well as their mobility and even
liberty. Hence, Ahmed (2004) argues that it is the source of feeling rather than the emotion that
moves through narrative into spaces and towards bodies.

Ahmed’s study illuminates two significant operations of narrative forms. Firstly, narratives can
be used by governing institutions to set up a contact zone that differentiates between ordinary
and imaginary bodies. Ahmed asserts that this process of orientation involves othering, a
mechanism for putting up boundaries between bodies that results in the attribution of causality.
Secondly, Ahmed captures the potential of narratives for bringing bodies together by asserting
that the contact zone created via narration is also about and for recovery, and acts as “a form of
exposure” (Ahmed 2004, p200). Ahmed states that “doing the work of exposure is hence both
political and emotional” (2004, p200). In this sense, narrating the politics of injustice
concerning the identities of Baba Jaga and Lisica is crucial for this project since it is vital in
productions of witnessing, exposing and provoking responses to the injury felt by an individual
or by a group with whom the individual aligns. Notably, in this project these identities have
been the main sources of feeling and objects of emotion involving empathy.

To expose and create a space for witnessing some of the politics of emotion (fear and empathy)
towards Baba Jaga and Lisica, the following sections provide some of the evidence and
narration of the events that interlink with my own encounters with other Polish women’s
experiences and with the felt dimensions of the body as well as with the power politics that
continue to cause bodily injuries - that is, the anxiety that arises out of the Polish institutional
politics of boundaries that claim control over the border between the pre-Christian and Christian
sacred and mythical realms.
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Folktales and Rituals Concerning Baba Jaga and Lisica
Ahmed (2004) calls for close and careful reading of all familiar narratives and stories. The
folktale of Vasilisa the Beautiful (collected by Aleksandr Afanas’ev in 1869) is one of those
well-known narratives. This story tells that “near the primeval forest in which is a clearing, was
the house of Baba Yaga. Nobody was ever allowed to approach her, and whoever fell into her
hands was eaten like a chicken” (from Vasilisa the Beautiful, in Franz 1995, p192). Through the
lens of Ahmed’s concepts of politics of emotion and affective economy, this passage implies that
whoever comes into contact with Baba Jaga is under threat and proximity to Baba Jaga is a
crime. In other words, this passage posits Baba Jaga as a source of feeling and shapes her into
an object of emotion, one that could kill anyone attempting to seek her out. It can be argued that
this passage also works through the emotion of love as it indicates a concern for the safety of
the locals, who are then situated as objects of love. However, the warning of potential danger
works by circulating fear about Baba Jaga’s killer instinct. She is to be feared and avoided.

To generate the emotion of fear, the narrative makes use of the affective channels. For example,
the narrative opens up the past: “whoever fell into her hands was eaten”. Consequently, Baba
Jaga is guilty; this judgment is attributed to her past actions, unforgivable crimes that threaten
the existence of the locals or objects of love. Furthermore, to prevent future contact between
Baba Jaga and the locals, the passage works through othering to frame her as being a non-local
and as endangering local life. As a result, the narrative erects boundaries between the locals and
Baba Jaga, and she is assigned to the forest. It can be presumed that due to the imagined danger,
the edges of the forest act as borders to keep her in and others out; the deeper and darker the
forest, the more impenetrable the barrier. However, in a number of traditional folktales, rather
than being stuck in the forest, Baba Jaga is constantly on the move in her mortar and pestle,
circulating across forests and Slavic cultures (see Figure 61). In other words, Baba Jaga
challenges the divisive boundaries that separate her from the people and the everyday world.

Figure 61 Bilibin, I 1900, The Witch Baba Yaga, illustration.
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In fact, the tale Vasilisa the Beautiful also shows that locals have already penetrated this border
and survived. For instance, the girl Vasilisa, the main character in the tale, is forced by her
stepsisters to enter the forest and seek out Baba Jaga. When she arrives at Baba Jaga’s dwelling,
Baba Jaga senses her presence and asks:

Who’s there? It’s I Grandmother. My stepsisters have sent me to you to fetch fire
[Vasilisa replies]. Good, answered the Baba Yaga, I know them. Stay with me for a
time and then you shall have fire. (From Vasilisa the Beautiful, in Franz 1995,
pp193-194)

In this part of the story the feeling towards Baba Jaga changes. Her identity transforms from
that of a killer into that of a grandmother. In fact, the exchange between Baba Jaga and the girl
recorded in this story suggests a matriarchal attachment, reaffirmed towards the end of the story
when Baba Jaga gives fire, in a form of a glowing skull torch, to the girl to eradicate the
negative forces operating in the girl’s life (see Figure 62).

Figure 62 Bilibin, I 1899, Vasilisa in the Forest, illustration.

Such gestures involving fire highlight pre-Christian Slavic female initiation and protective
rituals (Propp 1984; Hubbs 1993). In Poland, fire is central to numerous rituals used to clear
away evil and remove bad charms (Frankowski 1928). Most notable are the sobótka rituals,
based on pre-Christian ephemeral magic practices, beliefs in spirits and the cyclic
manifestations of death, fertility and regeneration in which women play central roles
(Ogrodowska 2009; Hryn-Kusmierek 2010). In sobótka rituals, locals light torches and carry
them to eliminate any lurking malevolent forces that might be preventing successful
rejuvenation and growth (see Figure 63).
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Figure 63 Sobótka ritual, 2010, Poland.

Generally speaking, these rituals are part of old local traditions involving affective and
devotional practices of coping, which Polish people use to instigate an annual maintenance of
the cyclic tempo of life and resistance against forces that might oppose such rhythms. For Polish
rural communities, emotions of fear underscore these ritual actions, arising out of the
contingency of the future, such as weather that might result in crop failure, or the illness of farm
animals that might lead to loss of income and even hunger for families. To this day, many
Polish rural communities continue to practise rituals that maintain contact with pre-Christian
otherworldly forces that provided protection from misfortune. Any interruption of these contacts
gives rise to the fear of losing touch with powers that have worked since ancient times to ensure
continuity, flow of life and abundance.

These rituals involve the senses, affect and emotion, as well as the multi-sensory, affective and
emotional qualities embedded in materials and objects, to keep the channels open between the
past and future in the present. The channels are used for recalling the sacred powers of the
deeper past and for orienting the powerful ancient forces towards the desires of the local
community. These rituals focus on manifesting hope into the future. Anticipation of the
proximity of contact with the otherworldly forces brings about hope.

Historically, village people literally enacted the contact with the supernatural forces through the
multi-sensory rituals of soul retrieval based on animist beliefs of soul transmigration. For
example, Polish folk beliefs depicted the spirit of the grain as having the power to migrate into a
human body during the harvest (Frankowki 1928). The person who cut the last sheaf of grain
was bound into it, enabling the spirit’s retrieval and transmigration into a body to capture its
power, preventing the spirit’s ageing and therefore maintaining the cyclic continuum between
past and future (see Figure 64). In harvest rituals, touch leads the sensory model, closely
followed by smell and taste, as the harvest wheat is made into harvest crowns (see Figure 65) as
well as bread and dumplings, which then form part of the harvest feast (see Figure 66).
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Figure 64 Last sheaf of grain presented at harvest ritual, Poland.

Figure 65 Harvest crown, Poland.

Figure 66 Harvest bread, Poland.

In this tradition, the spirit of the grain was intimately connected to Baba Jaga and Lisica.
Mythologist and creative writer Patricia Monaghan states that “she [Baba Yaga] lived in the last
sheaf of grain, which concentrated the force of fertility; the woman who bound it bore a child
that winter” (2010, p513). In Poland, people also believed the spirit of the grain to have an
animal form (including the fox) which, together with an identity called Baba, dwelled in the last
sheaf of grain (Frankowski 1928). Baba’s names altered depending on the grain that she
embodied. According to Monaghan, “except during harvest, Baba Yaga lived in the forest, in a
rotating hut mounted on chicken’s legs” (2010, p513). Johns also confirms, “Baba Yaga
[wearing a red kerchief] appears in customs and beliefs surrounding the harvest” and that “Baba
Yaga […] live[s] in the rye field as it ripens” (Johns 2004, p57). In Polish folk culture, Żytnia
Baba (Rye Old Woman/Grandmother) protected the fields of rye. She punished the careless;
when children ran through fields of ripening grain, she broke their arms and legs, and when
parents who worked in the field left their children unattended, she took the children (Podgorscy
2005, p546).
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The beliefs and rituals surrounding the harvest give a glimpse of some of the reasons for the
emotional and devotional attachments that bound Baba Jaga and Lisica with the locals. Yet
stories such as Vasilisa the Beautiful work to distance Baba Jaga by making her threatening,
thus encouraging the loosening of ties with Baba Jaga. The question then arises: if Baba Jaga
was a creature of socio-cultural importance who soothed emotional anxiety, why was there a
need to make her fearsome? To provide some answers to this question, the following section
highlights some of the history of power politics that have attempted to reshape Baba Jaga and
Lisica into objects of fear and even hate.

Baba Jaga’s and Lisica’s Entanglements in Power Politics
According to mythographer Marina Warner (2002), tales depicting metamorphic figures emerge
out of encounters and clashes between cultures and from pagan beliefs in soul migration.
Similarly, feminist scholar Rosi Braidotti (2002) claims that metamorphic depictions of
monstrous female mutants reflect a deep anxiety about coping with socio-political changes and
the implementation of new power relations. Warner’s and Braidotti’s insights cast light on the
entanglements of the Baba Jaga and Lisica identities with issues of power and, in the context of
such arguments, their shape-shifting bodies are revealed as resulting from encounters with
patriarchal systems of knowledge.

However, Braidotti (2002) also draws on Deleuze’s theory of becoming and links it with
feminist studies of sexual difference, as well as migratory experiences, to argue that
transformations of women into animals expose power relations as well as sites and strategies for
resistance. She asserts that, rather than signalling disempowerment, animal female bodies reflect
affective and dynamic forms that challenge the depictions of the female demon or beast
deployed by the dominant patriarchal doctrines. Braidotti goes on to suggest that critical
investigations into a female/animal metamorphosis “trigger off the deconstruction of phallic
identity, through a set of deconstructive steps that re-trace backwards, so as to undo them,
different states of the historical construction of this and other differences” (2002, p80). Johns
confirms that Baba Jaga’s complex layers of persona are the result of a power clash: “the
benevolent side of Jaga is more archaic with origins in a matriarchal period, while the
malevolent counterpart arose during the period of struggle between matriarchy and patriarchy,
which ended with the establishment of the latter” (2004, p40). Similarly, scholar of fairy-tales
Marie-Louise von Franz (1995) points out that Baba Jaga is a split figure, not quite herself, and
that Baba Jaga’s secret is in her goodness.
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In this research, I use the process of retracing some of the socio-political histories involving
Baba Jaga and Lisica to unsettle the dominant patriarchal systems that have obscured their
potency in everyday living. My findings reveal that the most significant change of feeling
towards Baba Jaga and Lisica took place with the institutionalisation of Christianity in Europe
and Poland (Gimbutas 1991, cited in Leonard & McClure 2004, p106). Scholar of Slavic
folktales Adolph Gerber states that “during the whole time since the conversion of the people,
the clergy, who represented the literary circles, drew not only no inspiration from folklore but
did what they could to exterminate it” (1891, p10).

The event known as the Baptism of Poland occurred in 966 AD. This political move enabled the
first ruler of Poland, Mieszko I, to draw upon the power structures of the German Empire,
which had previously excluded him as a pagan (Lukowski & Zawadzki 2006, p5). Taking on
the Roman Catholic faith was also a preventive measure to ensure that Poles did not suffer the
fate of their fellow Western Slavs – the Wends – whose resistance to Christianity resulted in
their murderous slaughter, and the loss of independence and identity (Lukowski & Zawadzki
2006, p6). Out of such politics of fear, Roman Catholicism became the dominant religion in
Poland by the thirteenth century. The adoption of the new religion required its followers to
renounce all pagan beliefs and practices, as these conflicted ideologically with the Christian
dogma.

Warner (2002) further explains that the concept of metamorphosis common to many pagan
beliefs was governed by practices of magic that “[ran] counter to notions of unique, individual
integrity of identity in the Judeo-Christian tradition” (2002, p12). Moreover, ethical and moral
conflicts arose between the concepts of evil in pre-Christian beliefs and the Christian doctrine.
For example, the pre-Christian Slav belief system situated all things, including human character
as well as the wisdom of Baba Jaga and Lisica, as encompassing an enmeshment of good and
evil. This ideological position differed from the Judeo-Christian tradition that clearly
distinguished between good and evil (Franz 1995, p210). In fact, Christianity inserted an
additional dimension in the principle of evil, which did not exist prior to Christianity, and
instigated “chain reactions of judgment, vengeance and punishment” (Franz 1995, p211). As
indicated in Chapter 2, the Malleus Maleficarum (Hammer of Witches), a witch-hunter’s
manual published by the Roman Catholic Church in 1487, is a particularly good example of the
ways in which the politics of control and emotion directly reshaped European women’s lives.
The next section examines some of the effects of Malleus Maleficarum on the identities of Baba
Jaga and Lisica, as well as on the women who believed in their power.
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Malleus Maleficarum
As introduced in Chapter 2, Malleus Maleficarum was an exposition of witchcraft and a code of
procedure for the detection and punishment of witches (Ehrenreich & English 1973; Ellerbe
1995; Sluhovsky 2005). This imposing treatise openly acknowledged the active existence of
witches in European society and unfolded terrifying consequences for those who maintained
relations with pre-Christian beliefs and practices. Its purpose was to enforce the concept of a
singular, heavenly God, to eliminate ancestral magic traditions and to eradicate political dissent
within the Church. I suggest that, through this elaborate production of Satanism (based on
imagined figures, including the Devil and the witch) within monotheism, an ideology which had
little to do with the Slavic pre-Christian belief system, Malleus Maleficarum was able to spread
prejudice against and nearly eradicate the pagan world and the powers of Baba Jaga and Lisica.

Malleus Maleficarum’s translation into the Polish language occurred in 1614 and the peak of the
resultant persecutions for witchcraft occurred between 1675 and 1775 (Baranowski 1971;
Wyporska 2006).27 In Poland, the estimated number of executions ranges from 1,400 (Wyporska
2006) to 15,000 (Baranowski 1952), including both judicial executions and illegal killings. It is
unlikely that the correct number will ever be established since only ten percent of court records
remain. Nonetheless, the firmly established claim that Poland was a country without burning
stakes28 is highly unlikely.

Numerous factors enabled the Church to work its politics of fear and hate through Malleus
Maleficarum. Firstly, the narrative constructed a contact zone through which ordinary bodies
were orientated towards bodies that entangled with the Devil. Such orientation framed primarily
the female body as the source of feeling that threatened the well-being of all Christian
communities. Furthermore, the narrative provided a space for ordinary bodies to come into
contact with the threatening and fearless female figure referred to as a witch. Indeed, both the
very title of the Malleus Maleficarum and the word “witch”, or Polish czarownica, implicated
female bodies in the use of supernatural powers to serve the Devil.

As a result, real women’s bodies and mythical figures such as Baba Jaga and Lisica became
sources of feeling that positioned them as objects of fear. The affectivity of Malleus
Maleficarum was dependent upon unbolting a past that was steeped in guilt and shame. Such
emotions lie deeply buried in the Christian psyche, stemming from the legacy of the original sin
27

It is, however, worth noting that the first witch burning occurred in 1511 near Poznan (Baranowski
1952; Wyporska 2006).
28
Both Pope John Paul II in his sermons in the 1980s and the Solidarity resistance movement used the
original title of Janusz Tazbir’s 1967 book, A State without Stakes: Polish Religious Toleration in the
Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries (Tazbir 2009, p7).
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instigated by the first woman, Eve, through her encounter with Satan, who disguised himself as
a serpent (Brooke 1995, p66). Furthermore, Malleus Maleficarum opened up the future by
laying down preventative measures for such unions. The immense investments of the politics of
fear in Malleus Maleficarum and the female image of the witch emphasised the weakness of the
female body in succumbing to the influences of the Devil. Through the lens of Ahmed’s
concepts, it can be argued that Malleus Maleficarum made use of othering and the attribution of
guilt to implicate all women as having evil tendencies and cravings for the use of witchcraft,
actions and alliances that threatened the well-being of any Christian community.

In Poland, the success of Malleus Maleficarum’s fear campaign, the process of unfolding affect
into emotional hysteria, was also tied to social turbulence.29 The emotions of fear and the feeling
of being under threat found underpinning in local superstitions of personifications of Death and
life-takers. The development of the printing press contributed to the rapid production and
circulation of witch depictions. In addition, the Church denied individuals’ and communities’
power to intervene and manifest a different type of future through ritual actions, which had
regulated and negotiated such feelings. In Poland, consequently, the frightening stories told
through catechisms about witches’ powers to cast spells, destroy crops and kill infants seemed
to be proved true by the effects of the socio-political upheavals of the time. In the face of a
number of invasions, Polish people touched by war inevitably turned against each other and
blamed their neighbours for their injuries.

In the context of the witch-hunts in western Europe, scholar and artist Helen Ellerbe (1995)
claims that the most common victims of witchcraft accusations were women who resembled the
image of the old wise woman, an embodiment of mature feminine power and a repository of old
knowledge. Wise women’s practices as healers, midwives, future tellers, mistresses of ritual
ceremonies and teachers were immersed in pre-Christian practices of magic that acknowledged
the existence of spirits (see Figure 67).

29

The implementation of witch executions in Poland also had links to the socio-political and economic
tensions that arose out of Poland’s vulnerable geographical position, located between Western Europe,
Eastern Europe and the Ottoman Empire. Wars with Sweden, known as The Deluge (Potop 1648–67),
uprisings of Ukrainian Cossacks (1648-57), and the battle of Vienna with the Ottoman Empire (1683) all
destroyed the economic base of the cities and raised a religious fervor that ended the ostensible policy of
religious tolerance established during Poland’s Golden Age (1506-1648) (Davies 1996). Subsequently,
partitions of Poland among the Kingdom of Prussia, the Russian Empire and Austria (1772, 1793, and
1795) led to Poland’s absence from the map of Europe for 123 years. The Polish republic was created in
1918 after World War I.
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Figure 67 Wax used in magic future telling, Poland.

The Church considered the dependence on such beings to assist with everyday life as
unacceptable and “as an arrogant attempt to impersonate God” (Ellerbe 1995, p106). When
most of the old and wise women were murdered, burned, drowned or hanged, the circle widened
to include younger women and even their children (Ellerbe 1995). The campaign unleashed by
the Church disrupted matriarchal roles in their communities as the old knowledge learned by the
wise women from their grandmothers was being eradicated to prevent it from being passed onto
the next generation of women. The respected female healer and teacher were transformed into
the identity of the witch, an evil satanic agent. These claims help to explain how Baba Jaga and
her followers took the form of disfigured and hideous bodies resembling old ugly hags. These
depictions continue to appear in popular culture.

The female fox also failed to escape the process of Christian demonisation. The Judeo-Christian
narrative of Psalms states that “the fox is the symbol of the devil, who appears dead to all living
things until he has them by the throat and punishes them” (Williams, A 2000, p85). This trick of
the fox evoked the ability to raise the dead, a skill that reflected diabolical deceit. This ability,
together with fox’s known trickster nature and its red fur coat, became a sign of evil and cast the
fox as the Devil (Burton Russell 1986; Wallen 2006; Werness 2006). In fact, the explicit level
of denunciation of the fox by Christian ideology surpasses other cultural traditions (Wallen
2006, p45). This is because like other wild animals the fox was “sacred to the pagan gods,
whom Christians identified with demons” (Burton Russell 1986, p67). Additionally, pagan
traditions identified the female fox as one of the primeval animal mothers, reinforcing the fox as
a target for elimination by the Christians (Ellerbe 1995; Gimbutas 1989). In summary, as the
importance of women’s roles in rituals diminished, social ties broke down, contributing to the
separation within communities. Furthermore, people hunted down animals (including the fox)
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and burned them with the women (so-called witches), bringing about a rupture between human
bodies and nature (Ellerbe 1995).

The politics of fear and hate exerted through Malleus Maleficarum also had an effect on the
spatial and temporal aspects of the place. Through Malleus Maleficarum the Church attempted
to change temporal dimensions by ironing out the cyclic rhythms of nature into linear timelines.
The concept of linearity was about enforcing the idea of one chance at life that encompassed
suffering, struggle and chastisement. This concept was a mechanism for erasing the preChristian belief in numerous opportunities inherent in the concept of cyclical time and for
diminishing the significance and relevance of pre-Christian rituals.

As I intimated in Chapter 2, the Church also demonised the felt registers of the female body.
The investments of power by patriarchal systems between the fifteenth and seventeeth centuries
split the senses by assigning touch, taste and smell to female sensibilities, which ranked lower
than the male sensorium led by vision (Classen 2005). The basis for this division was the
allegation that female senses formed a diabolic sensorium, imbued with animal sensibilities, and
these were the basis of the witch’s supernatural powers (Classen 2005, p71). In this context, it is
important to note that folk stories emphasise Baba Jaga’s use of the sense of smell rather than
vision. In the following case, for example, Baba Yaga uses smell to identify a specific Eastern
Slavic group:

out of the wood came Baba Yaga. She sat in a mortar and rowed with a pestle, and
with a broom she removed traces. When she came to the door she sniffed the air
and said, Ugh! It smells of Russians! Who’s there? (in Franz 1995, p193)

There is a suggestion that Baba Jaga’s blindness and her powerful sense of smell indicate her
position as the Guardian of Underworld, Goddess of Death and Mistress of Funeral Ceremony
(Johns 2004). However, perhaps it was what Howes calls the “eye-minded, rational world view”
(2005, p5) that blinded her, punishing her for her demonic ways. Like the witch, Baba Jaga’s
sense of smell exceeds any ordinary aptitude, an excess which suggests “avenues for
empowerment, rather than instruments of service” (Classen 2005, p71). As a result, I argue that
Baba Jaga’s use of the sense of smell challenges the well-established European hierarchy of the
senses and associated gender politics.

The legalisation of torture and execution for witchcraft by the European and Polish judicial
systems meant that the death penalty was the likely resolution of any accusations. Although
secular courts managed witch-trials, the methods utilised by the magistrates for interrogation
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and punishment arose from the procedures outlined in Malleus Maleficarum. In sanctioning acts
of torment and brutality to compel confessions and to implicate co-conspirators, the Church and
the legal system negated a verdict of innocence and spurred on chain reactions of accusations
and criminal charges (Ellerbe 1995).
In Poland, witch trials mainly emerged out of civil conflicts and common neighbourly disputes
concerning issues such as the failure of cows to provide milk. In other words, blame for
everyday misfortunes fell on witchcraft and onto real women, framing them as witches who had
obtained their supernatural powers by forming alliances with the Devil. In Poland the belief was
that witches were particularly fond of milk. For instance, a common folk story tells that when
the witch comes upon a rugged willow tree, she shakes it while calling out to the well-known
Polish folk demon: “Rokita! give me some milk, I’ll give you my soul and my body because my
desire for some milk has come upon me” (Podgorscy 2005, p387). Notably, this tale also
situates the witch as an intruder who disturbs the residence of the old Polish folk demon.
Additionally, animist beliefs are in evidence since the folk demon resides in a tree. There is also
the implication of a hierarchy between the creatures, since the witch asks for milk in return for
an offering. Franz explains that milk “has always been one of the widespread apotropaic30
means against evil. On the other hand, it is very easily attacked by witches and devils” (1995,
p322).
Incidentally, Johns points out, “there appear to be no folktales about Baba Yaga stealing milk
from cows” (Johns 2004 p55). The lack of such tales reveals that in Poland many locals
refrained from assigning their misfortunes to the Slavic pre-Christian Baba Jaga and other old
Polish folk demons. Rather, the locals made use of the Church’s narratives about the witch to
transfer their emotional turmoil onto her identity. In turn, this transposition implicated real
individuals as having the tendency to perform evil deeds. Even though the pre-Christian female
identities including Jędza and Chorzyca (derivatives of Baba Jaga) were captured in literary
works such as A Trial of Devilish Rights (1570 in Benis 1892) as part of the hierarchy of Polish
female folk demons, locals resisted assigning evil acts to these identities, which suggests a great
empathy and respect for the pre-Christian female forces if not for real women.
These feelings are also evident in the witchcraft court treatises that document the judicial
procedures used to obtain information about the names of particular devils, since different
devils belonged with each sin. The various names given by the accused were commonly male
names, including Jasiek, Jan, Wojtek or Stach (Wyporska 2006, pp146-147). The absence of

30

Apotropaic substances or objects are imbued with magic for warding off harm or evil influences and
for deflecting misfortune.
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pre-Christian personifications from court confessions shows that locals accused of witchcraft,
even in the face of torture and death, resisted linking the old Slavic identities with the
personifications of the devil.
Similar resistances occurred through the maintenance of the pre-Christian rituals in sacred
places, such as the mountain of Łysa Góra, located in the Świętokrzyskie Mountains. On the Noc
Kupały or Kupalnacka, a pre-Christian fertility and love ritual for midsummer solstice,
honouring Kupała the Slavic goddess of love (Ogrodowska 2001; Monaghan 2010), who was
later called Noc Świętojańska (to align the old traditions with the Feast of St. John the Baptist),
women performed rituals that involved lighting fires (sobótka), dancing and casting spells
(Ogrodowska 2001) (see Figure 68).

Figure 68 Siemiradzki,

H 1880s, Noc Kupały, oil on canvas.

The maintenance of these practices was so strong that in 1478, following demands from the
Benedictine monks, the King Kazimeirz Jagielonczyk sanctioned severe laws to prevent all
rituals on the mountain, calling the gathering Witches’ Sabbath (Ogrodowska 2001; Korczak
2008; Kokocinska 2009). The authorities thus implied that sobótki rituals were associated with
evil spirits and witchcraft. The renowned Polish poet Jan Kochanowski (1530-84) defended
these rituals in his twelve poems entitled Pieśń Świętojańska o Sobótce, written in 1567-1579
and published after his death in 1586 (Ogrodowska 2001). This creative work signalled
resistance from a well-respected intellectual towards the dominating powers that banned the
rituals (Kokocinska 2009, p182).

Notably, the women who performed these rituals were Catholic yet they resisted the ban by
persisting in the performance of pre-Christian traditions. Based on my findings, I suggest that
the midsummer solstice rituals demonstrate women’s resistance not only to the official ban but
also to the introduced predatory identity of the evil witch, as protective spells to ward off
witches’ malevolent powers were incorporated into the old love rituals in order to protect local
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communities (Ogrodowska 2001 & 2009; Korczak 2004; Hryn-Kusmierek 2010; Monaghan
2010). Consequently, the Church made an effort to extinguish the ancient midsummer rites and,
when that failed, the Church allowed for the old rituals to be incorporated into the Christian
calendar, shifting their original meaning. The old elements of Noc Kupały that persist in the
present include telling fortunes, floating wreaths (wianki) on water, and jumping over bonfires
and burning herbs, activities which are performed on the night of the 23rd of June (see Figures
69 & 70).

Figure 69 Noc Kupały, Poland.

Figure 70 Floating wreaths, Poland.

As I mentioned earlier, the imaginary identity of the witch became entangled into Polish
folklore. Her presence in Polish folkloric beliefs appears in Polish historical scholarly studies,
such as Wóycicki’s klechdy (1837), in which he states that “witches continue to ride their
shovels and brooms with ease to Mount Łysa, although witch-hunts and their tortures ceased
merely 40 years ago” (1837, p40). This statement also illuminates some of the brutal politics of
gender that have affected the understanding of Baba Jaga’s and Lisica’s rich histories. Another
example is an important Polish ethnographic study in which Eugenjusz Frankowski (1928)
attempts to reconstruct the calendar of Polish rituals and customs that the Christian era
disrupted. Like the Polish poet Kochanowski, Frankowski defends the pre-Christian ritual
traditions by explaining that the practices are based on beliefs not in other gods but in nature
spirits; in his study he also notes that some locals believed that witches gathered at Łysa Góra.

In 1775, the Polish government officially abolished torture and the death penalty for witchcraft.
However, the beliefs and procedures set out in the Malleus Maleficarum persisted, even through
unlawful acts throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (Baranowski 1971;
Ogrodowska 2001; Wyporska 2006). More recently, in the twenty-first century, accusations of
witchcraft concerning the loss of cows’ milk have yet again made their way into the judicial
system (Sidorowicz 2003; Mamon 2008). Although the charges in these cases did not succeed,
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these accusations are an example of the affective economy, the accumulative power of the
narratives used by the Church to establish and maintain power in Poland.

I have shown that the changing of feeling towards Baba Jaga, Lisica and their followers is
saturated “by blood and is the greatest shame of the Christian Church” (Gimbutas 1989, p319).
Paradoxically, “the witch hunt of the 15th-18th centuries is a most satanic event in European
history in the name of Christ” (Gimbutas 1989, p319). It is important to note that in Europe the
witch-craze thrived in the Roman Catholic and Protestant territories while regions under the
Russian Orthodox Church largely escaped witch burnings. This is perhaps one of the reasons
why Baba Jaga and Lisica are no longer key figures in folk rituals in Polish culture but remain
central in Russian folklore. I have shown that the Catholic Church made great efforts to remove
pre-Christian female identities from ritual practices that had acted as a safety valve for releasing
emotional anxiety and manifesting desires and hope for the future. Since Baba Jaga and Lisica
are no longer at the centre of Polish ritual traditions, the question arises: where did the devotion
and empathy for Baba Jaga and Lisica go? In the next section, I will show that the Slavic
animist belief system enabled migration of the ancient maternal forces into the identity of the
Virgin Mary, where they now reside. In the end, the Polish Catholic Church could not halt this
migration of the ancient souls.

Baba Jaga’s and Lisica’s Soul Migration into the Virgin Mary
Franz asserts, “one can see clearly that the Baba Yaga is the great Mother Nature […] she must
be a great Goddess, and you could call her the Great Goddess of Nature” (1995, p197). Franz
further explains:
in Catholicism the mother archetype is represented by the Virgin Mary, [… this]
fits with Christian civilization, where what is re-pressed out of existence is the
female figure of the Earth Mother as she appears in all pagan cults. Since the
mother image is carried by the Virgin Mary who represents everything beautiful
and pure, but not what is witchlike, destructive and animal, we can say that
Christianity has cut out [… this] female principle completely […] and has only
accepted the […] light part within the symbol of the Virgin Mary. (Franz 1995,
p84)
Franz argues that this repression began in the fifth century. Over time it has had a profound
effect on the multifaceted identities of Baba Jaga and Lisica. The death aspects of the preChristian female identities, considered by the Church as malevolent features, were pushed out
into the depths of dark forests, moist caverns, tops of mountains and underground. The
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benevolent side (rebirth and rejuvenation) of the life givers/takers was transported into the
identity of the Virgin Mary (Kahl 2009, p377). As a result, Baba Jaga’s and Lisica’s identities
split, the death aspect hidden in the shadows of the night and the regeneration aspect shapeshifted into the Virgin Mary, referred to in Poland as the Holy Mother or Mother of God (Matka
Boska). Historian Norman Davies explains:
to some extent, the extraordinary veneration awarded to the Virgin Mary in Poland,
may be seen as the re-assertion of a local ‘Old Polish’ tradition against the
centralizing, Latinizing, Romanizing reforms of the Council of Trent. […] In the
seventeenth century, more than one thousand Marian shrines were thriving […]
each with its miraculous icon of the Matka Boska. (Davies 2005, p134)

Matka Boska Częstochowska
Franz points directly to Black Madonna31 icons as instances in which the exclusion of the
ancient matriarchal powers from Christian dogma forced “the Great Mother Earth [to] come
[…] through the back door” (1995, p127). Gimbutas (1989) also situates Baba Jaga and Lisica
as an aspect of the Great Mother Earth, and points directly to the holiest Black Madonna icon in
Poland, the Matka Boska Częstochowska (see Figure 71).

Figure 71 Matka Boska Częstochowska, icon.

31

Black Madonna icons are statues or paintings depicting the Virgin Mary with dark skin. The pictures
are usually Byzantine icons, often made in the 13th or 14th century. Only a few are associated with
miracles and attract substantial numbers of pilgrims.
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In fact, for my critical inquiry concerning the political dimensions of Polish affective ritual
practices, it is difficult to ignore this powerful icon that currently draws five million pilgrims
from all over the world each year to the small chapel in the Pauline Monastery of Jasna Góra in
Częstochowa (see Figure 72). For the majority of the Polish people, the Matka Boska
Częstochowska is an object of love, a beloved miraculous identity who is crowned Queen of
Poland (Galland 1998; Ackerman & DuVall 2000; Busser & Niedzwiedz 2009). Human
geographer Cathelije de Busser and anthropologist Anna Niedzwiedz state that in Poland,
Matka Boska Częstochowska is “a powerful female figure who evokes intense emotions and
feelings” (2009, p91).

Figure 72 Pilgrims at Jasna Góra, Częstochowa.

The miraculous qualities of the icon began with a story, which is strongly supported by the
monks from the Polish Catholic Church. In 1430, the Matka Boska Częstochowska shrine was
invaded and plundered. When the bandits attempted to escape with the icon their horses refused
to move. In their frustration, the thieves slashed the painting numerous times and the face of the
Black Madonna began to bleed, which frightened off the robbers (Silverman 2000). Despite
numerous attempts to repair the icon, the slashes continue to re-emerge as scars (see Figure 73).
For Polish people, the reappearance of the wounds signals Matka Boska’s healing powers and
her resistance in choosing to remain in Częstochowa. More broadly, the injuries reflect the
injustices endured by the entire Polish nation. As a result, this object is her body and the surface
is her skin that feels pain and responds to bodily injury. The scars on her face and neck are
constant reminders that an injustice did occur and that healing is possible.

Figure 73 Matka Boska Częstochowska’s scarred face and neck.
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A number of stories also tell about her practical deployment of her power in defending the
monastery and Poland against invasions (Schroedel & Schroedel 2006). In 1656, King John
Casimir formally declared Our Lady of Częstochowa as the Queen of Poland and made
Częstochowa the spiritual capital of the nation by placing all Polish people and armies under her
protection (Knight 2011). In 1717, the Vatican headed by Pope Clement XI officially honoured
the icon as the Queen of Poland by crowning the icon. In 1925 Pope Pius XI designated May 3rd
a feast day in her honor in the Catholic liturgical calendar, which cements her miraculous status
in the Catholic faith. Notably, the beliefs in her capacity for rejuvenation build on ancient
concepts of regeneration associated with the pre-Christian identities of life givers/takers. As a
result, Matka Boska Częstochowska is understood to have an intimate understanding of human
suffering and empathy for human struggles in everyday living, qualities which identify her as
merciful.

Affective Practices in the Chapel Housing the Matka Boska Częstochowska Icon

Figure 74 The Chapel at Jasna Góra.

Today, the chapel that houses the icon sets up an intimate space for feeling by enabling the
proximity of contact with the divine female identity (see Figure 74). The spatial elements,
including the arrangement of objects and the aural-visual aspects of the chapel’s architecture,
play a key role in affecting the visitors. The firmly established institution of the Catholic Church
manages and utilises multi-sensory, affective and emotional practices to set up an intense
contact zone between Matka Boska and devotees in order that they might verify her divine
powers. The productions of sensation, affect and emotion within the chapel are carefully
administered through the intermingling of sounds (echoes of songs, church bells, murmur of
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prayers), the smell of incense, the taste of the communion bread, the touch of the holy water and
the sight of the glimmering ex-votos (votive offerings to a saint or divinity).

Affective intensity is heightened since the icon is covered up and not visible at all times. When
the image is finally unveiled, her presence is keenly felt; sensations register, affect intensifies
and quickly unfolds into expressions of emotion; bodies kneel and lower their heads to show
submission in devotion, tears stream down faces of bodies moved by the feeling of her
proximity, and the possibility of her touch instigates emotional work. The portrait of Matka
Boska holding baby Jesus is located behind an iron gate, hanging on a black altar in a lavish
gold frame (see Figure 75). Apart from her face, her form is covered by a dress and a crown
made of gold set with precious stones including diamonds, rubies and coral (see Figure 76).

Figure 75 Altar, coral and amber necklaces votives.

Figure 76 Matka Boska Częstochowska in ruby
dress, beneath gold jewellery votives.

The icon is surrounded by gold ex-voto and countless votive offerings of semi-precious stone
necklaces that adorn the adjacent walls (see Figure 75). Among the offerings of silver hearts,
medallions, pendants, rosaries and wedding rings, canes and crutches also hang (see Figures 77
& 78). These are signs of healing left by cured pilgrims as forms of gratitude, which also work
to encourage hope for the sick bodies seeking her attention. This accumulation of objects is a
mechanism for instigating affect by keeping the flow between the past and future open. The
overwhelming volume of the votives collected over time acts as a potent reminder of past
human pain and suffering. The votives also give evidence of past cures and therefore hope for
healing in the future. While the process of instigating hope or affect in the visitors is aided by
the evidence of the accumulated testimonies of injury and of healing, deeply ingrained empathy
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for otherworldly pre-Christian maternal forces underscores the belief in the power of Matka
Boska Częstochowska to protect, defend and heal. Hence, this Christian affective practice has
built on the very traditions that the Church attempted to eradicate.

Figure 77 Votive offerings, Częstochowa.

Figure 78 Votive offerings, Częstochowa.

Animism within Matka Boska Częstochowska
The distinct pre-Christian Slavic features that remain today include the overwhelming tradition
of giving offerings and dressing the icon in dresses made of precious metals and stones (see
Figure 79). For example, Slavic animist beliefs that attributed a spirit identity to inanimate
objects and elements of nature involved devotional practices of dressing such sites. The
adornments were used to signal a place believed to be inhabited by the otherworldly presences
and acted as offerings to the ancient spirits (Ogrodowska 2001; Koziel 2002; Hryn-Kusmierek
2010).

Figure 79 Matka Boska Częstochowska’s coral dress.
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The Church states that the dresses (nine to date) signal the expansion of the Marian Cult in
Poland and are an expression of devotion to Mary based on an older tradition (Klasztor
Paulinów Jasna Góra, 2011). Animist meanings and values attached to Matka Boska
Częstochowska are also evident in the common understanding that she resides not only in the
painting but also in the chapel and the entire Jasna Góra monastery. This belief is evident
among the local monks and the Polish pilgrims (Osa 1996; Busser & Niedzwiedz 2009). In his
sermon at Jasna Góra, Pope John Paul II explained: “She [Matka Boska Częstochowska] not
only has her icon here and her depiction but in a very specific way she is here. She is present”
(Pope John Paul II, 1979).

In fact, when I visited Jasna Góra, the Pauline monks stressed that Matka Boska is present at the
monastery at all times and that Polish people make the journey to see Matka Boska
Częstochowska. The deep relationship Polish people have with Matka Boska Częstochowska is
emphasised in common expressions such as “I am coming to you Mother” (Busser &
Niedzwiedz 2009, p96) or “my meeting with Matka Boska at Jasna Góra is unforgettable” (S.M.
Grazyna, S.M. Gizela & Szymczak 1996, p33). People believe that to catch a glimpse of her
piercing gaze is to come into direct contact with Matka Boska of Częstochowska and that her
power emanates from her portrait, moves towards her worshippers and touches them (S.M.
Grazyna, S.M. Gizela & Szymczak 1996). I emphasise that it is not the object (icon) as such
that they worship, but rather her presence contained with the painted linden-wood board, her
powerful spirit residing within it.

In line with my view, art historian Bissera Pentcheva (2006), who specialises in the study of
Byzantine icons, stresses the idea of residence by differentiating between ordinary and
miraculous icons. Pentcheva explains that, unlike regular icons, which act as an imprint of the
visible characteristics of the sacred body, people perceive miraculous icons as “repositories of
divine presence” (2006, p634). It seems that before arriving in Jasna Góra in 1382, in its
original form as a Byzantine icon depicting a Black Madonna, the painting was a representation,
or prototype, of the Virgin Mary. The commonly known story accompanying this painting tells
of St Luke painting the portrait of Mary onto the linden tabletop at which she ate, supporting
this view that in its original form the icon was an imprint of Virgin Mary’s divine features
painted by an artist (Maniura 2004).

Although an ordinary Christian icon “stages the most sensually rich experience of divine
presence” (Pentcheva 2006, p651), the icon does not act as a literal site of residence. This is
because such concepts run counter to Christian doctrine, which clearly separates the Virgin
Mary from ordinary bodies living on earth by means of her ascension into the heaven where she
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now resides. Mary’s ascension is a well-known Catholic narrative that describes the event
referred to as the Assumption of Mary, when her soul and her body were bodily taken up into
Heaven at the end of her life. Her acceptance into Heaven is crucial for Christian dogma as it
fulfils Jesus’ promise made to all Christians that they will enter paradise.

Busser and Niedzwiedz explain that Matka Boska Częstochowska is “a special patron
particularly for women [… and] [s]he is archetypal mother who, as in Slavic tradition in
general, is directly linked with nature and fertility” (2009, p97). Ethnographer Renata HrynKusmierek (2010) elaborates these connections further in her discussion of the Polish
devotional folk practices surrounding the Matka Boska (see Figure 80). Hryn-Kusmierek
explains that in Polish folk culture Matka Boska is the caretaker of nests; she attends to people’s
everyday needs and her name invokes her original dwelling place, the linden tree. In the Slavic
pre-Christian tradition, people worshipped trees as the residences of demons or nature spirits,
with each one assigned a specific type of tree (Ogrodowska 2001, p47).

Figure 80 Krajewski, W 1980,
Matka

Boska

Częstochowska,

folk sculpture, painted wood.

In Polish folk tradition, the tree was also a symbol of life and durability and a source of energy.
Contact with a tree through the touch of the forehead, the palm or the whole body had calming
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and revitalizing effects (Ogrodowska 2001, p48). Marian shrines32 are still inserted into the gaps
of trees and worshipped as sacred sites (see Figures 81 & 82). Notably, in Polish folklore Baba
Jaga also occupies such spaces. Historian and ethnographer Aleksander Jackowski states that
“many traces of the pre-Christian beliefs still exist in the Polish shrines and crosses erected by
the roadsides. These were frequently positioned according to ancient places of worship” (2000,
p16). Furthermore, while the roadside chapels are spaces for prayer and offering, they are also
places for local gatherings in dire times of famine, war and misfortune. Jackowski asserts that
such actions stem from old pagan beliefs (2007, pp288-289). Scholar Malgorzata Kruszewska
(2008) states that the memory and presence of ancient Slavic spiritual beliefs in the worship of
Matka Boska Częstochowska provide evidence of subversive feelings against the authoritative
patriarchal principles.

Figure 81 Marian Shrine, Roztocze.

Figure 82 Matka Boska Częstochowska Shrine,
Rawa Mazowiecka.

It is no surprise, then, that in the face of socio-political injustices and emotional turmoil, the
locals addressed the absence of the Virgin Mary on earth. Based on Slavic animist beliefs that
spirits inhabited the earth and nature, which they had shared with the people, scholars argue that
the souls of the ancient female forces migrated into icons depicting Matka Boska, since in this
form people could worship them. What is surprising is that the Church turned a blind eye to this
migration of souls. The next section argues that the Polish Catholic Church harnessed the
affective power of pre-Christian maternal forces to produce great political power under the
guise of honouring the Virgin Mary.
32

Shrines dedicated to the worship of the Virgin Mary.
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Vampiric Politics and Matka Boska Częstochowska
The toleration of this shift by the Polish Catholic Church was not an innocent act. Massumi’s
(2002) concept of vampiric politics (see Chapter 2), a process of draining affectivity,
emotionality and sensation out of preexisting power sources for political ends, exposes that the
Church’s tolerance of the transmigration was a calculated move to establish and maintain
influence in Poland. In the context of pre-Christian practices, Warner points out that “what one
culture lost in identity, the other possessed in power” (2002, p25).

Indeed, in order to orient Polish people towards the Catholic faith and turn their attention away
from the pre-Christian traditions, the Church supplemented the original story of the Virgin
Mary’s Assumption by allowing animist beliefs (and associated practices of offering) into the
Polish Catholic faith. Hubbs (1993) suggests that the icons that represent Baba Jaga are power
sources that reunite heaven and earth. In other words, the abduction of the affectivity of preChristian forces brought the Virgin Mary back to the earth to reside among the people, in the
churches and ultimately in icons. This then enabled the Roman Catholic Church to shape the
Matka Boska Częstochowska as divine and build on its affective power to deploy the politics of
emotion via narratives to bind bodies within the Christian sphere.

The portrait of the Matka Boska Częstochowska is thus an exceptional example of vampiric
politics used by the Church to maintain power in Poland. I draw on Ahmed’s (2004) study to
propose that Matka Boska Częstochowska is sticky with the politics of emotion and affective
economy. However, today these politics of emotion concern empathy, entangling it with notions
of hope and liberation. These ideals obscure the underlying animist principles as well as the
tactics of fear against pre-Christian identities. Nevertheless, the pre-Christian investments and
emotional attachments to the maternal features of the Virgin Mary have contributed to the
current beliefs in Matka Boska Częstochowska’s power of protection and healing.

These meanings and affective value have accumulated over a number of centuries and continue
to accrue affect, with the more recent events of World War I (1914-18), World War II (19391945) and the Stalinist communist regime (1945-89). For example, during the reign of
communism, Polish Pope John Paul II used his position to directly challenge Moscow’s
leadership and to openly support the anti-communist Solidarity resistance movement, led by
Lech Wałęsa in Poland, by knotting Catholicism, politics, emotion and liberty together with the
identity of Matka Boska Częstochowska (Heuser & Schwarz 2005). Through his sermons at
Jasna Góra Monastery, John Paul II referred to Matka Boska Częstochowska as mother and
signalled Mary’s will to fight for Poland’s independence (Heuser & Schwarz 2005). He
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announced, “Mary, Queen of Poland, I am with you, I remember, I am on alert!” and entrusted
the Universal Catholic Church, Poland and its people as well as himself to Matka Boska
Częstochowska’s maternal protection (Glover 2005, p21).

Figure 83 Lech Wałęsa, 1980.

Figure 84 King Jan Sobieski III, prior to 1696.

Like King Jan III Sobieski, famous for the victory in the Battle of Vienna in 1683 that put a
historic end to the expansion of the Ottoman Empire into Europe, Lech Wałęsa wore a depiction
of Matka Boska Częstochowska on his chest during the resistance against the communist
regime (see Figures 83 & 84). Scholar Jennie S. Knight states, “this Madonna is seen to
represent divine love as siding with liberation from oppression” (2011, p127). Wałęsa was
awarded the Nobel Peace prize for his leadership in preventing bloody battles during the period
of Martial Law (1981-83) and offered it to the Matka Boska Częstochowska in gratitude
(Knight 2011). This move on Wałęsa’s part yet again officially knotted Matka Boska
Częstochowska into the socio-political sphere by positioning her as the beacon of regenerating
Polish sovereignty, and hence of the politics of liberation.

Indeed, the vast volume of miracles attributed to Matka Boska Częstochowska’s intercession
puts her in a league of her own. The Catholic Church refers to this ability as the mystery of the
icon. Paradoxically though, the official acknowledgement of the mystery surrounding the
maternal power of Matka Boska has opened a floodgate for a more open expression of devotion
and empathy towards otherworldly female identities. It seems that the Church could not halt the
intensity of emotion, and nor could one female portrait sustain it (see Figure 85). As a result,
today there are over one hundred and eighty crowned miraculous Matka Boska in Poland (S.M.
Grazyna, S.M. Gizela & Szymczak 1996). Each has residence in a particular place, a church and
icon.
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Figure 85 Matka Boska Ł akowska (dressed in pearl
necklaces), 19th

century, folk

sculpture, wood,

Małopolska, Poland.

Many of these icons continue to acknowledge the presence of pre-Christian female identities by
including the crescent moon in their depictions (see Figures 86, 87, 88 & 89). This symbol of
the Slavic Mother Earth Goddess reflects the shape of Baba Jaga’s body as she stretches out
across her hut, as well as her nose that curves towards the ceiling, and the horns of Polish folk
demons:
the moon is the body of Baba Yaga herself, […] she regulates the fertility of plant
and woman, “waxing” and “waning” in rhythm to the lunar cycle like the tides.
The hut of Baba Yaga is the abode of this moon goddess and turns on its chicken
leg or spindle in conjunction with the phases of the moon. When the moon is full,
the opening points to the west, and the charnel hut is accessible to living. The Yaga
who sits in the house is like the full moon, pregnant, healthy. But when the night
skies show only a crescent like horns of a headless sacrificed bull, Yaga no longer
lives in the hut. (Hubbs 1993, pp44-45)
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Figure 86 Matka Boska Skępska icon, Skepe.

Figure 88 Matka Boska Skępska, folk sculpture.

Figure 87 Matka Boska Lipska icon, Lubawa.

Figure 89 Matka Boska Skępska, folk sculpture.

It seems that in Polish culture, the crescent moon upon which Matka Boska stands signals Baba
Jaga’s and Lisica’s (since they are identical) transmigration out of the dark forest and soul
retrieval into the identity of Matka Boska. In the context of this project, the scarred face of
Matka Boska Częstochowska evokes and exposes a much deeper power politics and a history of
injury that precedes the making of the portrait. I have attempted to indicate how manipulations
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of the complex power of the image open up the potential of the painted wounded female face to
act as a response to the tactics of fear and hate of dominant institutions in Poland. In this project
I use the remarkable potency of the icon as a device for reviving and making contact with the
anthropomorphic female figures that lie embedded in the devotion to and empathy for Matka
Boska. Equally important are the rituals of offering, including the hanging and dressing of
votives and the spatial arrangements of the sacred space. I consider these elements to be
strategies for overcoming the institutional politics of boundaries that separate the Slavic preChristian past from the Christian sacred realm and from everyday living. Deploying these
strategies in the installation Weapon of Choice functions as a form of negotiating the pressure of
feeling operating in my migrant world and in resistance to the prevailing powers in my birth
culture.

Conclusion
In this chapter I have demonstrated that power struggles, political conflicts and politics of fear
as well as hate has not only transformed Baba Jaga and Lisica into fearsome, threatening and
fictional characters, but has also succeeded in diminishing their popularity and affecting their
portrayals in popular culture. The fusion of ideological struggles has left an indelible imprint on
female bodies, real and mythical. However, out of the horror of the war against women and their
lore, ancient beliefs in Baba Jaga’s and Lisica’s metamorphic bodies continue to surface. As
Classen (2005) and Braidotti (2002) indicate, these figurations of supernatural and morphed
female bodies also act as sites of empowerment and resistance to politics of control.

Baba Jaga’s and Lisica’s reputedly malicious temper no doubt stems from the deployment of a
power politics including politics of emotion and politics of gender that have worked to disrupt
the maintenance of matriarchal attachments and practices that kept channels open between the
ancient past and future in the present. Although Baba Jaga and Lisica are products of lengthy
historical morphing, the reason for their survival in folktales and devotional rituals is connected
with multi-sensory, affective and emotional values. These felt attachments are directly linked to
their pre-Christian mythical and sacred status and power. In spite of their continued erosion, the
connections with Baba Jaga and Lisica continue to surface through narrative forms such as
folktales and rituals as well as power objects (Catholic icons). I have shown that these narrative
forms are well-established mechanisms for maintaining culturally specific perspectives
(meanings, values, ideology and belief systems), as well as for resisting and for releasing
emotions caused by socio-political taboos and issues of power operating in local places. As a
result I suggest that invoking Baba Jaga and Lisica through installation art, creating a contact
zone that makes use of total immersive qualities, ritual actions and fragmented narratives
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modes, is a strategic device for resisting the unmentionable, for making apparent feeling that is
difficult to articulate in words.

Drawing on Williams, Ahmed and Massumi (see Chapters 1, 2 and 3), I further suggest that
constructing zones for coming into contact with Baba Jaga and Lisica in the present, and in
Australia, may signal the emergence of new structures of feeling and hope by enabling a space
for reunions as well as for exposing and witnessing the relations between politics and feeling
that impress upon my world of migrant re-emplacement. The next chapter tracks down Polish
folk ritual art practices including depictions, objects and spatial arrangements that continue to
maintain contact with the pre-Christian world and therefore act as sites of resistance to the
power politics that deny and obscure these connections.
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Chapter 5
Maintenances and Resistances in Polish Folk Ritual Art
Practi ces
My research into the meanings embedded in Polish folk ritual art practices derived from
women’s (called Zalipianka or plural Zalipianki) folk art practices that I encountered during my
childhood and adulthood in the Zalipie village, Powiśle Dąbrowskie county, Małopolska
province, the region of my birth (see Figure 90). Through my research, I found that beliefs in
the cyclic temporal rhythms of the four seasons underscore many Polish folk art practices and
reveal continued maintenance of the pre-Christian Slavic rituals that recall the mytho-sacred
realm of Baba Jaga and Lisica. The purpose of this chapter is to give an insight into a number of
Polish ritual art practices and the basis of their deployment in the construction of my
installation, Weapon of Choice.

I selected these practices as elements of the installation based on the intersections I detected
between specific Zalipianki’s practices, old Polish ritual traditions and my research into Baba
Jaga’s and Lisica’s identities, discussed in Chapter 4. I suggest that the folk art practices
discussed in this chapter act as forms of maintenance of connections with the ancient past. They
are also forms of resistance since these practices take place within the Catholic faith that
continues to exert its power politics against the pre-Christian elements of folk customs. This is
the reason for their use in the Weapon of Choice installation.

This chapter begins by providing a general overview of Zalipianki folk practices and their
connection to pre-Christian ritual practices. This section illuminates the operation of local
institutional politics of boundaries that obscure the deeper past. Subsequent sections examine in
more detail specific practices in textiles, painting and sculpture, namely the regional costume,
colours, embroidery motifs, painting patterns and sculptural objects, to demonstrate their
intimate connection to the realm of Baba Jaga and Lisica. This chapter then explores
Zalipianki’s cottages to highlight the history of decorating interiors as a long-established
artform that makes use of immersive, ritualistic and fragmented narrative modes to maintain
connections with the old mythical and sacred realm in the present.
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Zalipie Folk Practices: General Overview, History and Power Politics

Figure 90 Map, Zalipie, Poland.

In terms of national and regional cultural heritage, Zalipie village is a unique folk art centre due
to the ongoing maintenance of art practices that no longer exist in the rest of Poland
(Komornicka-Rosciszewska 1977; Gromczakiewicz 1988; Borzecki 2001; Kokocinska 2009).
Zalipianki maintain these customs by annually decorating the interiors and exteriors of their
farm buildings, making use of the skills and knowledge passed down through the female line
(see Figure 91). Through oral tradition, stories and practical instructions for creating paper
cutouts, paintings, objects, embroidery and crochet have passed from generation to generation
(see Figures 92 & 93).

Figure 91 Painted cottage, fence and water well, Zalipie.

Figure 92 Hand embroidery, Zalipie.

Figure 93 Paper cutouts, paintings on wall and paper, Zalipie.
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Today the floral paintings impress local, national and international audiences. The painted floral
patterns cover the surfaces of Zalipianki homes, chicken sheds, barns, stables, doghouses, and
water wells (see Figure 94). These works now compete in the annual Painted Cottage
Competition. Local ethnographic museums established this prize-awarding event in 1948 to
oversee and support these activities (Bednarczuk 1970; Komornicka-Rosciszewska 1977 &
1980).

Figure 94 Contemporary farm property, Zalipie.

Having grown up in the region where village women welcomed spring and encouraged it to
enter their properties by renewing their homes, I understood that Zalipianki were maintaining
the pre-Christian Slavic Spring Greeting ritual. It was common knowledge that whitewashing,
decoration and mark-making revitalised cottages worn down by the winter snows. These tasks
began with the drowning of the Marzanna puppet (the embodiment of winter) and ended in time
for the farmers’ and shepherds’ holiday known as Zielone Świątki, the Summer Greeting ritual
(see Figures 95 & 96).

Figure 95 Marzanna, Zalipie.

Figure 96 Zielone Świątki; fence adorned with tree branches, Zalipie.
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This formal greeting of spring ensured the abundance of future crops and the fertility of people
and animals. During this time, hitting or stomping the ground was forbidden and is still a taboo.
This prohibition stemmed from archaic beliefs that equated earth with a pregnant woman or
Mother Earth: it was important not to disturb her pregnancy and interfere with the successful
birth of crops. Scholars Tomasz Lawecki, Robert Sypek and Magdalena Turowska-Rawicz
(2007) emphasise that the ritualistic actions of welcoming the incoming spring and the evidence
of animist beliefs embedded in the Marzanna puppet and earth were derived from the ancient
Slavic Jare ritual, a spring equinox commemoration that preceded the current folk Spring
Greeting rituals.

Although the traditions of drowning Marzanna and the renewal of cottages clearly continue in
Zalipie and surrounding villages, during my visits I found that the political rhetoric of the local
Church suppressed the archaic Slavic past and local ethnographic museums obscured it, while
nevertheless providing financial support for the continuation of these practices. As I explained
in the Introduction, I experienced strong feelings of unease because the Church and museums
are well-established power institutions and their great influence locally could put these
particular old histories under threat.

As I suggested in the previous chapter, the Church’s politics of control over the pre-Christian
past of the folk art practices has links to the history of power politics encompassing the politics
of gender and the politics of fear. For example, during one of my visits and field studies as an
adult in the Zalipie village, I enquired about a hanging herb object, which I remembered as a
magic device against lightning. A Zalipianka corrected me, explaining that it was prevention
against hail and expressing her feelings of shame because the object was dried out and looked
miserable and therefore was useless. Zalipianka went on to explain that she did not make a new
one that year because the local church called for ceasing production of some objects, pointing
out that their magic capacity belonged to the pagan past, beliefs that the Church prohibits.
Through my informal conversations with the local women, these policies of control were
reaffirmed on several occasions (1998, 1999 and 2010). These conversations also revealed the
effect of the fear tactics embedded in these policies; that is, some locals implicated Zalipianki
who ignored the Church’s policy as unruly women who would even entice bad luck for their
families.

Although the local ethnographic museums’ institutional politics of boundaries differs from that
of the Church, the ethnographers who have been recording folk practices nevertheless put up a
barrier when it comes to the sacred pre-Christian past. For example, although during my field
study the local museums and ethnographers organised and enabled access to over eighty
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properties in the Zalipie village, one of the ethnographers asked me not to enquire about the
deeper past of the folk practices. My informal conversations with local ethnographers revealed
that the reluctance of museums to disclose the deeper origins of the practices stemmed mainly
from the ethnographic scholarly reliance on the written record.

Historian Władyslaw Hickel provided the first documented evidence of Zalipie’s art practice in
1905. Hickel described an active and well-established folk art culture at the turn of the twentieth
century, and, due to the bias towards the written record, ethnographers tend to rely on Hickel’s
findings that situate Zalipie’s folk practice as beginning at this time rather than much earlier, as
the evidence of folk customs and oral traditions would suggest (Szewczyk 1982;
Gromczakiewicz 1988; Bartosz & Bartosz 1992). On closer inspection, Hickel’s essay does
reveal that the beginning of the twentieth century was in fact the time when the floral motif,
now commonly associated with Zalipie, first entered the already well-established ritual
tradition. In fact, in a number of ethnographic studies the introduction of the floral motif and
associated painting techniques is credited to a Zalipianka, Joanna Curyłówna, who appropriated
the floral aesthetic into her own folk paintings from icon painters’ imagery viewed in a nearby
church (Seweryn 1937; Komornicka-Rosciszewska 1977 & 1980; Szewczyk 1982, p10). Local
testimonies emphasised that the renewal of homes for the coming of spring was part of a much
older tradition (Komornicka-Rosciszewska 1977; Butryn 2008) (see Figure 97). My research,
using these documents, considers the turn of the twentieth century as the period that marks the
scholarly discovery of Zalipie and a time when the old traditions absorbed new floral practices
and motifs.

Figure 97 Dot paintings on cellar, an approach preceding floral motifs, Zalipie.
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Polish and Zalipie’s Folk Textile and Painting Practices, Colours, Patterns and
Sculptural Objects
As I indicated in the previous chapter, Baba Jaga and Lisica share patronage over the realm of
female textile practices and both are spinners. For example, Baba Jaga’s hut turns on its axis
“like a spindle and is, in fact Baba Yaga herself” (Gimbutas 1989, p210) and in folk tales Lisica
uses the spindle to announce that she is going to perform the role of a godmother and a midwife
(Haney 1999b, pp 12, 37). Notably, this sacred world of spindles, spinning thread and weaving
belongs to the predecessor of Lisica and Baba Jaga, the archaic theriomorphic Mother Earth
Goddess, who in her original form as “the Bird-Goddess is associated with weaving” (Gimbutas
1989, p68). In this context, I suggest that textile practices bind all these female figures and
illuminate their sacred and shared roles of guardianship over mortality and fate in this life and in
the afterlife (Johns 2004, p19). Moreover, I speculate that current Polish folk textile practices
recall the ancient realm of Lisica and Baba Jaga. As a result, in the Weapon of Choice
installation, I use crocheting and large pieces of woven cloth as devices for keeping the
channels open between the present and the pre-Christian past.

In the past, most Polish village women spun flax, hemp and wool fibres into yarns and wove
them into cloths, which they then sewed into household linens, and everyday clothing. Among
its many functions, woven cloth was also made into regional folk costumes, which women then
decorated with embroidery and lace. The regional folk costume was a powerful communicative
device for signalling wealth, social status, and economic independence as well as sacred and
magical invocation (Bazielich, 1990, pp17, 34). Due to these meanings, people frequently
passed folk garments down from generation to generation. As a result, in some regions many
elements of the folk costume remained fundamentally unchanged for generations (Bazielich
1990, p38). Today, Polish folk costumes continue to play a central role in local ritual
celebrations and provide an insight into the beliefs that preceded the Christian faith.

For special occasions, Zalipianki continue to dress in predominantly red coloured costumes
decorated with red and black embroidery and red crochet lace (see Figures 98, 99, 100, 101, 102
& 103). In each village there are women renowned for their accomplishments in particular
textile skills. Since my grandmother Maria Zawada is a specialist in folk lace work, skills that
she passed on to me in Australia, crochet rather than embroidery is featured in my Weapon of
Choice installation. Through my learning how to crochet the old Polish folk patterns, stories
about the meanings about the colours of red and black flowed from the past into the present.
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Figure 98 Zalipianka regional folk costume.

Figure 100 Zalipianka head wrap.

Figure 102 Zalipianka blouse.

Figure 99 Zalipianka jacket.

Figure 101 Zalipianka head wrap.

Figure 103 Zalipianka collar.
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In Weapon of Choice the colours red and black appeared in the crochet work and in the screenprinted images. I used the installation space to interlink the history of these colours, including
the Slavic pre-Christian practices of magic, their presence in current customs, and their meaning
as it recurred through family stories. For example, I interlink the red in Zalipianka’s folk
costume with Johns’s (2004) findings that Baba Jaga wore a red scarf and with Gimbutas’s
(1989) assertion that in pre-Christian times red was the colour of life and black stood for
fertility. In Poland, one of the oldest extant cloth samples was dyed in red dating from 40003000BC (Schmidt-Przewozna 2009). The red dye came from the insect larva czerwiec polski
(porphyrophora polonica). The significance of the colour red in Polish culture and as a device
for linking past and present recurs in the derivatives of the term czerwiec (insect name): the
word czerwień (red); a name given to the red satin stitch czerwiec; and czerwiec (June), a month
particularly significant in pre-Christian rituals including Noc Kupały and sobótki (see Chapter
4).

The colour red was a powerful protective magic agent for dispersing evil spells and charms
(Kopalinski 1998). My grandmother recalled these practices that women in my birth region
performed. For example, to prevent my infant mother from crying during the night, our
neighbour cast a protective spell by placing a red coloured yarn above my mother’s bed.
Another family story involved the colour black. The story tells that, after numerous crop
failures, my great great-grandmother gave instructions for an egg from a black chicken to be
carried on the human body in accordance with particular moon cycles. This story also highlights
beliefs in the relationship between the chicken, the moon and the colour black as magic
instigators for fertility and rejuvenation.

Although in the Polish Catholic faith black has an association with death and mourning, it was a
common colour in both women’s and men’s regional costumes. In fact, ethnographer Elzbieta
Piskorz-Branekova (2008) asserts that in Małopolska province, the women’s black corset of the
regional costume, edged with red, predates other colour combinations. Since the colours red and
black still feature in Zalipianki costumes, I speculate that the meanings of the red and black
colours have remained mostly undisturbed for a very long time.

Crocheting red and black thread for Weapon of Choice is further connected to the Polish
expression Babie Lato (women’s summer), which refers to a meteorological phenomenon
known as Indian Summer. This event occurs in autumn between the months of October and
November, during which time almost invisible shimmering spiders’ webs envelop the fields (see
Figure 104).
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Figure 104 Babie Lato (Bab’e Lyeto, Indian Summer), Poland.

Monaghan explains, “Baba Yaga gave her name to woman’s summer or Bab’e Lyeto, when
spider webs predict the winter’s length” (2010, p513). Since Baba Jaga oversees the winter
season, it is not surprising that Polish folk stories explain the spiders’ thread as a communicative
device to signal the approaching winter. This message from the sacred world was to remind the
women that it was time to spin and weave cloth to clothe the poor, particularly orphans
(Ogrodowska 2001, p14). As a result, I consider the process of crocheting red and black thread
in Weapon of Choice to be a ritualistic action to invoke a space of protection and rejuvenation
for Baba Jaga and Lisica in Australia.
Zalipianki’s folk costume and practices also illuminated the intimate relationship between the
ritual aspects of textile and painting practices as a means of recalling the ancient past. I brought
these practices together to construct the Weapon of Choice installation. To find the links to the
pre-Christian Slavic past in Zalipianka textiles and paintings, it was necessary for me to turn
away from the vibrant floral arrangements and towards the more simple patterns, since the preChristian sacred past lingers in the simply coloured geometric patterns.

These patterns appear in Zalipianka paintings and underscore their black and red floral
embroideries, because black and red geometric embroidered patterns are considered as the
archaic forerunner of the free embroidery stitches used to produce floral motifs (PiskorzBranekova 2009, p7). Magical and social significance saturate these seemingly simple motifs
and patterns (Bazielich 1990, p38). Piskorz-Branekova (2009) states that archaic Slavic
elements appeared in the V motif and zigzag or chevron patterns found in Polish folk black and
red embroideries (see Figures 105 & 106). The name of individual V shape was łapki, meaning
animal feet, suggesting birds’ feet. When the V motif repeats it creates zigzag or chevron
patterns, which Zalipianki call ząbki, meaning teeth (see Figures 107, 108, 109 & 110).
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Figure 105 Lasowiacki folk embroidery.

Figure 106 Biłgorajski folk embroidery.

Figure 107 Ząbki painted on paper, Zalipie.

Figure 108 Ząbki painted on paper, Zalipie.

Figure 109 Ząbki, painted on the threshold, Zalipie.

Figure 110 Ząbki painted on exterior wall, Zalipie.

The archaeologist Marija Gimbutas (1989) suggests that the Slavic zigzag or chevron patterns
invoke a past that goes beyond the identities of Lisica and Baba Jaga, all the way to their
predecessor, the Mother Earth

Goddess identity. This connection appears in

an

anthropomorphic shaped pot (5200-5000 BC) in the Slavic region of Macedonia, which depicts
the Bird-Goddess decorated in red painted chevron patterns (Gimbutas 1989, p7) (see Figure
111).

These

ancient

chevron

and

zigzag

patterns

also

frequently

appeared

in

anthropomorphically shaped spinning whorls (Gimbutas 1989, p29). Similar V motifs and
zigzag patterns, including depictions of the Bird Goddess with birds’ feet for hands, were also
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found in Poland, on a funnel-necked beaker dating to 3500 B.C. and on anthropomorphicshaped urns from 525-500 B.C. (Gimbutas 1989, pp244-245) (see Figures 112, 113, & 114).
These patterns therefore have associations with the ancient Bird Goddesses (Gimbutas 1989,
p325).

Figure 111 Bird Goddess vase, 5,200-5,000 BC, Macedonia.

Figure 112 Anthropomorphic urn, 525-520BC,
Poland.

Figure 113 Bird Goddess funnel-necked beaker, 3,500 BC, Poland.
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Figure 114 Anthropomorphic urn, 525-520BC, Poland.

Since black-red embroideries and the ząbki patterns are still in use by Zalipianki, I embed these
archaic patterns into the lace-work in Weapon of Choice (see Figure 115) and, on the basis of
Gimbutas’s (1989) observations, I further entangle these patterns with the idea that Baba Jaga’s
force lingers in her teeth.

Figure 115 Golda, A 2011, łapki and ząbki crochet patterns.

In Zalipianki paintings, the archaic motifs also include packi, a large whitewash dot
(Komornicka-Rosciszewska 1977 & 1980; Bartosz & Bartosz 1992). Walking through present
day Zalipie, one can observe packi on exterior cottage walls and underneath eaves (see Figures
116 & 117). According to the testimony of the renowned Zalipianka Apolonia Wojtyto’s (18651949), for special occasions such as the coming of spring, young village women participated in
a ritual that involved renewing the interior of the cottages; they decorated the ceilings and walls
with packi, painted with coloured clays (Komornicka-Rosciszewska 1977 & 1980; Szewczyk
1982).
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Figure 116 Packi underneath an eave, Zalipie.

Figure 117 Packi underneath an eave, Zalipie.

In the past, people painted packi on the interiors walls of cottages because, prior to the turn of
the twentieth century, the era of the kurne hut (a hut without a chimney), the interiors of
dwellings contained an open fireplace and the smoke filled the room before escaping through a
hole in the straw roof, causing the walls to darken from soot deposits (KomornickaRosciszewska 1977 & 1980). As a result, on special occasions the walls were renewed (see
Figure 118).

Figure 118 Packi on stove, Zalipie.
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Jackowski (2007) further explains that whitewashed packi also acted as a coded communicative
system, part of an ancient female initiation rite (see Figure 119 & 120). With the introduction of
chimneys, improvements in the local economy, and the influence of icon restoration techniques,
the one-coloured geometric patterns developed into the complex coloured floral arrangements
that currently adorn the exteriors and interiors of Zalipianka homes. In reference to the archaic
past, I include packi in one of the paintings in the installation. Their fuzzy or glowing quality
reflects my speculation that these motifs might also represent the moon, and Baba Jaga’s realm
(see Chapter 4).

Figure 119 Packi, Pogórska Wola, Małopolska.

Figure 120 Packi, Poland.

The history of the word łapki (animals’ or birds’ feet) drew my attention towards the sacred
realm of the animals. Since Baba Jaga oversees the realm of the dead and regeneration, I
speculated that the hen’s foot upon which her hut (or rather her body) spins invokes her role as
both a bird of prey or vulture and the life-giving stork. People believed that storks announced
the coming of spring and brought babies to expecting parents, so that they were regarded as
givers of life. The life-giving avian connection remains strong in Polish folk culture and reveals
intimate relationships between the locals and the birds, particularly storks (see Figure 121).

Storks played a key role in folk tales and rituals that signalled the contingency of the future, and
as a result, the circumstances surrounding their migratory return after winter were saturated with
emotion and magic. For example, the failure of storks to return to their old nests by the 25th of
March predicted a troublesome year (Hryn-Kusmierek 2010). Consequently, on that particular
day, locals keenly observed the sky because they believed that the first person in the village to
spot a returning stork would have good luck for the entire year (Ogrodowska 2009). Folk stories
also emphasised the practice of weaving as a sacred act belonging to the realm of the birds. The
tales warned of locals going blind when observing the stork as it wove its nest (Hryn-Kusmierek
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2010). This taboo indicates the local people’s devotion to and empathy for the stork, which is
further demonstrated in the local folk understanding that killing a stork was a deadly sin that
would bring great misfortune (Hryn-Kusmierek 2010).

Figure 121 Toborowicz, A 1995, Stork, folk sculpture.

To ensure and spur on the return of the storks and spring, locals performed rituals, which
involved making sculptural forms. For example, they formed ritual dough into the shape of
storks’ feet and placed them into the nests as a greeting and offering (Ogrodowska 2001 &
2009; Hryn-Kusmierek 2010) (see Figure 122). These rituals stemmed from pre-Christian times
and were part of a well-established affective practice involving votive dough offerings used to
ensure future abundance. I considered the stork feet votives to be sculptural forms that could
invoke the presence of Lisica and Baba Jaga in the present, since birds’ feet are “pars pro toto33
of the Goddess of death and regeneration” (Gimbutas 1989, p323). In the Weapon of Choice
installation, birds’ feet appear as hand carved legs supporting the table placed in the centre of
the gallery.

Figure 122 Stork feet (bociane łapy), dough votives, Poland.

33

Pars pro toto refers to a part or aspect of something taken as representative of the whole (Oxford
Dictionaries 2012).
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Following this avian connection, I found that a number of affective folk practices involved
depictions of both domestic and forest animals. These were realised in dough, wax, straw, wood
and clay (see Figures 123 & 124). For example, in Krypno Koscielne, Kurpie region people
offered hand-made wax votives resembling cows, pigs, horses and ewes to Matka Boska Siewna
(Mother of God of Sowing Festival), the patron of autumn sowing (Ogrodowska 2001) (see
Figure 125). Jankowski explains, “sculptures and wax votive offerings testify not only to a faith
in the protection of the patron saints, but also to belief in magic” (2000, p16) (see Figure 126).
These sculptural forms draw on animist beliefs in the spirit of the grain and are reminiscent of
the relations between Baba Jaga and Lisica.

Figure 123 Dough animal votives, Poland.

Figure 125 Wax animal votives, Podlaskie.

Figure 124 Wax animal votives, Poland.

Figure 126 Magic wax votive, Poland.

In fact, Polish folk art traditions are full of depictions of otherworldly beings and animals.
These figures include depictions of devils and angels as well as old Polish folk demons, spirits,
birds, Baba Jaga, and Lisica (see Figures 127, 128, 129, 130 & 131). As a result, I populate the
installation space of Weapon of Choice with small and large hand-carved wooden sculptures
depicting female folk demons and a morphed Lisica. These sculptures, dressed in crochet, act as
votives that draw on the idea of animism within to provide a number of spaces for Baba Jaga’s
and Lisica’s proposed residence within the installation (see Chapter 3).
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Figure 127 Lisica, Małopolska.

Figure 128 Baba Jaga, Małopolska.

Figure 130 Toborowicz, A, 1993, A Spirit.

Figure 129 Baba Jaga, Małopolska.

Figure 131 Dąbrowski, L 2012, Female Demon.
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Zalipianki’s Cottages
Stepping into Zalipianki’s homes is like entering another world, in which I became easily
engulfed by the painted floral patterns that spill from the walls onto the ceilings and ovens, and
by the paper cutouts embellishing the windows and the painted paper or linen cloths called
dywany (rugs) hanging above the beds (see Figure 132).

Figure 132 Cottage interior, Zalipie.

The juxtapositions of magic objects called pająki with Christian icons displayed on walls and on
domestic altars further immersed me into these multi-sensory, affective and emotionally
charged scenes, where pre-Christian and Christian values mingle and collide (see Figure 133).
While Weapon of Choice takes into account the total qualities of these spaces, it also draws on
three particular objects: linen dywany, pająki and altars.

Figure 133 Corner altar, pająki and dywany (painted linen rugs), Zalipie.
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In Zalipie, dywany hang horizontally above beds protecting bodies from dampness while
depicting floral scenes, beings of protection and animals (see Figures 134, 135 & 136). The use
of the large pieces of woven cloth in my installation relates to the history underpinning
Zalipianki linen wall rugs. That history included Polish village women’s resistance surrounding
the sacred dimensions of folk traditions involving the production of linen cloth. For example, on
Ash Wednesday, women ignored the strictness of Catholic repentance and met in local inns.
During these gatherings, they performed the pre-Christian ritual of rejuvenation by jumping and
yelling “for flax! for hemp! so that it is born, so that our children won’t be naked” (Ogrodowska
2009, p96). For me, this ritual highlighted the emotional attachments and value embedded in the
folk linen works seen today.

Figure 134 Dywany (painted linen rugs), Zalipie.

Figure 135 Dywany (detail), Zalipie.

Figure 136 Dywany, corner altar, painting on wall and paper, Zalipie.
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Furthermore, the linen cloth bears the imprint of pre-Christian magic rituals of protection and
healing. For example, there was a strip of woven linen wound around a large wax candle called
gromnica; the name derives from grom, meaning bolt of lightning. Although this ritual was
conflated into the Catholic celebrations for Matka Boska Gromnicza (Mother of God
Gromnicza, a festival celebrated on February 2nd), people considered the linen cloth to be a
powerful pre-Christian magic agent used for protection and healing during the harsh winter
months (Ogrodowska 2001). Additionally, woven cloth connected to the mythical, sacred and
female world of weaving, and a length of woven linen was a highly prized gift from
godmothers, a role assigned to Baba Jaga and Lisica.

In Weapon of Choice, the hanging object resembling the skeletal structure of the tree upon
which black crochet samples are displayed draws on the history of pająki (spiders). This object
serves as the oldest evidence of beliefs in magical forces. Pająki inherited its regenerative and
protective magic powers from światy (worlds) and their predecessor, the pre-Christian
podłaźniczka (Gromczakiewicz 1988). This pre-Christian sacred object was an evergreen fir tree
suspended top down from a ceiling in a holy corner of the house for the winter solstice (see
Figures 137 & 138). Ethnographer Anna Koziel explains, “the magic influence of the tree was
to strengthen the world’s vital powers and to secure the sun’s rebirth in the new vegetative year”
(2002, p3). Koziel warns not to confuse the present-day standing Christmas tree, which came to
Poland from the territory of the present Germany at the end of eighteenth century, with the preChristian Slavic custom of hanging podłaźniczka. She goes on to argue, “the fact that this
custom was much older and originated from the pre-Christian times is proved among others by
the sermon texts dated on the 15th and 16th centuries in which the preachers called
[podłaźniczka] a pagan rite” (2002, pp11-12).

Figure 137 Podłaźniczka, cottage interior.

Figure 138 Podłaźniczka, Małopolska.
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This ancient ritual was strongly connected to Baba Jaga’s territory, the realm of the dead. As
Koziel points out, podłaźniczka also acted as an invitation for “the souls of the passed away
relatives, which as it was believed visited homes at Christmas time and succoured with their
presence the power of rites in the new year” (2002, p3). In my birth region, the ritual of hanging
podłaźniczka beneath the ceiling was practised until the 1920s (Koziel 2002, p12). Podłaźniczka
was dressed with yarns, apples, sweet breads, nuts, empty egg shells and wax candles as
offerings to the archaic spirit of the tree and life that was believed to reside in the tree
(Paszkowska–Wróblewska 1984). Thus, podłaźniczka is an example of how the Polish people
expressed Slavic animist beliefs through dressing and adorning inanimate objects.

Figure 139 Światy, cottage interior, Zalipie.

Światy were predominately spherical in shape, made of beetroot, potato, clay, wax or raw dough
with a vast number of hedgehog’s spikes, sticks, goose feathers or straw topped with white or
coloured discs inserted, ensuring that they pointed to all directions of the world (see Figures 139
& 140). Later, people also constructed światy out of holy bread disks (see Figure 141) and fed
them to animals as a protective remedy against sickness and evil charms, during Christmas Eve,
a night when animals and humans may communicate (see Chapter 4).

Figure 140 Światy, Małopolska.

Figure 141 Światy, Małopolska.
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Currently, locals use readily available materials such as straw, beans, peas, feathers, woollen
yarns, frayed cotton cloth and crepe paper flowers to make pająki (see Figures 142 & 143).
Depending on the region, these objects can take various forms such as crystals, prisms, discs
and chandelier-like structures. The magic of pająki is in their multi-sensory qualities; their
gentle spinning and jingling activated the spring breeze and announced the arrival of spring and
the beginning of spring-cleaning. The main difference between these objects which women
made is that światy were for specific seasons, after which people burned or ate them, whereas
pająki are for festivities but are left until they fall apart (Bartosz 1992).

Figure 142 Pająki, Zalipie.

Figure 143 Pająki, Zalipie.

Within the holy corner of the home and in the vicinity of pająki are home altars. These are
sacred sites involving long traditions of affective practices of coping encompassing forms of
devotion, healing and hope for renewal. The altars are freestanding or inserted into the corners
of the cottage (see Figures 144 & 145). This placement of the altar draws on the ancient belief
that malevolent forces linger in shadowy corners. Therefore, the home altar acts as a holy place
used for invoking protection for the home and its inhabitants.

Figure 144 Free-standing altar, Zalipie.

Figure 145 Corner altar, Zalipie.
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During the spring season, this sacred site reveals devotional practices linked to both animist and
Christian beliefs. At this time, objects such as the pre-Christian signals of rebirth, pisanki
(painted hollow eggs) and chicks, which act as invocations of new life, lie next to statues and
images of Catholic holy figures on the altar (see Figures 146 & 147). In Weapon of Choice, the
domestic altar is reflected in the hand-carved and built wooden benches upon which four large
paintings rest, as well as the table with an invocation of podłaźniczka, światy and pająki
suspended above it.

Figure 146 Easter home altar, Zalipie.

Figure 147 Pisanki, łapki and ząbki patterns.

Today, Zalipianka women, committed to maintaining Polish folk art traditions, use a number of
practices, materials and objects to construct the interiors of their homes that are underscored by
empathy for both the Catholic religious figures and the archaic Slavic mytho-sacred realm. I
suggest that this irreducible feeling is transacted via the immersive, ritual and fragmented
narrative modes which construct the contact zone that reunites the secular sphere with Christian
and pre-Christian sacred territories. More specifically, one can sense and feel the presence of
the pre-Christian past and this feeling and sensing is generated by the multi-sensory, affective
and emotional value deposited or embedded in the materials and objects installed in these
domestic spaces. It is through this felt capacity of the objects and the space that Zalipianki can
unfold the distant past onto hopes for the future in the reality of the present.

I argue that Zalipianki’s immersive, ritualistic and fragmented narrative scenes also demonstrate
resistance against the politics of control. The communication of this political action is nondidactic as it takes place through the sensory, affective and emotional channels. Although
Zalipianki interior spaces engulf and submerge, the unravelling of the hidden stories is left up to
the viewer. In summary, what became apparent to me is that, through the felt dimension of
specific textile, painting and sculptural works, Zalipianki overcome a number of the
institutional politics of boundaries which are central to my project.
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As a result, Weapon of Choice draws on the total immersive qualities of these worlds within
worlds and specific ritual objects that enable the partial recovery of the devices for unsettling
the politics that claim control over the borders between the senses, feeling and thought, rational
and irrational, visible and invisible, animate and inanimate spheres, as well as the boundary
between the Polish Christian and pre-Christian sacred territories. Hence, Zalipianki’s
approaches provide some strategies for indicating non-didactic political actions through an
installation space. However, in Weapon of Choice, the epistemological criticism took shape in a
different socio-cultural context. The installation was formed as a critical response to the feeling
and power politics that I experienced during my migrant re-emplacements between Poland and
Australia. As a result, I conceived the Weapon of Choice installation as a refuge space and a
contact zone for encountering the remains of the obscured identities of Baba Jaga and Lisica in
the present in the new spaces of Australia.

Conclusion
In this chapter, I have examined aspects of Polish folk textiles, painting and sculpture practices
that reunite the mythical and sacred identities of Baba Jaga and Lisica under the multifaceted
powerful personification of the archaic Bird Goddess. I have also discussed aspects of Polish
folk ritual practices that continue to provide a space for encountering Baba Jaga and Lisica and
the reasons for employing them in the Weapon of Choice installation. As a result, I have
considered woven cloths, black and red crochet, white spots and zigzag patterns, wooden
sculptures of demons, animals and furniture, hanging objects, and altar-like arrangements in the
making of the Weapon of Choice installation.

In fact, not unlike the installation works of Magdalena Abakanowicz and Louise Bourgeois
discussed in Chapter 3, these Polish domestic spaces act as worlds within worlds and contact
zones for interconnecting the past and the future in the present. This examination shows that the
underlying feeling is the cost of injury, the price paid for maintaining the pre-Christian elements
of Polish folk art practices. I have found that the worlds that the Zalipianki construct annually
are reservoirs of socio-cultural political investments, meanings and values. I have shown how
their homes are also sites of affective, emotional and multi-sensory accumulations. It was
experiencing these sites that moved me to action to find a way to respond, through installation
art, to the feeling encountered in moving between Poland and Australia.

Through this search, I became aware of how the politics of control operating in my birth culture
still bind me to the traditions and women from my birth region. By exploring the rich history of
their art practices, ones that are close to my heart, I realised that the feelings of loss and struggle
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that I thought were mine also oppress the local women. Of course, our reactions to this feeling
are different since I am a re-emplacing migrant living in Australia. Nevertheless, what binds us
is the impression made by a long history of the affective practices of coping and of power
clashes. In the end, Zalipianki practices provided a number of ways to construct Weapon of
Choice as a space for encountering the identities of Baba Jaga and Lisica and for transacting a
political action of resistance that also throws hope into the future. In the following chapter, I
discuss the installation trials from which the Weapon of Choice installation emerged.
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Chapter 6
Installations 2007 - 2011
This chapter broadly documents my installation art works generated over the period of my
candidature from 2007 to 2011. It follows the chronology of exhibition projects associated with
this research from its commencement in 2007 to the final installation, Weapon of Choice, held
at Project Space Gallery, Hope Theatre, Faculty of Creative Arts, University of Wollongong,
15-23 December 2011. This chapter shows how creative responses to the relations of migrant
re-emplacement, the felt capacities of the body and power politics emerged in the thinking,
making and spatial strategies used for the final exhibition.

Before constructing Weapon of Choice I presented five collaborative exhibitions from 2007 in
Adelaide and Wollongong. My aim was to create a critical space for viewers in Australia that
took into account the varied cultural and socio-political conditioning of audiences. Working
with artists Ruth Fazakerley and Martin Johnson, and with my grandmother Maria Zawada,
provided a space for engaging in the critical discussions and negotiations of approaches that
acted as a forming process for my final installation. This method provided valuable insights for
turning the content of this project towards the viewer and situating it within the intercultural
context of Australian living. These five exhibitions were very much about explorations of the
immersive, ritualistic and fragmented narrative modes of installation art. My final installation,
Weapon of Choice, encompassed a reconfiguration of the elements that I produced in the
collaborative projects as well as new elements.

Spill, South Australian School of Art Gallery, University of South Australia, 10
October – 2 November 2007
In 2007, I worked with artist Ruth Fazakerley to construct an installation entitled Spill34 (see
Figure 148), which explored affect, emotion and subjectivity in cultural and spatial contexts
through art and text. This project also engaged in critical discussions with an external scholar,
human geographer Divya Tolia-Kelly from the University of Durham, UK, whose research
explores issues of ethnicity, identity and cultural values and their impact on understanding
affectual and emotional responses to landscape (Golda, Fazakerley & Tolia-Kelly 2007).

34

Fazakerley explains: “The research project [… comes] out of our shared interest in exploring
contemporary thinking about affect in cultural theory, and in considering the implications for our own art
and writing practices” (2007, p7).
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Figure 148 Golda, A and Fazakerley, R 2007, Spill, installation detail, South Australian School of Art
Gallery.

Our critical discussions focused on unpacking productions and issues surrounding the histories of
affective practices and theorisations about affect. The construction of Spill took into account the
role of the gallery’s architectural features, including the lower level layout and the pillars, as a
way of using fragmented narrative modes for moving viewers physically through the gallery
space. This critical inquiry explored the multi-sensory qualities of materials as well as the
affectivity of images, colour, and the use of English and Polish languages in a gallery space.
Broadly speaking, Spill attempted to totally immerse (see Chapter 3) and envelop the viewer in
cross-cultural narratives set around the notion of relations between the individual and the
collective.35

The important strategy for the Weapon of Choice installation that arose out of Spill was my
conjoining of the total immersive, ritualistic and fragmented narratives modes involving the
notions of empathy (see Chapter 1) and animism within (see Chapter 3). In Spill, we expressed
the intersection of these modes and concepts through the juxtaposition of the painted portrait of
an anthropomorphic otherworldly female figure and sculptures of Lisica. As well as using the
35

Fazakerley wrote: “Spill as confession, which is in part about reconciling an interior, personal
experience with an exterior, collective one; a personal and community absolution, bringing experience
(and affect) into the realm of the shared and agreed upon. […] The context of confession then is a useful
one for thinking about what might be called ‘scale’ in relation to affect: the relationship between
personal, embodied experience and broader social, political understandings or productions of affect”
(2007, p8).
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colour blue, Spill also included red crochet and sculptural objects based on Polish folk światy
and altars.

Through our explorations into the affectivity and emotionality of images, I responded to the
politics of emotion invested in the icon Matka Boska Częstochowska (see Figure 149). The
result of this response is a subtle iconoclastic gesture, a portrait of a battered but fearless female
face. Her anthropomorphic features were indicated by orange traces in her hair, remains of
Lisica’s fur, and in her protruding teeth and her distorted face. Drawing on the scarred and the
piercing gaze of Matka Boska Częstochowska behind which Baba Jaga’s and Lisica’s presence
lingers (see Chapter 4), I also used this portrait to indicate the presence of otherworldly forces
by painting her eyes to imply that the character demanded attention by “eyeballing” the viewer.
This aspect of viewing work was tied to the notion of empathy; I speculated that the gaze of the
female figure in my painting might touch viewers and draw them into the painting to articulate
the incomplete narrative. The idea was to set up a situation where both encountered each other
and gazed into each other’s worlds.

Figure 149 Golda, A and Fazakerley, R 2007, Spill, installation detail, South Australian
School of Art Gallery.
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Spilling the colour blue throughout the gallery was another strategy for activating critical
questions about productions of multi-sensory, affectual and emotional landscapes.36 For
example, we constructed a large instalment of wall-mounted altars upon which we placed blue
things: hand-painted, patterned panels; eggs; commercial products such as soap; and paint
colour samples. Battery-operated flickering candles lit the altars (see Figure 150).

Figure 150 Golda, A and Fazakerley, R 2007, Spill, installation detail, South Australian School
of Art Gallery.

In Spill, I extended the idea of the altar into a larger table structure upon which I placed soft
sculptures of Lisica’s anthropomorphised body (see Figure 151). By using as a pattern my
childhood Lisica toy that migrated with me to Australia, I enlarged her body to my size. Rather
than using the orange colour of the original toy, I stitched the bodies out of coloured synthetic
fur. The soft constructions drew on the history of wounded and demonised animals in the witchhunt era (see Chapter 4). I laid out the foxes’ bodies as though they were awaiting some kind of
forensic identification. I wanted the multi-sensory qualities of the softness of the fur to act as a
device for enticing viewers to touch the objects, triggering their own memories, and for opening
up affective channels via empathy towards the depicted forms. Beneath these sculptures, I
scattered objects made of pine nuts and beeswax that resembled Polish folk światy (see Figure
152). In close proximity, red crochet strings dripped from the ceiling, alluding to a ritual in
progress.
36

In my case, the significance of blue relates to Zalipie village where locals mixed the ultramarine
pigment with whitewash paint to renew the exterior walls of cottages for spring.
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Figure 151 Golda, A and Fazakerley, R 2007, Spill, installation detail,
South Australian School of Art Gallery.

Figure 152 Golda, A and Fazakerley, R 2007, Spill, installation detail,
South Australian School of Art Gallery.

For me, activating an immersive space for the viewer occurred via the sense of touch as well as
sight.37 The interconnections between the immersive abundance of depictions and objects, and
the fragmented narrative of abused bodies and devotional scenes, also included ritual signs
(altars, candles, wax) alluding to a possibility of absolution. Since Spill formed as a space for
confessions, I made use of the installation as a site for exposing and for witnessing the relations
between migratory experiences, the socio-political sphere and feeling.

37

“Golda is concerned with the enmeshed affective, sensory and emotional encounters of migrant bodies in
cycles of cross-cultural arrival, departure and home-coming (or re-emplacement). Making use of the notion
of emplacement, the sensuous reaction of people to place, Golda seeks to evoke and explore, through
installation, the emotional territory opened up for her by the experience of moving between Poland and
Australia as child and adult. She draws upon the specific folklore, domestic rituals and shamanistic practices
performed by the women of her birth region, Zalipie village in Powisle Dabrowskie province, Poland, which
depict intertwined physical and spiritual worlds, while performing acts of devotion, protection, healing,
cleansing and renewal. In thinking about the intersensorial unfolding (sometimes mingling, sometimes
clash) of sensations encountered, Golda describes her arrangements of objects, images and sensory stimuli
(including ephemeral floral artworks, painted wall rugs, pająki and światy hanging sculptures, personal
altars and toy foxes) as constructing a performative space that seeks to ‘stabilise the irreconcilable’ through
‘the recovery and salvaging of historical, collective, personal and sensory experiences and memory’ and
which, at the same time, acts as a ‘resistance to local structures of feeling’” (Fazakerley 2007, p7).
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Raising the Dead, Light Square Gallery, Adelaide Centre for the Arts, 18 September
- 16 October 2008
Art critic John Neylon points out that Raising the Dead (see Figure 153) makes special demands
on the viewer. He also states:

This exhibition has its own ancestral trail in the form of like artistic practice, such
as Sally Smart’s Unhomely Body series of work in the 1990s and Bronwyn
Platten’s ‘Id la’ explorations of memory and language of the same period. Raising
the Dead makes an important contribution to this genre and shines a spotlight on a
mode of shamanistic, creative action which of its nature has no neat cut-off points
between make believe and reality, and can be as scary as you want it to be. (Neylon
2008, p33)

Figure 153 Golda, A 2008, Raising the Dead, installation detail, Light Square Gallery, Adelaide Centre
for the Arts.

In this installation I explored the rite of raising the dead and cleaning to respond to the rough
treatment Baba Jaga’s and Lisica’s identities have received through the politics of emotion that
have demonised and transformed them into threatening creatures. My deployment of these
rituals drew on the approaches developed by Louise Bourgeois and Magdalena Abakanowicz as
well as on Kabakov’s concept of total installation (see Chapter 3). The aim was to construct a
contact zone, a space of refuge where Baba Jaga and Lisica could be reunited and encountered.
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In this installation, the characteristic that foreshadowed Weapon of Choice was the conjunction
of painting, textile and wooden sculptural practices in one space. I placed two paintings next to
each other on the back centre wall of the gallery (see Figures 154 & 155). These depicted Lisica
glaring at the viewer and a portrait of a demon woman (Baba Jaga) with a screaming torn open
mouth. This arrangement encompassed both iconoclastic and iconostasis gestures, as it referred
to a practice in Zalipie village where two Christian icons are side by side in domestic interiors
(see Figure 156). I then pinned these two paintings of Baba Jaga and Lisica onto a fifteen metre
length of digitally-printed paper depicting skulls. The placement of this horizontal image
referenced Zalipianki’s rugs that hang around the walls in their cottages (see Chapter 5) and the
skull fence surrounding Baba Jaga’s dwelling in folk stories, which signalled her patronage over
the realm of the dead (see Chapter 4).

Figures 154 & 155 Golda, A 2008, Raising the Dead, installation detail, Light Square Gallery,
Adelaide Centre for the Arts.

Figure 156 Cottage interior, Zalipie, Poland.

Textile works in Raising the Dead included red and black crochet and embroidery that
entangled together the histories of women’s work and the politics of gender (see Figures 157,
159 & 160). The repetitive processes involved in the production of the textile works could be
seen as ritualistic actions involving affective and emotional labour. By drawing on Bourgeois’s
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insights about the sewing needle’s magic power to exorcise the past, I conceived crocheting and
sticking a needle into cloth as devices for releasing the hidden familial and deeper connections
into the installation space. In other words, crocheting and stitching were processes through
which I attempted to resurrect the folk female demons belonging to the sacred pre-Christian
realm and to clear their demonised identities from the devil and the witch. I speculated that the
life-giving and rejuvenating meanings embedded in the colours red and black would aid in
revitalising Baba Jaga’s and Lisica’s obscured identities.

Figure 157 Golda, A 2008, Raising the Dead, installation
detail, Light Square Gallery, Adelaide Centre for the Arts.

As my grandmother and I laboured over the textiles in both the Raising the Dead and the
Weapon of Choice installations, we invested much emotion and many narratives of
homecomings, departures and arrivals into these textiles; our Polish utterings reverberated
through the house, a space shared with my Australian husband Martin Johnson. For the wooden
elements I worked closely with Johnson, since for many years now we have shared and
negotiated the art-making and living in our intercultural world.

Furthermore, Johnson has an intimate insight not only into contemporary installation art but also
into Polish folk sculptures and votives, which we both observed in 1998 when we spent time
with Polish highlander carvers in Zakopane town, Małopolska province. The distinct
characteristic feature of the traditional Polish highlander folk sculptures is that the wood is not
painted but left untreated. In the Raising the Dead and Weapon of Choice installations, the
emphasis on the raw qualities of wood also referred to Beuys’s and Abakanowicz’s use of
materials as devices for reuniting the secular and sacred territories.
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Moreover, the potential of the felt dimensions embedded in the raw wood and unfinished
carving became important for indicating that ritual actions were in progress, and for enticing
viewers to touch the sculptures. As a result, I filled any splits in the wood indicating wounds
with sealing putty but left them exposed (see Figure 158).

Figure 158 Golda, A 2008, Raising the Dead, installation detail, Light
Square Gallery, Adelaide Centre for the Arts.

Figures 159 & 160 Golda, A 2008, Raising the Dead, installation detail, Light Square Gallery,
Adelaide Centre for the Arts.

In Raising the Dead, wooden sculptural works included wobbly free-standing altars, a small
female votive figure (see Figures 159 & 160) and a large creature dressed in a fur coat (see
Figures 161 & 162). This latter sculpture recollected the ritual doll of the goddess of death and
winter, whom I dressed in my mother’s favourite rabbit fur coat that had migrated with her from
Poland to Australia.
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Figure 161 & 162 Golda, A 2008, Raising the Dead, installation detail, Light Square Gallery,
Adelaide Centre for the Arts.

In the Raising the Dead and Weapon of Choice installations, there was a hand-carved fox
sculpture on a platform (see Figure 163). This sculpture was my imaginative interpretation of
Lisica’s and Baba Jaga’s morphed identities. The porcine Lisica reflected the political content
of the early seventeenth century Russian lubok (a woodcut made from the bark of the linden
tree) depicting Baba Jaga wearing a folk costume, carrying a pestle and a yarn comb and riding
a pig to fight a reptilian anthropomorphic monster (see Figure 164). Riding a pig was a feature
of the Maslenitsa ritual that had its roots in the ancient Slavic sun festival celebrating the
imminent end of the winter, which involved seeing-off Winter and welcoming Spring rituals
(Lane 1981; Farrell 1993; Hubbs 1993). In the woodcut picture, the reptile standing in Baba
Jaga’s way in order to enter the underworld (the realm of the dead) is a satirical depiction of
Peter the Great, whose aggressive policies increased the subjugation and subjection of the
Russian peasants as well as the persecution of believers in pre-Christian traditions (Farrell 1993;
Johns 2004).

Figure 163 Golda, A 2008, Raising the Dead, installation detail,
Light Square Gallery, Adelaide Centre for the Arts.
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Figure 164 Artist unknown, early 17th century, Baba Yaga Riding a Pig
and Fighting the Infernal Crocodile, woodcut (lubok).

The purpose of Raising the Dead was to find ways to raise Baba Jaga and Lisica from the dead
into present day Australia. The immersive, ritualistic and narrative modes of the installation
depended on the affectivity of the trace, some familiarity embedded in materials, processes and
objects (see Chapter 3). Although these elements were saturated with specific cultural
meanings, the colours red and black, crochet and embroidery as well as the images of foxes and
frightening figures were recognisable to some degree and in the broader sense left room for
viewers’ own interpretations.

Contact, Faculty of Creative Arts Gallery, University of Wollongong, 20 August – 9
September 2009
Contact, was a collaborative installation with Martin Johnson, in which we explored the multisensory qualities of materials and the affectivity of artists’ labour. The sculptural wood elements
highlighted our engagement with the concept of animism within. The aim was to construct a
world where the boundaries of the gallery dissolved as the audience physically and psychically
engaged with the space and its contents.

Raw wood, aluminium and textiles, cotton and woollen yarns were the main materials for
stirring sensations, affect and emotional associations in the viewer. In the centre of the gallery
was a large triangular timber structure covered with paper-thin wooden shingles. Its position
was used to encourage viewers’ circular movement through the gallery space. Into this roof-like
structure, we inserted a shrine-like space, laid out with glimmering aluminium (see Figure 165).
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Leaving the shrine space empty, without an icon, was a strategy for suggesting that something
was missing or had been removed.

Figure 165 Golda, A and Johnson, M 2009, Contact, installation detail, Faculty of
Creative Arts Gallery, University of Wollongong.

Similarly to the absence of a devotional object within the shrine, the roof was also displaced out
of its usual place. Potential narratives rationalising its presence in the gallery included that it
came from Baba Jaga’s house, swept away from another world, landing in the gallery. Through
this story, I attached Baba Jaga’s identity to the roof, which also formed a shelter, a space for
her residence. The interior of the roof became visible when viewers made their way along the
edge of the ten-metre structure (see Figure 166). Also revealed during this journey was that each
hand-cut shingle was individually attached to the structure with a toothpick. Careful lighting
illuminated the rooftop and some shifted shingles let light into the interior to evoke a magical
space. The thinness of the shingles produced a warm glow inside the shelter, where the aroma of
the timber also lingered (see Figure 167).

Figure 166 Golda, A and Johnson, M 2009, Contact, installation
detail, Faculty of Creative Arts Gallery, University of Wollongong.
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Figure 167 Golda, A and Johnson, M 2009, Contact, installation detail, Faculty of Creative Arts
Gallery, University of Wollongong.

A horned anthropomorphic creature, clothed in a cotton-wool black crochet outfit, guarded the
entrance to the dwelling (see Figures 168 & 169). This female figure appeared as a guardian of
the space, fearless and even threatening. As in the rooftop, both Baba Jaga and Lisica had a
place of residence in this figure. Our engagement with animism within was further evident in
adorning the sculpture in clothing, which drew on pre-Christian Slavic and Polish folk
devotional practices that attributed a spirit identity to inanimate objects and natural phenomena
by marking and dressing the sites believed to be inhabited by the otherworldly presences (see
Chapters 4 & 5). In the context of both the Contact and the Weapon of Choice installations,
animism within was a critical strategy for resisting the politics of fear propagated by the Polish
Church and for overcoming taboos surrounding the ancient personifications of Baba Jaga and
Lisica. In her essay about Contact, Fazakerley explains:

the concept of animism suggests particular possibilities as one lens for reflecting
upon the history of recent installation practice, as well as for organising the various
threads emerging in the installation “Contact”. It might also be worth reflecting
(following Clammer) that animist systems have a subversive potential – in their
undermining of rigorous scientific categories and resistance to assimilation or
codification within rationalist schemas they throw a spotlight on the political
dimensions and effects of everyday practices and beliefs (including contemporary
art). (Fazakerley 2011, p25)
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Figure 168 Golda, A and Johnson, M 2009, Contact, installation detail,
Faculty of Creative Arts Gallery, University of Wollongong.

Figure 169 Golda, A and Johnson, M 2009, Contact, installation detail,
Faculty of Creative Arts Gallery, University of Wollongong.

Juxtaposed to the warmth of pine in the roof shingles was the cool surface of aluminium, cut
into narrow strips, nicked along the edges and rolled into rosettes (see Figures 170 & 171). On
other sheets of aluminium on the walls of the gallery, the painstaking process of driving nails
into the surface had left tiny embossed impressions of dots. These glimmering surfaces recalled
the affective practices of devotion and offering as well as the animist beliefs embedded in the
worship of Matka Boska Częstochowska (see Chapter 4).
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Figure 170 Golda, A and Johnson, M 2009, Contact, installation detail, Faculty of Creative Arts Gallery,
University of Wollongong.

Figure 171 Golda, A and Johnson, M 2009,
Contact, installation detail, Faculty of Creative
Arts Gallery, University of Wollongong.

This immersive, ritualistic and fragmented narrative installation also involved softening and
quieting viewers’ contact with the ground by covering the gallery floor with pale green carpet
underlay. In designing this feature, what had escaped our notice was that the contact between
the synthetic underlay, the viewer’s body and the aluminium created an electrostatic effect.
When viewers to the exhibition discovered this, their screams and laughter transformed the
installation into a noisy and active space. Spectators frantically rubbed their feet against the
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floor and poked their fingers into the aluminium. Over the period of exhibition, the underlay
became severely torn, the sight of which did not seem to worry the viewers as they ran circling
around the space. I did not intervene, and as Fazakerley later pointed out, “here, installation
[Contact] is conceived as a form of ephemeral, contingent practice that pivots on the role of the
encounter between viewers and their surrounds” (2011, p20).

The electrostatic incident shows up several issues. Firstly, engineering sensation is a powerful
mechanism for moving bodies into action and for dissolving the formal conventions of the
gallery walls. Contact turned the gallery into a kind of playpen. Secondly, it was evident that
the multi-sensory qualities of materials and objects drew viewers in, enticing them to touch the
surfaces. However, accidental sensation tricks are problematic; they can turn viewers’ attention
away from the subtlety of the ritualistic and fragmented narratives deployed in an installation
space and can even subvert the codes of behaviour in gallery spaces. In the end, Contact
emphasised how affect can emerge in the most unexpected ways, stirring bodies physically and
psychically, in movements that can profoundly transform the installation in ways not anticipated
by the artists.

Frenzy Episode, Project Contemporary Artspace, Wollongong, 5 - 16 May 2010
Thinking about the events surrounding Contact, Johnson and I decided to collaborate on another
installation titled Frenzy Episode (2010) at the Project Artspace in Wollongong (see Figure
172). Like previous installations, Frenzy Episode deployed immersive, ritualistic and
fragmented narrative modes to explore productions of sensation, affect and emotion in another
evocation of an intercultural socio-political context.

Figure 172 Golda, A and Johnson, M 2010, Frenzy Episode, installation
detail, Project Contemporary Artspace, Wollongong, NSW.
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We did this by using sculpture, textiles, painting and engagements of the concepts of animism
with and the rites of soul retrieval or soul transmigration, also evident in the works of Louise
Bourgeois and Magdalena Abakanowicz, to make the objects come alive or even emanate a life
force. The idea of constructing a contact zone for an encounter with alternative worlds was
based on our attempt to indicate and transact empathy via multisensory, affective and emotional
channels towards otherworldly figures such as Polish folk demons and mythical animals. To
allow a space for empathy to arise, rather than creating objects of fear or threatening-looking
sculptures, we discussed ways to create depictions that acted as objects of love. Consequently,
Frenzy Episode functioned as a total immersive space of refuge and residence for identities
belonging to mythical and sacred realms. Essentially, our motivation was to activate emotional
bonds between the depictions and the viewers. Again, the engagement of the pre-Christian
systems of belief (animism, soul migration and retrieval) was a critical political action for
overcoming the institutional politics of boundaries that were at the centre of the Weapon of
Choice project and installation.

Figure 173 Golda, A and Johnson, M 2010, Frenzy
Episode, installation

detail, Project Contemporary

Artspace, Wollongong, NSW.
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These considerations led us to make a sculpture depicting a small female demon that conjoined
the identities of Baba Jaga and Lisica (see Figure 173). The strategy of making a small-scale
sculpture was an attempt to instigate empathy towards the object by depicting the sculpture as a
small child. Furthermore, the fact that this horned creature was smiling and attempting to utter
something to the viewer heightened the emotional effect (see Figure 174). For that reason the
creature’s head was turned upwards to create a direct but non-threatening encounter between the
object and the spectator. Although the facial features of the sculpture were skull-like, an image
associated with death, its size was used to indicate a potential for growth. As a result, the ritual
actions and narratives underscoring Frenzy Episode concerned beliefs that emphasised the
cyclic movement between death and rebirth. Complex lacework clothed the figure, and the
black colour of the crochet recalled the dual capacity of life-giving rejuvenation and
connections to the underworld and death.

Figure 174 Golda, A and Johnson, M 2010, Frenzy Episode, installation detail, Project Contemporary
Artspace, Wollongong, NSW.
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Next to the small demon figure was a circular sculpture set on the floor (see Figure 175). The
design of this object drew on Zalipianki’s construction of pająki, which was important because
through this ritual object connections with the mythical realm of powerful female figures are
maintained in my birth region (see Chapter 5). As intimated in Chapter 5, the making of pająki
invokes rejuvenation and manifestations of hope into the future and, in this process, signals
resistance towards the dominating fear tactics of the Polish Catholic church.

Figure 175 Golda, A and Johnson, M 2010, Frenzy Episode, installation detail, Project Contemporary
Artspace, Wollongong, NSW.

Re-examinations of the complex set of meanings embedded in Zalipianki’s pająki, through
immersive, ritualistic and fragmented narrative modes of installation art in Australia, led to a
skeletal structure which, unlike the small demon, was larger than the original size of the
traditional pająki. The structural elements that give original pająki its chandelier associations
were used to stand the sculpture on the ground, exposing an opening, a kind of portal into
another place. Inside the open space, black crochet lace samples dangled, similar to the
offerings attached to podłaźniczka used for acknowledging the presence of the spirit of the tree
and life, the predecessor of pąjaki (see Figure 176 & Chapter 5).

In Frenzy Episode, the construction of the pąjaki sculpture was of steamed pieces of pine,
which made the whole structure flexible, so that even a slight touch or contact with the frame
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would bring it to life, making it wobble. With this movement, the crochet bits swayed from side
to side. Additionally, touch revealed the crochet pieces as not soft but hard, since they were
soaked in sugar starch, a traditional method for forming and molding lace-work, which was
taught to me by my grandmother in Australia.

Figure 176 Golda, A and Johnson, M 2010, Frenzy Episode, installation detail, Project Contemporary
Artspace, Wollongong, NSW.

Like the pąjaki structure, free-standing altars that I had seen in Zalipie were also drawn upon and
enlarged. Images of two deer were painted on aluminium sheets hung from a wooden structure
(see Figure 177). Their morphed bodies were used to draw viewers’ attention towards mythical
animals. Unfolding this scenic narrative meant painting the gaze of the deer so that it was
simultaneously directed at the viewer and across the installation space towards the small demon.
This was a strategy for immersing the audience in an exchange between the identities which these
objects depicted. More specifically, the objects and their various scales were devices for
penetrating the power politics that had contributed to shaping otherworldly female identities and
animals as frightening. Simultaneously, then, Frenzy Episode also engaged in rituals of clearing
and cleansing, a process of getting rid of the fear that had been implanted in the distant past, which
still prevails in Poland. For me this exhibition revealed new ways for constructing a space for
indicating an artist’s projection into the future via empathy.
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Figure 177 Golda, A and Johnson, M 2010, Frenzy Episode, installation detail,
Project Contemporary Artspace, Wollongong, NSW.

Last Exile, Wollongong City Gallery, 17 June – 29 July 2011
The next in this series of installations was Last Exile (2011), a large-scale collaborative
installation with Martin Johnson (see Figure 178). In his opening speech for Last Exile,
academic and artist Brogan Bunt stated:

And this is […], it seems to me, what this exhibition is about – the problem of
moving (and the problem of staying still). How to move without leaving everything
behind, but the necessity also, in leaving, to permit all manner of unexpected
meetings, strange encounters and transitions. (Bunt 2011)

Figure 178 Golda, A and Johnson, M 2011, Last Exile, installation detail,
Wollongong City Gallery, NSW.
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The total immersive, ritualistic and fragmented narrative modes deployed in this installation
allowed me to explore encounters that arise from engagements with beliefs in cyclic movements
between death and renewal. My focus was on addressing the power politics surrounding the
duality of female life givers/takers, Baba Jaga and Lisica. The notion of death, encompassing
cyclic continuity, and often involving otherworldly beings, runs in opposition to Catholic belief
in the cessation of being when the body dies. Through Last Exile, I attempted to challenge this
view that disconnects the realm of the dead from that of the living. To do this, I made use of the
pre-Christian Slavic animist concepts of soul retrieval and transmigration, evident in Magdalena
Abakanowicz’s installations.
In terms of spatial strategies, our attention was drawn to the pillars that marked out a path
towards a central back wall and a balcony that protruded into the gallery space. These elements
offered an opportunity to explore Bishop’s (2005) concept of decentering the viewers; that is,
encouraging audiences’ movements through two floor levels of the building and their
engagement with the work from different perspectives (see Figures 179 & 180 & Chapter 3).

Figure 179 Golda, A and Johnson, M 2011, Last Exile,
installation detail, Wollongong City Gallery, NSW.

Figure 180 Golda, A and Johnson, M 2011, Last Exile,
installation detail, Wollongong City Gallery, NSW.
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The unconventional gallery design (it was originally built as the premises of the Wollongong
City Council) resembles the architecture of sacred places such as cathedrals or theatre. This
connection between gallery, sacred and theatre spaces also features in Kabakov’s concept of
total installation (see Chapter 3). For me, Last Exile took on the form of a proposition to the
mythical identities Baba Jaga and Lisica, and became an offering of a temporary space of refuge
for them in another culture at the opposite end of the world. Furthermore, as Kabakov
suggested, to create a total immersive environment we made use of the gallery, walls, pillars,
floor, ceiling, balcony and lighting to evoke a theatrical atmosphere (see Figures 181 & 182).

Figure 181 Golda, A and Johnson, M 2011, Last Exile, installation detail,
Wollongong City Gallery, NSW.

Figure 182 Golda, A and Johnson, M 2011, Last Exile, installation detail,
Wollongong City Gallery, NSW.
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Last Exile consisted of hand-carved wooden sculptures, paintings and textiles including crochet
and screen-printed images. Upon entering the gallery viewers encountered large lengths of
woven cloth that constructed temporary walls and corridors within the installation (see Figures
183 & 184). Upon these cotton cloths, black and red screen-printed images were pinned. Like
crocheting, the repetitive process of screen-printing was conceived as a ritual action useful for
recalling identities from the deeper past that easily traversed the borders between visible and
invisible worlds.

The screen-printed images depicted Polish ritual objects including wax votives and magic dolls.
In the Last Exile and Weapon of Choice installations, I also made use of images depicting Baba
Jaga flying in her mortar and pestle, witches flying on broomsticks, Lisica flying on a goose and
a Polish woman burning at a stake. These painted and screen printed images were used to orient
the viewer towards the brutal history of the politics of control that enmeshed the identities of
Baba Jaga and real women with that of the witch. However, as Classen (2005) and Braidotti
(2002) point out, these images also reveal empowerment and not simply succumbing to the
prevailing power politics.

Figure 183 Golda, A and Johnson, M 2011, Last Exile, installation detail, Wollongong City Gallery,
NSW.
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Figure 184 Golda, A and Johnson, M 2011,
Last Exile, installation detail, Wollongong
City Gallery, NSW.

The pinning of the printed bits of cloth with safety pins invoked ritualistic elements. While the
safety pins held up the images, they also acted as votive offerings (see Figures 185 & 186). As I
have indicated in previous chapters, this devotional practice of coping stems from Slavic preChristian animist beliefs. Enacting this practice, which preceded the establishment of the politics
of borders, through the Last Exile and Weapon of Choice installations was a political action.

Figures 185 & 186 Golda, A and Johnson, M 2011, Last Exile, installation detail, Wollongong City
Gallery, NSW.
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We also wrapped the screen-printed cloth around the pillars to soften the gallery interior, and
the printed images on the cloth directed viewers deeper into the installation (see Figure 187).
These unbleached natural fibre woven cloths were drop-sheets that we had used in our studio to
protect the floor from paint spills. Like Zalipianki’s linen wall rugs, these cloths were devices
for interconnecting our contemporary art practices with the ritual traditions that invoked the
presence of Baba Jaga and Lisica.

Figure 187 Golda, A and Johnson, M 2011, Last Exile, installation
detail, Wollongong City Gallery, NSW.

The heavily printed images were juxtaposed with wooden votive-like sculptures and brightly
painted canvases. The hand-carved wooden votive creatures, each with a different emotional
expression, wore individual crocheted outfits. These sculptures were placed on shelves around
the pillars and on free-standing structures, and made reference to Polish folk altars (see Figures
188 & 189). The great volume of the sculptures was used to suggest that the whole space was
occupied.

Figures 188 & 189 Golda, A and Johnson, M 2011, Last Exile, installation detail, Wollongong City Gallery,
NSW.
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The strategies for constructing free-standing altars in Last Exile were extended to include
wooden benches for propping up paintings (see Figures 190 & 191). The paintings were
assembled from smaller canvases which themselves contained assemblages of painted narrative
scenes. Images from different sources, including folk tales and historical and ethnographic
materials, formed collages to provide a view into another world. Although these images
included anthropomorphic creatures such as the fox, birds and Baba Jaga, these scenes were not
cohesive, allowing viewers to construct their own stories. The expressive application of the
paint and the rendering of facial features provided depth and intensified each scene.

Figure 190 Golda, A and Johnson, M
2011, Last Exile, installation detail,
Wollongong City Gallery, NSW.

Figure 191 Golda, A and Johnson, M 2011, Last Exile,
installation detail, Wollongong City Gallery, NSW.
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On the back wall of the gallery, the large painted aluminium altar-screen was unlike the serene
deer scene in Frenzy Episode although it was made of the same material. It depicted an
apocalyptic prospect composed of disparate images to create a sense of havoc. In this panoramic
view, a fragment of another world appeared: bones and skulls fell from the sky, witches flew
freely on broomsticks and an old menacing tree was uprooted; next to it a demon female figure
with glowing green eyes was tearing her dress open. All of these characters were in action
except for the main protagonist, the anthropomorphic Lisica, who was painted as though she
was quite bored with the whole frenzy. Instead, Lisica looked out into the gallery to indicate
that she was more interested in our world, and her affectionate smile was used to seize the
attention of the viewer (see Figure 192).

Figure 192 Golda, A and Johnson, M 2011, Last Exile, installation detail,
Wollongong City Gallery, NSW.

Set against this narrative scene was a sculpture of a demon girl standing on her toes, using the end
of her tail to balance her weight (see Figure 193). Her horns resembled pigtails and she wore a
crocheted necklace in a neutral colour that blended with the wood. Like Lisica, this creature was
non-threatening, but rather than making contact with the viewer, she looked past the spectator as
though trying to catch a glimpse of what was happening on the balcony. This was a strategy to
direct viewers’ attention towards different corners of the space and to encourage a multiplicity of
encounters. As Bunt explains:

In terms of these encounters, what I find especially interesting is the mixture of
meeting (conjunction) and incommensurability. Things are brought together, but
without losing their sense of difference. Rather than any effort to forge a unifying
cross-cultural or aesthetic-stylistic myth (and an overall scene of resolution and
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reconciliation), there is a sense of playful and intrinsic tension, a sense that all
meetings are contingent and that multiplicity is less something to be mourned than
celebrated. (Bunt 2011)

Figure 193 Golda, A and Johnson, M 2011, Last Exile, installation detail, Wollongong
City Gallery, NSW.

Broadly speaking, Last Exile was shaped as a space for enveloping the viewer in narratives of
the cyclic rhythm of death and renewal. Through the multi-sensory, affective and emotional
qualities of materials, depictions and objects, the installation attempted to enable a crosscultural encounter through which the past unfolded onto the future in real time. The space
interwove culturally diverse meanings to transact the ways in which migrant and non-migrant
artists negotiate the sharing of spaces in intercultural living.
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Weapon of Choice, Project Space Gallery, Hope Theatre, Faculty of Creative Arts,
University of Wollongong, 15 - 23 December 2011
Working collaboratively with other artists was a process that involved rigorous negotiations of
the content and gallery spaces. The collaborations provided a number of strategies for exploring
the politics of feeling - the affective, emotional and multi-sensory dimensions of my migrant
encounters that I could deploy in intercultural contexts via installation art. The key insight
arising from these collaborations was that constructing the Weapon of Choice installation in
Australia was an opportunity to salvage the old, the mythical, and the sacred and to reshape
these elements in the present through immersive, ritualistic and fragmented narrative modes of
installation art (see Figure 194).

Figure 194 Golda, A, 2011, Weapon Of Choice, installation detail, Project Space Gallery, Hope
Theatre, Faculty of Creative Arts, University of Wollongong.

To do this, in the Weapon of Choice installation I attempted to transmigrate and retrieve the
souls of the female identities Baba Jaga and Lisica from the pre-Christian Slavic mytho-sacral
realm into a gallery space located in Australia. This move aimed to allow for diverse and
unexpected encounters by bringing together painting, textile and sculptural practices, Polish
folk ritual art and contemporary installation art, as well as the visual art field and the sacred
realm. The process of negotiating the space for the mixture of these elements and their meetings
was discernible in the setting of painted images alongside wooden votive-like sculptures dressed
in crochet and screen-printed fabric images pinned onto large woven cloths. Additionally, I
juxtaposed vibrant, dripped, painted surfaces with boldly outlined figures with the minimal
rawness of wood, the textured patterns of lace-work and the heaviness of the flat screen-prints.
Furthermore, non-threatening figures, including a folk demon such as the porcine Lisica,
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accompanied strange and emotional depictions of an anthropomorphic bird female figure caught
somewhere between hell and heaven (see Figure 195 & 197).

Figure 195 Golda, A, 2011, Weapon Of Choice, installation detail, Project Space
Gallery, Hope Theatre, Faculty of Creative Arts, University of Wollongong.

Then there was Lisica, scratching at a piece of cloth stained with spatters of blood (see Figures
195 & 196). Baba Jaga flew through the air in a mortar using her pestle and in the company of a
bird carrying a skull, while slithering beneath them was a monster-like creature (see Figure
198). Next to this painting was a large portrait of a fearless but battered female face moving
across the canvas (see Figures 198 & 199).

Figure 196 Golda, A, 2011, Weapon Of Choice, installation detail, Project Space Gallery, Hope
Theatre, Faculty of Creative Arts, University of Wollongong.
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Figure 197 Golda, A, 2011, Weapon Of Choice, installation detail, Project Space Gallery, Hope
Theatre, Faculty of Creative Arts, University of Wollongong.

Figure 198 Golda, A, 2011, Weapon Of Choice, installation detail, Project Space Gallery, Hope
Theatre, Faculty of Creative Arts, University of Wollongong.
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Figure 199 Golda, A, 2011, Weapon Of Choice, installation detail, Project Space Gallery, Hope
Theatre, Faculty of Creative Arts, University of Wollongong.

These fragmented scenes gave an insight into other worlds and other histories. Underpinning the
content of the work were witches flying on a broom and a woman burning at the stake as well as
old magic objects from Poland (see Figures 200, 201, 202, 203, 204 & 205).

Figure 200 Golda, A 2011, Weapon of Choice, installation detail, Project Space
Gallery, Hope Theatre, Faculty of Creative Arts, University of Wollongong.
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Figures 201 & 202 Golda, A 2011, Weapon of Choice, installation detail, Project Space Gallery, Hope
Theatre, Faculty of Creative Arts, University of Wollongong.

Figures 203 & 204 Golda, A 2011, Weapon of Choice, installation detail, Project Space Gallery, Hope
Theatre, Faculty of Creative Arts, University of Wollongong.
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Figure 205 Golda, A 2011, Weapon of
Choice, installation detail, Project Space
Gallery,

Hope

Theatre,

Faculty

of

Creative Arts, University of Wollongong.

The free-standing altar-like table supported by birds’ feet provided evocations of ritualistic
elements and actions (see Figure 206). Beneath the table was a gathering of small votive
sculptures; some turned towards each other as though in conversation, while others gazed at the
viewer.

Figure 206 Golda, A 2011, Weapon of Choice, installation detail,
Project Space Gallery, Hope Theatre, Faculty of Creative Arts,
University of Wollongong.
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Above the table a skeletal upside-down tree dressed with black crochet samples hung from the
ceiling, casting a shadow onto the table (see Figures 207 & 208). Similarly, the demon girl
sculpture on her tiptoes and the large cloth pinned with screen-printed images on the main
gallery wall drew on the affective practices of offering (see Figures 209 & 210). Paintings
propped up on benches referenced Polish folk free-standing altars that create a space
connecting the earthly and the Christian but also pre-Christian sacred zones (see Chapter 5).

Figures 207 & 208 Golda, A 2011, Weapon of Choice, installation detail, Project Space Gallery, Hope
Theatre, Faculty of Creative Arts, University of Wollongong.

Figure 209 Golda, A 2011, Weapon of Choice, installation detail,
Project Space Gallery, Hope Theatre, Faculty of Creative Arts,
University of Wollongong.
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Figure 210 Golda, A 2011, Weapon of Choice, installation detail, Project Space Gallery, Hope Theatre,
Faculty of Creative Arts, University of Wollongong.

The figurative gestures and the labour invested in the making, underscored by the ritual of soul
transmigration and by my empathy for the archaic powers, were mechanisms for summoning
otherworldly forces into the space. Rather than projecting a religious faith onto the space, the
installation also took into account Bereś’s concept of phantomness (see Chapter 3), the belief in
the continuity of archaic practices that maintain channels for releasing emotional anxiety.
Tapping into the power of totemic animals and mythical figures, and raising them as phantoms
of political resistance through the use of ritualistic actions that assign power energies to spaces
enables the transformation of ordinary objects into power objects and materials into charged
substances that can instigate physical and psychical movements in bodies.

My effort to forge connections between the various features of the exhibition linked the
identities of Baba Jaga and Lisica which occupied the paintings, the woven cloth and the
solidity of three-dimensional sculptural forms. This notion of inhabitation drew on concepts of
anthropomorphism, Slavic animism and animism within to emphasise both the inanimate objects
and the space itself as potential sites of residence for otherworldly presences. As a result, the
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space of Weapon of Choice took on the form of a space of refuge, a temporary sanctuary for
presences smothered by oppressive political practices. Setting up this space was a political
move, to challenge and undermine the institutional politics of boundaries that separate human
and mythical bodies.

Central to this epistemological criticism of the politics that control the borders between visible
and invisible worlds and inner and outer territories was the creative action of constructing a
space, with occupants that spectators could feel and sense. Instigating such intimate encounters
depended on bringing life to the space via sensation, affectivity, and emotion invested into the
objects, materials, depictions and making processes. As a result, the Weapon of Choice
installation was not really about mourning and loss or nostalgic hope for reunions. Rather, this
installation was a space for imaginary possibilities, a site for projecting hopeful signs into the
future. This is because I felt a margin of manoeuvrability in Australia, and by focusing intensely
on this space I took a small step towards resisting and challenging rigid divides via installation
art.

Conclusion
In this chapter I have attempted to show something about the ways in which multiple sensations,
the doubling of affect and emotion and the registration of empathy can generate contact zones
through installation art for criticality about the failures of firmly established belief systems and
the need for their revision in the future. The collaborative installation projects and the Weapon
of Choice installation aimed to open up alternative scenes and proposals for thinking about the
past and the next step into the future, from the reality of the present. The next chapter is the
conclusion to the entire Weapon of Choice: Installation Art and the Politics of Emotion project.
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Conclu sion
In this section, I conclude my research by summarising the main issues concerning this project,
the implications of my research and possibilities for future projects.

The aim of this Weapon of Choice: Installation Art and the Politics of Emotion project was to
address my research question on how I could respond in Australia through installation art to the
feelings I encountered in moving between Poland and Australia. More specifically, how do the
established institutions of the place claim control over the borders between visible and invisible
worlds, involving secular and sacred spheres, as well as between inner and outer territories? I
used these questions to attend to the gaps I perceived in academic dialogues about the ways in
which bodily capacities (the affective, emotional and multi-sensory modes) work in relation to
issues of power, migratory experiences, migrant folklore and contemporary art practices as well
as intercultural living.

Through this visual art project, a number of key principles and creative strategies have emerged as
significant for responding to the feelings and to the institutional politics of boundaries I
encountered in moving between Poland and Australia through installation art. For example, my
construction of the methodological scaffold involving the concepts and approaches of visual art
practice-led research (Sullivan), the iterative cyclic web model (Smith and Dean), structures of
feeling (Williams), sensuous scholarship (Stoller), empathic vision (Bennett) and material
thinking (Carter) allowed me to situate my own intimate encounters within the socio-political
sphere and gave a socio-political agency to my installations by providing a space for revealing the
felt dimensions and stories operating in a migrant world in Australia.

Central to the conception of this methodological assemblage was the view that feeling arises out
of the mediation between bodies and the power structures of the place. Moreover, the conjunction
of these methods emphasised that political resistance towards and epistemological criticism of the
affectivity of power politics are dependent on the registration of empathy through the felt
(affective, emotional and multi-sensory) capacities of the body and installation art. Furthermore,
this methodological assemblage enabled me to elucidate particular approaches, through
collaborative projects, for constructing installation spaces that unfolded the past onto the future in
the present and for creating a critical and speculative site for viewers in Australia.

This enmeshment of methodological approaches directed my attention towards the importance of
moving outside visual art disciplinary boundaries to find specific strategies for forming critical
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socio-political responses to the institutional politics of boundaries through making art. By
reaching beyond the perimeters of visual art, I found that the well-established institutional systems
that position feeling as private, separating it from issues of power, and epistemologies that
disconnect mythical and sacred realms by situating them as belonging to the fictional arena or to a
valueless and dangerous past, are now being reconsidered in terms of their relations to the sociopolitical sphere and issues of power.

I drew on the work of anthropologists David Howes (2003, 2005) and Constance Classen (1997,
2005), human geographers Lisa Law (2005), Nigel Thrift (2004), and Deirdre McKay (2005),
sociologist Patricia Ticineto Clough (2007), philosopher Brian Massumi (2002) and cultural
theorist Sara Ahmed (2004). In particular, the conjunction of such theoretical concepts as
emplacement, intersensoriality and sensography (Howes), sensory models (Classen), olfactory
politics (Law), margin of manoeuvrability and vampiric politics (Massumi), affective practices
(Thrift), affective labour (Ticineto Clough), politics of emotion and affective economies (Ahmed)
and practices of migrant re-emplacement (McKay) provided valuable theoretical mechanisms and
a firm theoretical ground for penetrating the divisive doctrines and epistemologies of patriarchal
systems of knowledge concerning the questions addressed in this project.

Throughout this project, I have emphasised that the senses, affect and emotion are entangled and
act as significant cultural transactive systems that are saturated with cultural, social and political
values. Moreover, because of the understanding that the meanings and values of bodily capacities
(affect, emotion and the senses) vary from place to place and person to person, this project needed
to turn away from the interiority of psychoanalytical models and from detached philosophical
foundations to avoid separatist approaches and universalities.

My explorations of these theoretical concepts cast light upon the centrality of the senses, affect
and emotion to political practices, and upon their significance to the production of authority and
political resistance. More specifically, histories of sensory ideologies, affective practices and
politics of emotion illuminated the force of multisensory, devotional and narrative forms for
moving bodies physically, psychically and emotionally. Focusing on the effects of the knot
between the politics of control and feeling enabled me to probe and recover the histories and
practices that resist divisive systems by maintaining contacts beyond the prohibited and obscured
borders. I was able to harness already established strategies in contemporary and traditional art
that challenged the conventions of firmly established institutional systems of knowledge and
politics of control that cause emotional turmoil and injury.
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Through this theoretical lens, I grasped the features of installation art that contribute to its sociopolitical orientation, explicitly the total immersive, ritualistic and fragmented narrative modes. I
found that the concepts of decentering the viewer (Bishop 2005), animism within (Franke 2010)
and total installation Kabakov (Kabakov, Tupitsyn & Tupitsyn 1999; Bishop 2005; Groys 2006)
were crucial for blurring and disturbing a number of epistemological boundaries by emphasising
the reciprocal relationship between the space (including the arrangements of objects), the viewer
and the artist, as well as intimate connections between animate and inanimate, human and animal,
sacred and secular, and visual art spheres. Among the artists who have made use of immersive,
ritualistic and fragmented narrative modes, Louise Bourgeois’s and Magdalena Abakanowicz’s
artworks became crucial due to their specific employments of animism, anthropomorphism and
rituals of soul retrieval and clearing in their object-based installations. Their approaches for
constructing multi-sensory, affective and emotionally charged spaces played a pivotal role in
responding to the feelings resulting from the institutional politics of boundaries encountered in
this project and in the world of my migrant re-emplacement.

The understanding that I gathered from the theoretical and installation art investigations proved
vital for unpacking the histories and for scrutinising the power politics that obscure the mythical
and sacred aspects of the main protagonists of this project, Baba Jaga and Lisica. Through a
critical approach, I revealed that Baba Jaga’s and Lisica’s reputedly malicious tempers and
threatening natures stem from the deployment of a power politics, including a politics of emotion
and a politics of gender, that have worked to disrupt the maintenance of matriarchal attachments
and practices that had kept channels open between the ancient past and the future in the present. In
turn, the process of tracking back in time illuminated current Polish folk ritual art practices
including crocheting and painting, woven cloth, wood, certain patterns, ritualistic and devotional
forms, as well as immersive spatial arrangements that continue to maintain contact with the preChristian world and therefore act as sites of resistance against the power politics that deny and
obscure these connections.

Developing an understanding of the multi-sensory, affective and emotional operations of power
politics, Polish folk ritual and devotional practices, as well as the ways in which installation art
modes including immersive, ritualistic and fragmented narratives shape bodies and spaces, has
allowed me to interrogate the imposing forces of political regimes and to develop approaches to
penetrate disruptive values and belief systems that influence the understanding of the meanings
inherent in emotional attachments to otherworlds.

I conceived the Weapon of Choice installation as a socio-political form oriented towards the
viewer and forming an imaginative, critical and speculative contact zone for enabling new and
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unexpected encounters with a migratory world; specifically, a space for coming into contact with
Baba Jaga and Lisica in the present, and in Australia. I encouraged the spectator to feel and sense
an aspect of a migrant world, a space where the histories and politics of injustices continue to
intrude upon the present and cause emotional turmoil.

I used this contact zone, a world within a world, to explore a complex set of relations between the
senses, affect and emotion and power politics, to unsettle the past belonging to the migrant’s
heritage culture and communicate its ongoing presence in the migrant’s new culture. By
summoning Baba Jaga’s and Lisica’s identities and drawing on belief systems from my Polish
migrant heritage in Australia that linger beyond and run counter to the institutional politics of
boundaries, I hoped through installation art to allow new insights into strategies for providing a
fuller understanding of the powers impressing upon migrant worlds in the spaces of intercultural
living. Moreover, the Weapon of Choice installation may signal the emergence of new structures
of feeling and hope by providing a space for reunions and for exposing and witnessing the
relations between politics and feeling that impress upon my world of migrant re-emplacement. I
am suggesting in this critical inquiry that new total immersive, ritualistic and fragmented narrative
forms of installation art are necessary for interrogating and developing felt (sensuous, affective
and emotional) epistemological criticisms of divisive political practices.

In that sense, the Weapon of Choice installation is my weapon, a form of political resistance and a
challenge to the politics of control that separate visible and invisible worlds, inner and outer
terrains, human and mythical/sacred identities. Through this investigation grounded in real and
personal experience, I attempted to create a space for exposing and witnessing the way the past
can be unfolded on to the future in the present. Feeling and sensing are central for unbolting the
past and for prefiguring the future and taking small steps to affect futurity. In this project, I
suggest that the immersive, ritualistic and fragmented narrative modes of installation art are useful
alternative non-didactic devices for activating sites of criticality about the relationships between
feeling and political regimes, and for constructing creative forms and spaces that have the
potential to unsettle the political legacy of fear tactics.

In doing this research in Australia, I am aware that it is situated on the edges between visible and
invisible worlds. I am also conscious of the fact that this project sits on the margins of what may
generally be central concerns to migrant artists in Australia, issues such as exile, belonging,
cultural displacement and dislocation. Furthermore, this encounter with the mytho-sacral Polish
territory involves some intellectual border-crossing for coming into contact with “los atravesados
(the crossed) […] those who do not fit the dominant categories; those whose presence shocks. Not
from here; not from there” (Rivera 2004, p187). In retrospect, I feel that the crossing of some
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institutional politics of boundaries involved professional risks even for an artist-researcher in an
academic sphere, since working on and crossing borders can be a precarious exercise. However,
visual art practice-led research is well placed to critique and challenge pre-existing and assumed
systems of knowledge (Sullivan 2010).

This study has certain limitations deriving from its focus on the artist-researcher’s own migrant
movements between Poland and Australia and the specific sacred region. Within these bounds, my
investigations have illuminated two main topics for future explorations. One is the relationship
between shamanism, power politics and installation art. This particular thread of inquiry continued
to surface in unexpected ways throughout this project. The shamanistic aspects of pre-Christian
Slavic ritual traditions and Baba Jaga’s and Lisica’s identities raise connections to Joseph Beuys’s
(cited in Bishop 2005) concept of socio-sculpture and the recent history of shamanism in art. John
Neylon’s observation (2008) that my Raising the Dead installation deployed a shamanistic mode
further strengthens the suggestion that this offers a rich field for future research.

The second topic concerns investigations of the relations between Polish, Japanese and Australian
cross-cultural exchanges via narrative forms that concern otherworldly identities. There seems to
be an intriguing connection between the folk art in my birth region, Polish modern art, and
contemporary forms of Japanese art and theatre, such as manga (Japanese cartoons) and anime
(Japanese animation). Future research will focus on the connections between Polish folk demons
and nature spirits and the Japanese Yokai, a group of supernatural demons or spirits that includes
the fox Kitsune, who is also a sacred figure and deity. The memorable animated film Pom Poko
(1994) from Studio Ghibli captured the mytho-sacred feature of Kitsune. More recently the same
studio produced Mr Dough and the Egg Princess (2010); the central character is Baba Jaga, who
connects to the harvest and animistic dough forms.

Through this project, Weapon of Choice: Installation Art and the Politics of Emotion, I suggest
that new approaches to immersive, ritualistic and fragmented narrative modes have the capacity to
generate critical spaces. I have shown how such installations can instigate a plurality of responses
rather than producing sites only for mediating didactic and linear messages about politics or
political agendas. The function of these modes in installation art is not to impose any specific
ideology or faith, or to achieve a balance of power or a utopian liberation for a particular
community. Rather, the intersection of these modes is central to the recognition that transacting
political action is tied to multi-sensory, affective and emotional qualities and the registration of
empathy. The felt dimensions of installation art form a device for critical inquiry in re-addressing
imbalances of power and the institutional politics of boundaries that impinge upon certain bodies
in the present. Nonetheless, in the broader migratory context, this project calls for the modification
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of some systems of containment and constraint to allow spaces for contact with the unknown and
unfamiliar.
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